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Abstract

In today’s age, huge data sets are becoming ubiquitous. In addition to their size,

most of these data sets are often noisy, have outliers, and are incomplete. Hence,

analyzing such data is challenging. We look at applying geometric techniques to

tackle some of these challenges, with an emphasis on designing provably efficient

algorithms. Our work takes two broad approaches – distributed algorithms, and

concise descriptors for big data sets.

With the massive amounts of data available today, it is common to store and

process data using multiple machines. Parallel programming frameworks such as

MapReduce and its variants are becoming popular for handling such large data. We

present the first provably efficient algorithms to compute, store, and query data

structures for range queries and approximate nearest neighbor queries in a popu-

lar parallel computing abstraction that captures the salient features of MapReduce

and other massively parallel communication (MPC) models. Our algorithms are

competitive in terms of running time and workload to their classical counterparts.

We propose parallel algorithms in the MPC model for processing large terrain

elevation data (represented as a 3D point cloud) that are too big to fit on one

machine. In particular, we present a simple randomized algorithm to compute the

Delaunay triangulation of the xy-projections of the input points. Next we describe

an efficient algorithm to compute the contour tree (a topological descriptor that

succinctly encodes the contours of a terrain) of the resulting triangulated terrain.
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We then look at comparing real-valued functions, by computing a distance func-

tion between their merge trees (a small-sized descriptor that succinctly captures the

sublevel sets of a function). Merge trees are robust to noise in the data, and can be

used effectively as proxies for the data sets themselves in some cases. We also use

it give an algorithm to compute the Gromov-Hausdorff distance, a natural way to

measure distance between two metric spaces. We give the first proof of hardness and

the first non-trivial approximation algorithm for computing the Gromov-Hausdorff

distance between metric spaces defined on trees, where the distance between two

points is given by the length of the unique path between them in the tree.

Finally we look at the problem of capturing shared portions between large number

of input trajectories. We formulate it as a subtrajectory clustering problem - the

clustering of subsequences of trajectories. We propose a new model for clustering

subtrajectories. Each cluster of subtrajectories is represented as a pathlet, a sequence

of points that is not necessarily a subsequence of an input trajectory. We present

a single objective function for finding the optimal collection of pathlets that best

represents the trajectories taking into account noise and other artifacts of the data.

We show that the subtrajectory clustering problem is NP-hard and present fast

approximation algorithms. We further improve the running time of our algorithm if

the input trajectories are “well-behaved”. We also present experimental results on

both real and synthetic data sets.
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1

Introduction

We are drowning in a world of data. To quote an article that appeared in 2014 [1] –

“By 2020 the digital universe will contain nearly as many digital bits as there are

stars in the universe. It is doubling in size every two years, and by 2020 the digital

universe – the data we create and copy annually – will reach 44 trillion gigabytes”.

Data is being collected, knowingly or unknowingly, scrupulously or unscrupu-

lously, from almost everywhere and all the time. Our cellphones are continously

sending location and other information to servers; websites track our activity con-

stantly; sensors placed on the ocean floor are collecting and sending seismological

data for analysis purposes [2]; weather satellites are continuously taking pressure and

humidity measurements, and beaming them to weather stations for forecasting. The

ethical and moral issues concerning data privacy and data abuse pose very important

and interesting questions, but these are outside the purview of this dissertation.

Many of these data sets have a geometric flavor. For instance, terrain data ob-

tained using sensing technologies such as LiDAR, and GPS traces of vehicles consist

of a collection of points on the earths surface, and points are the most basic geomet-

ric object. Many problems in other domains can also be viewed through a geometric
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lens. For example, a SELECT query on a relational database can be viewed as ask-

ing what points lie inside a hyperrectangle in some high-dimensional space, an image

can be mapped to a vector of pixel intensity values, and so on. The central theme

of this thesis is to use geometric techniques to aid in the analysis of such data sets.

The data sets available today are huge, and have sizes that were inconceivable not

very long back. Many of these data sets also have a temporal aspect. For example,

trajectories consist of locations along with timestamps; a video can be thought of

as a sequence of images ordered temporally; observations of physical processes mea-

sured over time, etc. In some cases, so much data is generated at such a rapid rate

that it cannot be stored in its entirety, and we can only make one pass over the

data stream. Often the data available is noisy, inaccurate, incomplete, and contain

outliers. This may happen for multiple reasons, e.g., sensor equipment malfunction,

or lossy transmission of data. Such issues pose unique algorithmic challenges, and

necessitate development of new techniques for data analysis.

This dissertation is mostly concerned with how to tackle some of the technical

challenges associated with analyzing large spatio-temporal data. A major focus of

this thesis is to develop algorithms with provable performance guarantees. Huge

input sizes mean that it is no longer enough to design polynomial time algorithms,

and we need (near-)linear time algorithms to make them scalable (when possible).

The presence of noise in the data requires that the algorithms be robust and handle

noise in a principled manner. Furthermore, many of the problems encountered are

computationally hard to solve exactly. Since the input data itself is often noisy

and an approximation of the actual data points, it is often sufficient to settle for

algorithms that provide approximate answers but are much faster.
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1.1 Broad Themes

We briefly outline the two broad approaches taken in this dissertation to get a handle

on big noisy data sets.

Distributed algorithms. Many data sets are so huge that they cannot fit on one ma-

chine and are distributed across multiple machines, with a communication network

linking the machines together. Such data sets are processed in parallel using big

data platforms such as MapReduce [70], where a variety of issues arise ranging from

communication latency to load balancing. Most algorithms for such platforms do

not have any theoretical performance guarantees (see the survey [102] for a discus-

sion on efficient algorithms for parallel query processing with provable guarantees

on their performance). Designing provably efficient algorithms for such platforms

demands renouncing traditional models of computation (such as the RAM model),

and working with a model that abstracts away most of the implementation details

of individual platforms yet captures the salient features of such platforms. We look

at how to build data structures to answer range and nearest neighbor queries, and

algorithms for analyzing massive terrain data, in a popular distributed model of

computation.

Small-sized descriptors. For certain applications, maintaining the entire data set can

be avoided, e.g., data sketching techniques such as Bloom filters and Count-Min

have been pretty successful for summarizing sets and counting distinct items respec-

tively [3]. In our case, we construct small-sized descriptors so that certain geometric

and topological analyses can be performed efficiently using these descriptors, e.g.,

certain kinds of queries can be answered quicker using a contour tree (Section 3.2.2)

than naively using the entire data set.

In many cases, we are interested in comparing two different data sets. One way
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to do this is to compute correspondences between the two. For instance, geometric

point set matching in two and three dimensions is a well-studied family of problems

with applications to areas such as computer vision [124], pattern recognition [63, 98],

and computational chemistry [83, 126]. Each correspondence is associated with a

cost function that measures its goodness ; the goal is to compute the best correspon-

dence. Such correspondences also reveal shared substructures among the two data

sets. Comparing the data sets directly can be difficult in some cases, hence these

descriptors can be used as proxies for the data sets themselves, and we compare the

descriptors directly. Further, these descriptors are robust to noise in the data, and

using them for comparison is a way to compare data sets while handling noise in a

principled manner.

The previous paragraph discussed comparing two objects. What if we want to

find commonalities among multiple (more than two) objects? One way to do this

is by clustering. The primary goal of any clustering algorithm is to group similar

objects together. In many cases, huge data sets tend to cluster into smaller number

of clusters. Uncovering the underlying clusters can reveal hidden structure in the

data. Further, each cluster can sometimes be replaced by a representative that

captures the entire cluster, thereby reducing the complexity of the data set. Such a

representative can also lead to noise reduction, since it aggregates the noise present

in each individual member of the cluster. Clustering can also help in finding outliers

and anomaly detection.

Clustering only tells us which objects are the most similar. What if we want a

more fine-grained approach to discovering common patterns in data? e.g., instead

of looking at an object as a whole, we might want to look at sub-parts of it and

compute similar sub-parts of other objects. This problem is different than clustering

the objects in general, since two objects in different clusters may still share common

portions. We specifically look at the problem of clustering sub-trajectories in input

4



trajectories.

1.2 Our Contribution

We describe our specific contributions briefly. This also serves as a guide to how the

dissertation is organized.

1. We design algorithms for building and querying data structures to answer range

and nearest-neighbor searching queries, in cases where the data is stored across

multiple machines (Chapter 2). Such queries form the bedrock for several

kinds of data processing tasks. We use the Massively Parallel Communication

(MPC) model of computation (see Section 2.1) to analyze the performance of

our algorithm, and prove that our algorithms are near-optimal (Theorems 10,

15 and 17). Our algorithms are simple and based on partitioning the input

using a small-sized random sample. This chapter is based on joint work with

Pankaj K. Agarwal, Kyle Fox and Kamesh Munagala [18].

2. We design MPC algorithms for two fundamental problems in terrain analysis –

computing the Delaunay triangulation of a planar point set, and computing the

contour tree of a triangulated terrain (Chapter 3). A triangulation of a planar

point set is said to be Delaunay if the circumcircle of any of its triangles does not

contain any input point in its interior. The contour tree is a data structure that

succinctly encodes the contours of a real-valued function. We prove that our

algorithms are optimal for the Delaunay triangulation (Theorem 28), and are

optimal for the contour tree under certain reasonable assumptions on the input

(Theorem 33). We use a divide-and-conquer approach that takes advantage of

the underlying geometry to split the problem into constituent sub-problems,

while reducing the interaction between neighboring sub-problems. This chap-

ter is based on joint work with Pankaj K. Agarwal, Kyle Fox and Kamesh
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Munagala [125].

3. We explore the Gromov-Hausdorff (GH) distance between metric spaces (Chap-

ter 4). The GH distance measures the smallest additive distortion that can be

achieved while embedding one metric space into another. The problem is chal-

lenging because it is closely related to the graph isomorphism problem, which

is known to be neither polynomial-time solvable, nor NP-complete. We prove

hardness results (Theorem 36), and give approximation algorithms for com-

puting the GH distance in the special case of tree metrics (Corollary 52). We

reduce the problem to comparing merge trees of real-valued functions, another

interesting problem in its own right. This chapter is based on joint work with

Pankaj K. Agarwal, Kyle Fox, Anastasios Sidiropoulos and Yusu Wang [21].

4. We look at the problem of extracting common movement patterns from tra-

jectory data (Chaper 5). We cast this as a subtrajectory clustering problem.

We propose a new model for clustering subtrajectories, and provide hardness

results (Theorems 53 and 54) and approximation algorithm for the same (The-

orem 56). We further show that our algorithm can be made much faster under

some realistic input assumptions (Theorem 67). Our algorithms use a reduc-

tion to the set cover problem; however the size of the set cover instance is

exponential and hence cannot be constructed explicitly. The main challenge

is then to implement the greedy set cover algorithm efficiently without ever

constructing the set cover instance explicitly. This chapter is based on joint

work with Pankaj K. Agarwal, Kyle Fox, Kamesh Munagala, Jiangwei Pan and

Erin Taylor [19].
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1.3 Prior Work

We discuss previous work, and refer the reader to the respective later chapters for

more details.

Big data platforms. The term “big data” has become ubiquitous to describe data

that cannot be stored or processed on a single machine. The MapReduce plat-

form [70], its open source implementation Hadoop [145], and related platforms (such

as Pregel [114], Spark [148], and Google Cloud Dataflow [26]) have emerged as dom-

inant computing platforms for big-data processing. At a high level, these systems fo-

cus on computation local to the data stored on individual machines and have become

popular due to their ability to abstract away the distributed nature of data storage

and processing. The data itself is stored on disk in a distributed file system, for ex-

ample, the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) of the Hadoop platform [136].

A distributed file system can be treated as a cluster of machines, each with its own

disk space where the data is stored. Spark [148] builds on MapReduce and attempts

to keep data in memory to speed up machine learning applications that require mul-

tiple passes over the same data. Many of these platforms also incorporate streaming

and real-time primitives. A high level programming language such as Pig [4] is used

to write a program that is pushed to the machines where the data is stored and

processed.

Theoretical models for big data and parallel computation. Theoretical models of com-

putation capture the salient features of real-world systems while abstracting away

implementation details, thereby simplifying the process of designing and analyzing

algorithms.

A common concern when designing data structures for massive amounts of data

is the cost of reading and writing from disk, called an I/O operation. Aggarwal
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and Vitter [23] described the two-level I/O-memory model in an attempt to under-

stand those costs. An alternative to the two-level I/O model described above is the

cache-oblivious model introduced by Frigo et al. [84]. In essence, algorithms for the

traditional RAM model are evaluated in terms of performance using the two-level

I/O model with unknown internal memory size and unknown block size. The analysis

assumes transfers between internal and external memory are done using an optimal

caching strategy.

While the I/O models above are designed with the storage of massive data in

mind, they are still inherently sequential. In contrast, the Parallel Random Access

Machine (PRAM) model ignores I/O complexities and instead models parallel pro-

cessors sharing a common memory pool. The PRAM model neglects such issues as

synchronization and communication, and the cost of an algorithm is estimated using

the overall running time as well as the sum of the running times of all processors.

The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [141] of Valiant models parallel

processing, communication, and synchronization. A specialization of this model

to multiprocessors is termed coarse grained parallelism (CGP) [71]. This model

is similar to MPC; there are p ď nε processors (where n is the input size and

ε ď 0.5), each of which is allowed Opn{pq communication between rounds, and

arbitrary sequential computation. The goal is to simultaneously optimize the number

of rounds, as well as the sequential computation done per processor.

More recently, many authors have focused on variations of the MapReduce model [105,

100, 87, 91, 41, 28]. All of these models involve multiple machines with the caveat

that no machine can hold all of the input at once. Computation proceeds in rounds,

with each machine having access to only its own data in any round. The machines can

communicate with each other between rounds. Briefly, let ε be such that 0 ă ε ă 1,

and let n denote the input size. Karloff et al. [100] restrict both the number of

machines and the memory on each machine to be Opn1´εq, and they only consider
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the number of rounds taken by an algorithm as its measure of performance. Further

they restrict the total amount of communicated between rounds to Opn2´2εq. This

model is used by Lattanzi et al. [105] to design certain graph theoretic algorithms;

however they also take into account the total time taken by all the machines in each

round to evaluate their performance. The models of [87, 91, 41] are more or less

similar – they assume that if there are p machines then each machine has space

s “ Opn{pq; they are also interested only in the number of rounds of computation.

Andoni et al. [28] further restrict the model of [41] so that s ě
?
n, the justification

being that the space on each machine is much larger than the number of machines

in practice. There is extensive work in database systems on developing algorithms

under MapReduce and its variants, e.g., algorithms for large graph processing, join

operations, query processing etc. See e.g. [132, 99, 107].

I/O-efficient and parallel geometric algorithms. Extensive work has been done on

developing range-searching data structures in the I/O model [30] and the cache-

oblivious model [31]. In addition, Agarwal et al. [13] describe I/O-optimal algorithms

for constructing range and nearest-neighbor searching data structures. Many efficient

geometric algorithms in the PRAM model have been described; see Goodrich [90] for

a survey. Dehne et al. [71] present optimal algorithms for several geometric problems

in the CGP model.

As far as practical implementations are concerned, there are several MapReduce

implementations for analyzing and querying spatial and geometric data, see [77,

27, 79, 78, 12] and references there in. For example, SpatialHadoop [79] is a full-

fledged MapReduce framework that adapts traditional spatial index structures like

R-tree and R+-tree to form a two-level spatial index. It is also equipped with other

operations, including range query, k-nearest neighbors, and spatial join.

Goodrich et al. [91] describe a connection between MapReduce and the BSP
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model mentioned above, which leads to efficient implementation of some geometric

algorithms. Andoni et al. [28] develop MapReduce algorithms for approximating

the minimum spanning tree and the earth-mover distance in a bounded doubling

dimension metric space. There is some work on similarity search in high dimensions

in the distributed setting [36]. However, their focus is on reducing the amount of

communication per round and is based on distributed locality-sensitive hashing.

Comparing metric spaces and topological descriptors. Most work on associating points

between two metric spaces involves embedding a given high dimensional metric space

into an infinite host space of lower dimensional metric spaces. However, there is

some work on finding a bijection between points in two given finite metric spaces

that minimizes typically multiplicative distortion of distances between points and

their images, with some limited results on additive distortion.

Kenyon et al. [101] give an optimal algorithm for minimizing the multiplicative

distortion of a bijection between two equal-sized finite metric spaces, and a pa-

rameterized polynomial time algorithm that finds the optimal bijection between an

arbitrary unweighted graph metric and a bounded-degree tree metric.

Papadimitriou and Safra [129] show that it is NP-hard to approximate the mul-

tiplicative distortion of any bijection between two finite 3-dimensional point sets to

within any additive constant or to a factor better than 3.

Hall and Papadimitriou [94] discuss the additive distortion problem – given two

equal-sized point sets S, T Ă Rd, find the smallest ∆ such that there exists a bijection

f : S Ñ T such that dpx, yq ´ ∆ ď dpfpxq, fpyqq ď dpx, yq ` ∆. They show

that it is NP-hard to approximate by a factor better than 3 in R3, and also give

a 2-approximation for R1 and a 5-approximation for the more general problem of

embedding an arbitrary metric space onto R1.

The interleaving distance between merge trees [121] was proposed as a measure
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to compare functions over topological domains that is stable to small perturbations

in a function. The interleaving distance can be defined for more general settings, and

is a popular distance measure in topological data analysis; see [43] for more recent

results on its computational complexity. Distances for the more general Reeb graphs

are given in [38, 69]. These concepts are related to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance

between metric spaces [92].

The field of shape analysis involves data acquisition and shape modeling. Hence

defining and computing meaningful notions of similarity between such digital models

is very important. Such data is usually in the form of a point cloud and are endowed

with a notion of distance between its points. Thus they can be viewed as metric

spaces. In many cases, the objects are invariant under various deformations, and as

such it is important to come up with an intrinsic distance measure between metric

spaces that is independent of the ambient metric space in which the points reside;

see [59, 48, 118, 119].

Discovering shared structure in trajectories and other sequence data. There has been

a recent line of work on subtrajectory clustering [62, 93, 106, 137, 150, 50, 128,

134]. Apart from these, there is a fair bit of work on extracting common movement

patterns. For example, given a set of trajectories and a query time-interval, Pelekis

et al. [130, 131] cluster the subtrajectories having points lying in the query interval.

This is equivalent to clustering trajectories, obtained by restricting each trajectory

in the query interval. The algorithms in [82, 144, 149, 138] search for pre-defined

patterns, such as groups or crowds, in trajectory data.

The work on multiple sequence alignment (MSA) in computational biology [127],

on functional clustering in statistics [133], and on topic modeling/dictionary learn-

ing [44, 76] in machine learning and signal processing also focus on identifying shared

structures.
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Finally, there is work on computing a mean or a median trajectory as a repre-

sentative of a given set of “similar” trajectories [51], computing basis trajectories

to recover structure from motion [25], and segmenting individual trajectories using

certain geometric criteria [53]. The work on trajectory clustering [85, 97, 146] focuses

on partitioning a set of trajectories into clusters of similar trajectories, and possi-

bly computing a representative trajectory for each cluster using the aforementioned

work. This line of work, however, does not discover shared structures among other-

wise dissimilar trajectories. There is some work on partial matching between a pair

of trajectories, i.e., finding most similar subtrajectories between two trajectories [52].
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2

Querying Massive Data

2.1 Introduction

One of the important problems in databases, GIS, and computational geometry is to

answer various queries on a set of points in a geometric space. One could conceivably

scan the entire data to answer each query, but since several queries are answered on

the same data, it is desirable to preprocess data into a data structure so that a query

can be answered quickly. A popular approach to cope with big data in the context

of query processing is to work with a small summary of data such as random sam-

ples, coresets, sketches, etc. These methods are successful for answering aggregation

queries, but they do not work well when queries involve analyzing local structure of

data such as nearest-neighbor queries or range-reporting queries (especially for small

ranges). In such instances, one has to work with the entire data. This difficulty

raises the problem of constructing data structures on big data platforms. In this

chapter, we study data structures for range-reporting and nearest-neighbor queries

– two very popular queries on geometric data – on big data platforms. In particular,

we develop efficient algorithms for constructing some of the classical data structures
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such as kd-trees, BBD-trees, and range trees.

Our model. To avoid dependence on specifics of a particular platform, we present

our algorithms in a simple but popular abstract model called the (basic) massively

parallel communication (MPC) model, originally proposed by Beame et al. [41] (see

also Andoni et al. [28]).

Let n be the size of an input instance, and let I be a set of m machines. For

simplicity, we assume I to be t0, . . . ,m ´ 1u. Set s “ n{m, and for simplicity,

assume s is an integer.1 Each machine has Opsq memory (or space). As is standard,

we assume s ě nα for some positive constant α ă 1. Computation proceeds in

rounds. In each round, each machine reads its input, does some computation, and

emits some output, where each output item is marked with the ID of the machine

for which it is input in the next round. The size of the input to and output from any

machine is bounded by Opsq in each round. Communication across machines occurs

only between rounds. See Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The MPC model.

We explicitly allow data to persist on machines between rounds of computation

1 For simplicity, we will ignore floor and ceiling operators throughout this chapter and assume
appropriate choice of parameters so that the ratios are integers when needed.
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and after all computation has been performed, as long as the total amount of data

stored on each machine never exceeds Opsq. By considering data storage as we do,

we are able to build and store data structures for massive geometric data. The

explicit persistence of data between rounds and our hard requirements on the space

of each machine are the main differences between our model and the MPC model

as described by Beame et al. [41]. Andoni et al. [28] also limit the space on each

machine, but they do not explicitly consider persistent storage. In fact, some work

in similar models (e.g. Goodrich et al. [91]) require machines to communicate their

own data to themselves in order for data to persist between rounds of computation.

Queries to our data structures behave as any other MPC computation. They

simply take advantage of the distributed data structures already stored in the ma-

chines to reduce query time. When preprocessing a set of points P to build our

data structures, we assume the points of P are distributed arbitrarily throughout

the machines. Individual queries are sent to an arbitrary machine.

The efficiency of an algorithm is measured using three metrics: the number of

rounds of computation R, the running time T , and the total work W . The first is

obvious; we describe the latter two below. For machine β P I, let tβr denote the

computation time spent by this machine in round r. The running time is defined as

T “
R
ÿ

r“1

max
βPI

tβr.

Note that this definition does not count the time it takes to communicate between

the machines, which is accounted for separately by the quantity R.

The total work is defined as

W “

R
ÿ

r“1

ÿ

βPI

tβr.

In order to make guarantees about our total work, we assume a machine performs
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zero work in a single round of computation if it does not receive any input or com-

munication at the beginning of that round. This assumption can be interpreted as

each machine “sleeping” through a round of computation unless it is given a reason

to wake up, and this makes it possible for W to be significantly smaller than m ¨ T .

While most prior work on the MPC model focuses on minimizing the number

of computation rounds R of an algorithm, e.g., [41, 100, 80], we must consider all

three metrics in order to say anything interesting about geometric data structures.

Consider processing a set of points P Ď R2 so that one may report the points lying

within an axis-aligned query rectangle. If number of rounds were our only concern, we

would build a trivial data structure in one round of computation by doing nothing. A

query for rectangle ˝q would then be performed in one round of computation as well

by having each machine individually check which of its points lie inside ˝q. However,

queries will take Opsq time and require Opnq work. We could slightly improve our

data structure by building kd-trees for each machine’s set of points using one round,

Ops log sq time, and Opn log nq total work (see Section 2.3). The runtime of a query

would improve to Op
?
sq in the worst case, but queries would still require Ωpmq work

in the best case and Op
?
smq “ Opn{

?
sq work in the worst case. Unless s is nearly

as large as n, these worst-case workloads are significantly higher than what is possible

using classical sequential data structures. Therefore, we will focus on minimizing all

three performance metrics.

2.1.1 Our results

Let P be a set of n points in Rd, where d is a constant. We present efficient algorithms

for building and querying kd-trees, range trees, and BBD-trees on P . The first two

are used for range queries and the last one is used for approximate nearest-neighbor

(NN) queries. They are formally defined in later sections; see [68, 34] for details.

A kd-tree uses linear space and Opn1´1{d ` kq query time to answer an orthogonal
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range query (i.e., reporting all k points of P lying in a query axis-parallel rectangle).

It can be computed in Opn log nq time. In contrast, a range tree uses Opn logd´1 nq

space and Oplogd´1 n ` kq query time; range trees with slightly smaller space are

also known [17]. A BBD-tree can answer an ε-approximate NN query in Opcd,ε log nq

time using Opnq space where cd,ε is a constant dependent on d and ε.

For all of the data structures we consider, we will show a bound ofR “ polylogs n “

Op1q on the number of rounds of computation required both to build the data struc-

ture and to perform queries. Our running times T for building our data structures

and performing queries will be comparable to the best sequential algorithms when

performed on point sets of size s and our total work W will be comparable with the

best sequential algorithms for point sets of size n. More precisely, we obtain the

following results; see Table 2.1.1 for a summary.

• A kd-tree on P can be built in Op1q rounds, Ops log sq time, and Opn log nq

work with probability at least 1´ 1
nΩp1q .

2 Queries can be answered using Op1q

rounds and Opn1´1{d ` kq work where k is the output size; the running time

is Ops1´1{d ` k1q where k1 is the maximum number of points reported by a

machine.

• A BBD-tree on P can be built in Op1q rounds, Ops log sq time, and Opn log nq

work with probability at least 1 ´ 1
nΩp1q . Queries can be answered in Op1q

rounds, O
`

1
εd

log
`

1
ε

˘

log n
˘

time, and 1
εOpdq

log n work.

• A range tree on P can be built in Op1q rounds, Ops logd sq time, and Opn logd nq

work.3 Queries can be answered in Oplogd n`k1q time and Oplogd n`kq work in

2 The kd-tree we build is a slight variant of the standard kd-tree in that unlike the latter, our tree
is not exactly balanced in partitioning the points. Nevertheless, we show that the space, query, and
preprocessing requirements are asymptotically identical.

3 In order to have sufficient space just to store the range tree, we slightly amend our model so the
memory and per-round input and output size of each machine is Ops logd´1 nq.
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Performance metric kd-tree BBD-tree Range tree

Pre-

processing

Rounds Op1q Op1q Op1q

Time Ops log sq Ops log sq Ops logd sq

Work Opn log nq Opn log nq Opn logd nq

Query

Rounds Op1q Op1q Op1q

Time Ops1´1{d`k1q Oplog nq Oplog n`k1q

Work Opn1´1{d`kq Oplog nq Oplogd n`kq

Table 2.1: Our results for building and querying distributed data structures.

Op1q rounds of computation, where k1 and k are the maximum number of points

reported by a machine and the total number of points reported respectively.

The algorithm for kd-trees can be extended to many variants of kd-trees such as hB-

trees [113], hBπ-trees [81], and box trees [16]. It can also be extended to construct

a partition tree [58] that is used for answering simplex range searching queries, i.e.,

reporting all points that lie inside a query simplex.

The algorithms for building kd-trees and BBD-trees use randomization. However,

they can be derandomized while keeping the number of computation rounds constant

by increasing the running time – we obtain a tradeoff between the number of rounds

and the running time. Specifically, for a parameter β ď 1{5, the data structures can

be constructed deterministically in Op1{βq rounds, s1`Opβq time, and n1`Opβq work.

We remark that there is extensive work on I/O-efficient data structures in databases.

For example, the kdB-tree is an I/O-efficient version of a kd-tree [30]. Similarly I/O-

efficient range trees have been proposed [30]. Our algorithms can be modified easily

to construct I/O-efficient versions of the data structures.
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...

Figure 2.2: A kd-tree partitions space into a hierarchy of boxes. Each box is
represented by a node in a tree, and nesting boxes are represented by ancestor-
descendant relationships within the tree.

2.1.2 Our techniques.

Our algorithms for constructing data structures depend upon the concept of ε-

approximations defined formally in Section 2.2.1. Intuitively, an ε-approximation

is a small subset of points S Ă P such that any low complexity region R of Rd

contains about the same fraction of points of S as that of P . One property common

to most of the data structures we build is that they induce a hierarchical decompo-

sition of Rd represented by a balanced tree. See Figure 2.2. In a constant number of

rounds of computation, we sample an ε-approximation S of P . We choose S to be

small enough to fit on a single machine, so we use a sequential algorithm to build

the first few layers of the tree data structure using only points in S. The regions of

Rd associated with the leaves of the partial tree partition S into approximately equal

sized subsets. Because S is an ε-approximation of P , these same regions partition P

into almost equal sized subsets as well. We recursively build the lower levels of the

data structure on each piece of the partition.

Our algorithms are simple, and our analysis shows that a simple sampling based

technique gives essentially the best possible running time in the MPC model, without

resorting to additional features that some modern data processing techniques may

enable.

Sampling and the similar concept of filtering have been used before for the design
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of efficient algorithms for models based on MapReduce [80, 79, 105, 104]. However,

these algorithms complete their work on a single machine after acquiring a small set

of samples. In contrast, the partial trees our algorithms compute using their sample

sets are not an entire solution; the algorithms must continue processing the remaining

points in the input set using the partial trees to aid in the remaining computation.

2.1.3 Related work

The I/O-optimal algorithms for constructing kd-trees and BBD-trees by Agarwal et al. [13]

are not easily parallelizable. Although Dehne et al. [71] solve many geometric prob-

lems optimally in a model of computation similar to MPC, they use a simple de-

terministic partitioning of the point sets, and do not focus on the more challenging

problem of constructing data structures. The geometric approximation algorithms

of Andoni et al. [28] under MapReduce use a partitioning scheme based on randomly

shifted quadtrees, hence largely independent of the input point set. On the other

hand, we use a small sample of the input points in a clever way to partition the

points. The work on similarity search in high dimensions in the distributed setting

[36] is based on distributed locality-sensitive hashing, whereas our approach is quite

different and is tailored for low dimensions.

The practical MapReduce implementations for analyzing and querying spatial

and geometric data [77, 27, 79, 78, 12] do not have any provable bounds on their

performance, which is the main focus of this chapter.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We describe some primitive

operations useful for building geometric data structures in Section 2.2. We discuss

kd-trees and an extension of our techniques to partition trees [58] in Section 2.3. We

discuss BBD-trees and range trees in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Finally, we

conclude in Section 2.6 by mentioning some directions for future research.
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2.2 MPC Primitives

Before describing our MPC primitives, we introduce the notion of an ε-approximation,

which will be constructed by one of the primitives and which will be used by many

of our algorithms.

2.2.1 Range spaces and ε-approximations

A range space Σ is a pair pX,Rq, where X is a ground set and R is a family of

subsets (ranges) of X. For example, X is a set of points in R2 and

R “ tX Xl | l is a rectangle in R2
u.

A subset X 1 Ď X is shattered by Σ if tX 1XR | R P Ru “ 2X
1

. The VC dimension of

Σ is the size of the largest subset of X shattered by Σ. If there are arbitrarily large

shattered subsets, the VC dimension of Σ is set to 8.

Given range spaces Σ1 “ pX,R1q and Σ2 “ pX,R2q with VC dimensions δ1 and

δ2 respectively, the union of Σ1 and Σ2 is defined as

pX,Rq “ pX, tR1 YR2 | R1 P R1, R2 P R2uq ,

and has VC dimension Opδ1 ` δ2q. The complement of Σ is defined as pX,Rq “

pX, tXzR | R P Ruq and has the same VC dimension as Σ. See Chazelle [60] for

details.

Given a range space Σ “ pX,Rq and 0 ď ε ď 1, a subset X 1 Ď X is called an

ε-approximation of Σ if for any range R P R, we have∣∣∣∣ |X 1 XR|

|X 1|
´
|R|

|X|

∣∣∣∣ ď ε.

The following bound on an ε-approximation was proved by Li et al. [111].
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Theorem 1 ([111]). There is a positive constant c such that if Σ “ pX,Rq is a range

space with VC dimension δ, then a random subset of X of size c
ε2

´

δ ` log 1
ψ

¯

is an

ε-approximation of X with probability at least 1´ ψ.

For range spaces with constant VC dimension, a random subset of size O
`

1
ε2

log n
˘

is an ε-approximation with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q, where n is the size of the

ground set.4 The ranges that we consider in this chapter are induced by axis-aligned

boxes, simplices, and rectilinear regions defined by constant number of rectangles.

Since these regions can be formed by taking a Boolean combination of a constant

number of halfspaces, the range spaces induced by these regions have constant VC

dimension.

2.2.2 Geometric primitives and techniques

We define a few primitive operations that we use to build our distributed data struc-

tures.

PrefixSumpP, I, rank, valueq: Given a set of points P stored on a contiguous subset

of machines I “ ti0, i0 ` 1, . . . u, a rank function rank : P Ñ Z`, and a value

function value : P Ñ R, compute the prefix sum of values for each point p P P

where rankppq is the rank of point p in some sorted order.

BroadcastpS, I, βq: Given a set of words S, a contiguous set of machines I “ ti0, i0`

1, . . . u, and a machine β storing S, copy S to all machines in I. We require S

has size Ops1{2q.

PartitionpP, I,Π, βq: Given a spatial subdivision Π of Rd into simple regions (e.g.,

rectangles, simplices), reorganize the points of P so that all points lying in a cell

π of Π lie on a distinct contiguous subset of machines Iπ Ď I. See Figure 2.3.

4 Better bounds for the size of ε-approximations exist for range spaces with finite VC dimension
[60], but the bounds given here suffice for our purposes.
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Figure 2.3: PartitionpΠ, I, βq reorganizes the points stored on I as dictated by
the partition Π.

We assume I itself is also a contiguous subset of machines ti0, i0 ` 1, . . . u. We

require that |Π| “ Ops1{2q, |Π| ď |I|, and each cell π of Π contains Op|P |{|Π|q

points.

SamplepP, I, r, βq: Given a set of points P stored on a contiguous subset of machines

I “ ti0, i0 ` 1, . . . u, compute a p1{rq-approximation S Ď P of size Opr2 log nq

and send it to machine β. We require |S| “ Ops1{2q.5

Before describing how to implement these primitives efficiently, we describe a proce-

dure that will be used by these primitives.

To facilitate transfer of information between a given contiguous subset of ma-

chines I “ ti0, i0 ` 1, . . . u, we construct a tree T , a complete s1{2-ary tree with |I|

leaves. Each node v of T is associated with a single machine βpvq P I such that each

machine is used at most once per level of T . We let rT denote the root of T and set

βprT q appropriately depending on the primitive. Let λT denote the depth of T . We

have λT “ Oplogs1{2 |I|q “ Op1q. Goodrich et al. [91] use a similar tree to compute

prefix sums. A number of simple operations can be completed in a constant number

5 Strictly speaking, the algorithm for computing a p1{rq-approximation depends on the underlying
range space. In our applications, the range space associated with P will be clear from the context
and will have constant VC dimension.
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of rounds of computation guided by T , by passing information between machines

belonging to parent and child nodes. For example, it is straightforward to compute

the max and sum of several numbers stored across the machines. While sending

information from parent to children, the parent node’s machine sends Ops1{2q data

to each child node’s machine. If information is sent from children to parent, each

child’s machine sends Ops1{2q-size data to the parent’s machine. Since each node has

s1{2 children, the input and output size for each machine is bounded by Opsq in one

round.

We now describe an implementation of above primitives.

PrefixSumpP, I, rank, valueq: It can be implemented in Op1q rounds with linear

time and work using an algorithm of Goodrich et al. [91]. Without giving details

here, we state the bounds :

Lemma 2. PrefixSumpP, I, rank, valueq can be implemented by a deterministic al-

gorithm in Op1q rounds, Opsq time, and Opnq total work.

BroadcastpS, I, βq: We use the tree T over the machines in I. Our broadcast

procedure takes exactly λT ` 1 “ Op1q rounds of computation. In round i, each

machine βpvq for a node v at level i ´ 1 receives a copy of S. If it has not done so

already, βpvq stores a copy of S. When the round of computation ends, βpvq sends

a copy of S to each machine βpv1q where v1 is a child of v in T .

Lemma 3. BroadcastpS, I, βq can be implemented by a deterministic algorithm us-

ing Op1q rounds of computation, Opsq time, and Opnq total work.

PartitionpP, I,Π, βq: Order the cells of Π in an arbitrary way, and let tπ0, π1, . . . u

be the cells of Π. We let Iπk “ ti0`kp|I|{|Π|q, . . . , i0`pk`1qp|I|{|Π|q´1u. We begin

by running BroadcastpΠ, I, βq to store Π on all the machines. In order to distribute

the points of each partition cell π evenly across Iπ, we use the PrefixSum primitive to
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count for each machine-cell pair pi, kq the points that are either in cells tπ0, . . . , πk´1u

or in cell πk and stored on machines ti0, . . . , i´ 1u. Using these counts, we can then

quickly finish the partitioning procedure.

Each machine i P I creates a set of |Π| counting points Ci to be given to

the PrefixSum primitive. The point qi,k P Ci is associated with the cell πk. Let

rankpqi,kq “ k|I| ` i ´ i0 ` 1, and let valuepqi,kq be equal to the number of points

on machine i in cell πk. Let C “
Ť

iPI Ci. We run PrefixSumpC, I, rank, valueq.

The prefix sum of counting point qi,k is the number of points in cell πk stored on

machines ti0, . . . , i ´ 1u plus the number of points in cells tπ0, . . . , πk´1u. Now, let

tp0, p1, . . . u Ď P be a set of points in arbitrary order belonging to some machine i

and partition cell πk. Let q|I|`1,k “ q|I|,k ` valuep|I|, kq. Each value qi`1,k can be

sent to machine i in one round of communication. Machine i then sends point pj to

machine i0 ` kp|I|{|Π|q ` tpqi`1,k ´ qi,k ` jq{p|P |{|Π|qu.

Lemma 4. PartitionpP,Π, I, βq can be implemented by a deterministic algorithm

using Op1q rounds of computation, Ops log sq time, and Opn log nq total work.

SamplepP, I, r, βq: We first describe a simple Las Vegas algorithm for computing

the sample S Ď P . Each machine i selects a subset of its points Si by selecting

points independently, each with probability p “ cpr2{|P |q lnn for some constant c

that depends on the VC dimension of the underlying range space. We then use the

tree T to compute the total number of selected points in λT ` 1 “ Op1q rounds

of computation by summing the values |Si| across each machine. If this number

is more than 2cr2 lnn or less than pc{2qr2 lnn, an incorrect number of points have

been selected and the procedure restarts. Otherwise, all the selected points from each

machine are sent to β to form the set S. A standard Chernoff bound [120] guarantees

the probability of restarting even once is at most expp´pc{8qr2 lnnq ď 1{n2 for large

enough c. Each sample of size |S| is chosen with equal probability, so S is an p1{rq-
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approximation with probability at least 1´ 1{n2 as well by Theorem 1.

We can also choose S deterministically as follows. We use the tree T and let

βprT q “ β. Our sampling procedure still takes λT `1 “ Op1q rounds of computation.

In round i, each machine βpvq for a node v at depth λT´i`1 receives a set Sv of Opsq

points from its children that may be used in the p1{rq-approximation. If v is a leaf

of T , then βpvq simply uses the members of P initially found at βpvq. Machine βpvq

computes a pc{rq-approximation S 1v Ď Sv, for some sufficiently small constant c, of

size Opr2 log nq “ Ops1{2q using the deterministic algorithm of Matous̆ek [116] in

Opspr2 log rqδq time. If v “ rT , then S 1v is the final p1{rq-approximation desired by

the algorithm. When the round of computation ends, βpvq sends set S 1v to βpppvqq,

the machine corresponding to the parent of v.

Lemma 5. The above procedure computes a p1{rq-approximation of P .

Proof. Let Pv be the subset of points contained in the subtree of T rooted at v,

and let λv be the depth of v. Fix a node v, and assume inductively that S 1v1 is

a pγλv1´λT c{rq-approximation of Pv1 for each descendant v1 of v for some constant

γ. The children of v can be divided into three groups: the children where every

descendant leaf has depth λT , children where every descendant leaf has depth λT ´1,

and the solitary child with descendant leaves of both depths. Let V1, V2, and V3 be

these respective groups of child nodes. For any pair of children v1, v2 in a single

group, there exist constants c1 and c2 such that c1|Pv2 | ď |Pv1 | ď c2|Pv2 | and c1|S 1v2
| ď

|S 1v1
| ď c2|S 1v2

|. Let v1 be an arbitrary node of Vi, and let xi “ |S
1
v1 | and yi “ |Pv1 |.
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Let R be an arbitrary range in our range space. We have∣∣∣∣ |Sv XR||Sv|
´
|Pv XR|

|Pv|

∣∣∣∣
ď

3
ÿ

i“1

∣∣∣∣ |p
Ť

v1PVi
S 1v1q XR|

|
Ť

v1PVi
S 1v1 |

´
|p
Ť

v1PVi
Pv1q XR|

|
Ť

v1PVi
Pv1 |

∣∣∣∣
ď

3
ÿ

i“1

∣∣∣∣ |p
Ť

v1PVi
S 1v1q XR|

c1|Vi|xi
´
|p
Ť

v1PVi
Pv1q XR|

c2|Vi|yi

∣∣∣∣
ď

3
ÿ

i“1

1

|Vi|

ÿ

v1PVi

c3
ˆ
∣∣∣∣ |S 1v1 XR||S 1v1 |

´
|Pv1 XR|

|Pv1 |

∣∣∣∣˙

ďγλv´λT c{2r

where c3 is a constant.

Therefore, Sv is a pγλv´λT c{2rq-approximation of Pv. Set S 1v is a pγλv´λT c{rq-

approximation [116, Observation 4.3]. T has depthOp1q, so S 1rT is a p1{rq-approximation

of PrT “ P when c is sufficiently small.6

Lemma 6. (i) SamplepP, I, r, βq can be implemented by a Las Vegas algorithm us-

ing Op1q rounds of computation, Opsq time, and Op|P |q total work, with probability

at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q.

(ii) The procedure can be implemented by a deterministic algorithm using Op1q rounds

of computation, Opspr2 log rqδq time, and Op|P |pr2 log rqδq total work.

2.3 Constructing kd-tree

Given a set of n points P P Rd, a kd-tree on P can answer an orthogonal range-

reporting query in Opn1´1{d ` kq time using Opnq space, where k is the number of

points lying inside the query rectangle. Each node v of the tree is associated with a

6 Our procedure and its proof require a fairly small constant c. One can increase the constant by
guaranteeing each set Pv1 has equal size and each set Sv1 has equal size by choosing T carefully and
adding Opnq additional points. While possible, doing so would be very tedious in our model.
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d-dimensional rectangle lv, called the cell of v, with the root cell being large enough

to contain the entire set P . Let Pv “ P X lv. If |Pv| ď 1, v is a leaf and Pv is

stored at v. If |Pv| ą 1, then lv is split into two cells lw and lz by an axis-parallel

hyperplane hv such that the interior of each cell contains at most |Pv|{2 points of

Pv. If the depth of v is i, then hv is parallel to the ppi mod dq ` 1q-th axis. The cell

lw (resp. lz) is associated with the child w (resp. z) of v. Since the partitions are

balanced, the tree has height Oplog nq. The size of the tree is Opnq. It is well known

that the tree can be constructed in Opn log nq time by first sorting P along each axis

and then constructing it level by level in a top-down manner, spending Opnq time at

each level. See [68] for details.

Queries are performed recursively in a top-down manner starting with the root

node. Given a query rectangle ρ and a node v of the tree, there are three cases : (a)

lv Ď ρ, then all points of Pv are reported , (b) lv X ρ “ ∅, there is nothing to be

done, (c) lv X Bρ ‰ ∅, we recurse on the children of v.

2.3.1 An MPC algorithm

We now describe an algorithm for constructing the kd-tree, denoted by T :“ TpP q,

of linear size that has Ops1´1{d ` kq query time. Our algorithm uses only Op1q

rounds of computation to build the tree. T is constructed and stored recursively

in a distributed fashion across all machines. If |P | “ Opsq, T is stored on a single

machine and constructed using the sequential algorithm mentioned above. Otherwise

we choose a parameter r, and the top subtree Tr of T containing log2 r levels and

Θprq leaves is built and stored on one machine, say β. The leaves of Tr partition P

into subsets, each subset Pi associated with leaf li residing on its own consecutive set

of machines Ii (the sets of machines being pairwise disjoint). For each such set Pi,

TpPiq is built and stored recursively using the machines in Ii. A machine may store

multiple subtrees, one from each level of the recursion. However, the space used on
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Figure 2.4: Tr is stored on a single machine. The leaves of Tr partition P into
smaller subsets, each represented by their own recursively constructed kd-trees.
Shaded subtrees may be stored on a single machine; however the space used on
a single machine is still Opsq.

a single machine is still Opsq. See Figure 2.4.

The key to our Op1q round algorithm is the use of an ε-approximation to build

the top subtree Tr. While the size of all P 1is, the subsets associated with the leaves

of Tr, will not be exactly the same, as for the standard kd-tree, the usage of ε-

approximation will ensure that |Pi| ď 2|P |{r, which in turn will guarantee that the

height of T is at most log2 n`Op1q.

We now describe the recursive procedure Build-kd-tree(S,l, I), which for a

rectangle l, builds the tree T pSq on S “ P Xl using a contiguous subset I of |S|
n
m

machines, say tβ, β ` 1, . . . , β ` |S|
n
m ´ 1u. If |I| “ 1, i.e., |S| “ Opsq, then TpSq is

constructed on machine β using the sequential algorithm. So assume |I| ą 1.

Set r “ s1{5. Let Σ “ pS,Rq be the range space where the ranges are induced by

rectangles, i.e., R “ tS Xl | l is a rectangleu. We compute a p1{rq-approximation

R of Σ of size cr2 lnn, for some constant c ą 0, by calling the (randomized) procedure

SamplepS, r, βq. We compute on machine β the top subtree Tr of the standard kd-

tree on R so that |Rv| ď cr lnn for every leaf v of Tr. The height of Tr is log2 r. Let

Partial-kd-treepR, rq denote this procedure. We assume this procedure returns
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the tree Tr as well as the partition Π1 of l induced by the rectangles associated with

the leaves of Tr. By calling PartitionpS, I,Π1, βq, we partition S so that for each

rectangle lv of Π1, Sv “ S X lv lies in a contiguous subset Iv of machines of I;

|Iv| “
|Sv |
n
¨m. If |Sv| ą

2|S|
r

for some leaf v of Tr, we discard R and Tr, and repeat

the above step. Otherwise, we recursively compute pSv,lv, Ivq for all leaves v of Tr.

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode.

Algorithm 1 Build-kd-tree(S,l, I)

1: If |I| “ 1, compute TpSq sequentially.
2: r “ s1{5.
3: RÐ SamplepS, r, βq.
4: Tr,Π1 Ð Partial-kd-treepR, rq.
5: PartitionpS, I,Π1, βq.
6: for all lv P Π1 in parallel do
7: Build-kd-tree(Sv,lv, Iv)
8: end for

Lemma 7. Tr has Θprq leaves. If R is a p1{rq-approximation of Σ then |Sv| ď
2|S|
r

for all leaves of Tr.

Proof. Since the depth of Tr is log2 r, it has Θprq leaves. For any leaf v P Tr, let

Rv “ RXlv. If R is a p1{rq-approximation of Σ, then

∣∣∣∣ |Sv||S| ´ |Rv||R|
∣∣∣∣ ď 1

r
.

Therefore,

|Sv| ď |S|

ˆ

1

r
`
|Rv|

|R|

˙

ď |S|

ˆ

1

r
`

cr lnn

cr2 lnn

˙

“
2|S|

r
.

Since R is a p1{rq-approximation with probability at least 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q, the algo-

rithm succeeds in one attempt with probability at least 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q. The depth of

recursion is Oplogr nq. Since r “ s1{5 and we assume s “ nα for some constant α ą 0,
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the depth of recursion is Op1q. By Lemmas 4 and 6 (i), the running time of the al-

gorithm is Ops log sq and the total work performed is Opn log nq with probabillity at

least 1´ 1{nΩp1q.

Lemma 8. The height of the tree constructed by the algorithm is at most log2 n `

Op1q.

Proof. The base case, i.e. |I| “ 1, constructs a subtree of height log2 s. Partial-kd-tree

constructs a subtree of height at most log2 r. Since the depth of the recursion is at

most logr{2
`

n
s

˘

, the total height of the tree is at most

log2 s` logr{2

´n

s

¯

¨ log2 r

ď log2 s` logr{2

´n

s

¯´

1` log2

´r

2

¯¯

ď log2 s` log2

´n

s

¯

`

ˆ

log2pn{sq

log2 r ´ 1

˙

ď log2 n`
p1´ αq log2 n

pα{5q log2 n´ 1

“ log2 n`Op1q.

Alternatively, the deterministic version of SamplepS, r, βq can be used to construct

a p1{rq-approximation R. Since the deterministic procedure is more expensive, we

choose r “ sβ where β ď 1{5 is a sufficiently small constant. The depth of recursion

remains Oplogr nq “ Op1{βq. By Lemma 6 (ii), the running time of the algorithm is

s1`Opβq and the total work peformed by the algorithm is n1`Opβq.

2.3.2 Query procedure

Given a query rectangle ρ and the set of machines I containing T, in the first round

we perform the query locally on the machine β containing the top subtree Tr. This
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gives us a set of leaves of Tr whose squares intersect with ρ. For each such leaf v,

the query is performed recursively in parallel on the subtree rooted at v contained

in the machines Iv.

The number of levels of recursion is the same as that of the construction algorithm,

i.e., Op1q. This is also the number of rounds of computation required. The following

lemma bounds the query procedure’s work.

Lemma 9. The total work performed by the query procedure is Opn1´1{d ` kq where

k is the number of points in the query rectangle.

Proof. For simplicity, we prove the lemma for d “ 2; the proof is similar for higher

values of d. Let ρ be a query rectangle. The total work performed by the query

procedure is Opkq plus the number of nodes v inT such that Bρ intersects lv. Fix an

edge e of ρ. Since the splitting line alternates between being horizontal and vertical,

e intersects the cells associated with at most two grandchildren of a node v; see [68].

Let ϕphq denote the number of nodes in a subtree of height h that intersect e. We

obtain the following recurrence:

ϕphq ď 2ϕph´ 2q ` 3.

The solution to the above recurrence is ϕphq “ Op2h{2q. By Lemma 8, the height

of T is at most log2 n ` Op1q. We obtain that e intersects the cells associated with

Op
?
nq nodes of T. Hence, Bρ intersects Op

?
nq cells of T. This completes the proof

of the lemma.

The time required by the query procedure can be similarly bounded by Ops1´1{d`

k1q, where k1 is the maximum number of points reported by a single machine. We

thus have the following.

Theorem 10. Let P be a set of n points in Rd. A kd-tree on P can be constructed

in the MPC model so that an orthogonal range-reporting query can be answered using
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Op1q rounds of computation and Opn1´1{d ` kq work, where k is the output size; the

running time is Ops1´1{d ` k1q where k1 is the maximum number of points reported

by a machine. The tree can be built in Op1q rounds, Opn log nq work, and Ops log sq

time with probability 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q. Alternatively, for a parameter β ď 1{5, it can be

constructed deterministically in Op1{βq rounds, s1`Opβq time, and n1`Opβq work.

2.3.3 Extension to simplex range searching

Given a set of n points P in Rd, Chan [58] described a partition tree that can

answer simplex range-reporting queries (i.e., reporting points lying in a simplex) in

Opn1´1{d ` kq time using Opnq space. The expected time to construct the partition

tree is Opn log nq. Like kd-trees, partition trees represent a hierarcical decomposition

of space into cells; however each cell is a simplex. The number of points within a cell

decreases by a constant factor at every level, so the tree has height Oplog nq. Any

arbitrary hyperplane intersects at most Opn1´1{dq cells in the tree, hence a simplicial

range-reporting query can be answered in Opn1´1{d`kq time, where k is the number

of points reported.

Our algorithm for constructing a kd-tree can be extended to build a partition

tree in the MPC model in Op1q rounds of computation. Omitting all the details, we

conclude the following:

Theorem 11. Let P be a set of n points in Rd. A partition tree on P can be

constructed in the MPC model so that a simplicial range-reporting query can be an-

swered using Op1q rounds of computation and Opn1´1{d ` kq work, where k is the

output size; the running time is Ops1´1{d ` k1q where k1 is the maximum number of

points reported by a machine. The tree can be built in Op1q rounds in expected time

Ops log sq and Opn log nq expected work. Alternatively, for a parameter β ď 1{5,

it can be constructed deterministically in Op1{βq rounds, s1`Opβq time, and n1`Opβq

work.
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2.4 NN Searching and BBD-tree

Given a set of points P and a query point q in Rd, a p1` εq-nearest neighbor (ε-NN)

of q is a point in P whose distance from q is within a factor of p1` εq of the distance

between q and its closest point in P . The goal is to process P into a data structure

so that for a query point q, an ε-NN of q in P can be reported quickly. Arya et

al. [34] proposed the balanced-box decomposition (BBD) tree for answering ε-NN

queries. This section describes building a BBD-tree in the MPC model.

Given n points P P Rd, the BBD-tree of P , denoted by BpP q :“ B, is a binary

tree of height Oplog nq. A node v P B stores a cell lv and a representative point

plv P P lying inside lv. The cell lv is either a d-dimensional rectangle or the region

between two nested rectangles. All rectangles have aspect ratio (the ratio between

the longest and the shortest side) bounded by 3. The root cell is large enough to

contain the entire set P . The cell lv (with possibly a hole inside) is split into two

cells lw and lz in one of two ways:

(a) by an axis-parallel hyperplane not intersecting the hole (if any), or

(b) by an axis-parallel rectangle containing the hole (if any).

See Figure 2.5. The cell lw (resp. lz) is associated with the child w (resp. z)

of v. Like a kd-tree, a BBD-tree induces a hierarchical partition of Rd. The size

of a cell is the length of its longest side. Arya et al. show that cells at each node

can be split in a way so that the number of points inside the cells reduces by at

least a factor of 2{3 every 4 levels of B, and the size of cells decreases by at least a

factor of 2{3 every 4d levels of the tree. Each leaf cell contains at most one input

point. The crucial observation is that the range space induced by the cells in a

BBD-tree has constant VC-dimension (see Section 2.2.1), and we can adapt the kd-

tree construction algorithm for building the BBD-tree. The only difference is that
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Figure 2.5: Two ways to divide a cell (with one hole) into two cells in a BBD-tree.

instead of building a kd-tree locally in the procedure Partial-kd-tree, we build a

local BBD-tree. The tree is also stored in a manner similar to the kd-tree, i.e., BpP q

is stored in a distributed fashion across all machines.

Query procedure. We first describe a sequential query procedure that is slightly

different from the one in [34], and then show how to implement it in the MPC model.

Given a query point q, the query procedure proceeds top-down, level by level. At

each step, it maintains an estimate rcurr of distance from q to its nearest neighbor,

and it stores the set of active nodes in a queue Q. Algorithm 2 summarizes the query

procedure.

Algorithm 2 NN-Query(q)

1: rcurr Ð ||qproot||, pcurr Ð proot.
2: QÐ trootu.
3: while Q ‰ ∅ do
4: v Ð DequeuepQq.
5: if ||qpv|| ă rcurr then
6: rcurr Ð ||qpv||, pcurr Ð pv.
7: end if
8: if dpq,lvq ă

rcurr
1`ε

and v not a leaf then
9: Enqueuepw,Qq for all child w of v.

10: end if
11: end while
12: Return pcurr.

Lemma 12. The above query procedure returns an ε-NN of q.
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Proof. Let p˚ be the actual nearest neighbor of q. We show that at the end of the

procedure rcurr ď p1` εq||qp
˚||.

Note that the value of rcurr is non-increasing throughout the procedure. Let v

be the last node examined by the procedure such that p˚ P lv. If v is a leaf, then

rcurr “ ||qp
˚||. Otherwise, v was discarded, in which case dpq,lvq ě

rcurr
1` ε

. However,

||qp˚|| ě dpq,lvq and hence rcurr ď p1` εq||qp
˚||.

We use the following fact, proved as Lemma 4 in [34], to bound the number of

cells examined at each level.

Fact 13. Given a BBD-tree for a set of data points in Rd, the number of cells of size

at least ∆ ą 0 that intersect a ball of radius r is at most r1` 6r{∆sd.

The next lemma is then a simple variant of Lemma 5 in [34].

Lemma 14. The query procedure visits at most r1` 6d{εsd cells at any level.

The MPC implementation of the query procedure is obtained by modifying Algo-

rithm 2 as follows. Let q be a query point, and let I be the set of machines that store

B. The first round runs Algorithm 2 on the machine β containing the top subtree

Br, having Oplog rq levels. When the procedure finishes traversing Br, by Lemma 14,

Q has Op 1
εd
q leaves of Br. For each such leaf v, we pass the values pcurr and rcurr to

the machines Iv containing the subtree Bv rooted at v, and Algorithm 2 is then run

recursively in parallel on all Bv for v P Q. At the end, we return the point that is

nearest to q among all the points returned by these subtrees.

The query procedure performs Op1q rounds of computation. The number of recur-

sive subproblems increases by a factor of O
`

1
εd

˘

at every level of recursion. The sub-

problems at each level of recursion run in parallel and take time O
`

1
εd

log
`

1
ε

˘

log n
˘

.

Since the number of recursive subproblems is 1
εOpdq

, the total work done is 1
εOpdq

log n.

We thus have the following.
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Theorem 15. Given a set P of n points in Rd, a BBD-tree on P can be built in the

MPC model that can answer p1 ` εq-nearest neighbor queries in Op1q computation

rounds, O
`

1
εd

log
`

1
ε

˘

log n
˘

time and 1
εOpdq

log n work, for some constant c ě 2. The

tree can be built in Op1q rounds of computation, Opn log nq work, and Ops log sq

time with probabillity 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q. Alternatively, for a parameter β ď 1{5, it can be

constructed deterministically in Op1{βq rounds, s1`Opβq time, and n1`Opβq work.

2.5 Range Tree

Given a set P of n points in Rd, a d-dimensional range tree on P , denoted by T :“

TpP q, can answer orthogonal range queries in Oplogd´1 n`kq time using Opn logd´1 nq

space, where k is the number of points reported [68]. T is defined recursively. For

d “ 1, T is a sorted array or a balanced binary search tree. For d ą 1, T consists of a

primary tree T0 :“ T0pP q, and each node of T0 stores a pd´1q-dimensional range tree

as a secondary structure. T0 is a balanced binary search tree on the x1-coordinates of

P . Each node v P T0 stores an interval Iv. Let Pv be the points whose x1-coordinates

lie in Iv (the root has the set P and the interval spanning all of P ). The interval Iv

is split into Iw and Iz so that |Pw|, |Pz| ď r|Pv|{2s, where w and z are the children

of v. Let PKv denote the projection of Pv onto the hyperplane x1 “ 0. Node v also

has a secondary data structure TpPKv q, a pd ´ 1q-dimensional range tree on PKv . A

simple recursive argument shows that the size of T is Opn logd´1 nq, and that it can

be constructed in Opn logd´1 nq time after sorting P along each of its coordinates.

Let ρ “ ra1, b1s ˆ . . .ˆ rad, bds be a query rectangle, and let ρK “ ra2, b2s ˆ . . .ˆ

rad, bds. Let wa (resp. wb) be the leaf of the primary tree such that a1 P Iwa (resp.

b1 P Iwb), and let v˚ be the lowest common ancestor of wa and wb. Let Vρ be the set

of nodes v such that either v is the right child of its parent and the left sibling of v

lies on the path from v˚ to wa or v is the left child of its parent and its right sibling

lies on the path from v˚ to wb. It is known [68] that P X ρ “
Ť

vPVρ
pPv X ρq and a
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point p P Pv X ρ, for v P Vρ, if and only if pK P PKv X ρ
K. Hence, we recursively query

PKv with ρK for all v P Vρ.

2.5.1 An MPC algorithm

Since the total space required by T is Opn logd´1 nq, we slightly amend our model

so that the memory and I/O size for each machine per round is Ops logd´1 nq.

We still have m machines with s “ n{m and s ě nα for some positive constant

α ă 1. For each ` P t1, . . . , du, let s` “ s log`´1 n. We assume that the input points

are initially distributed so that each machine contains Ops1q “ Opsq points. This as-

sumption can be guaranteed by redistributing the points using an algorithm similar

to the Partition procedure described in Section 2.2.2. Our construction procedure

recursively builds primary trees for each coordinate x` using Ops`q memory and I/O

size per machine.

T is stored in a distributed fashion. Suppose we are building an `th level struc-

ture of the range tree (initially, ` “ 1). The primary tree T0 for this level is

built and stored in a manner similar to the kd-tree, using a procedure we call

Build-primary-treepP, I, `q, which is nearly the same as the one used to build the

kd-tree. The only difference is that the range space is induced by intervals over the

real line, whose VC-dimension is a constant. Briefly, if |P | “ Ops`q, then T0 is stored

on a single machine and constructed using the sequential algorithm. Otherwise, we

choose a parameter r, and the top subtree Tr0 of T0 containing log2 r levels and Θprq

leaves is built and stored on a machine β. The leaves of Tr0 again partition P , and the

subtrees of T0 rooted at these leaves are built and stored recursively using disjoint

sets of machines. We can also build T0 deterministically in the same amount of time,

work, and rounds by using a simpler deterministic Sample procedure since our ranges

are just intervals over the real line. We omit details for the deterministic procedure.

Each node v of T0 has a pointer to a secondary structure. Each bottom-most
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subtree of T0 of size Ops`q stored on a single machine has all the secondary struc-

tures of its nodes stored on the same machine. These secondary structures are built

using the sequential algorithm in Ops` logd´` nq time and space each. The secondary

structures for the remaining nodes are stored on disjoint subsets of I. See Figure 2.6.

To build the secondary structures, each point p is copied Θplog |P |q times, sending

the copies to the disjoint sets of machines that will store TpPKv q for all Pv containing

p. We name our copying procedure Copy-pointspP, I,T0q. Each machine of I “

ti0, i0 ` 1, . . .u contains several points lying in the leaves of T0. To facilitate our

copying procedure, we inform each machine about the nodes of T0 that lie above its

points. Let β be the machine storing Tr0. We run the procedure BroadcastpTr0, I, βq

and then recursively repeat the broadcast procedure with the child subtrees of Tr0

and their disjoint sets of machines. In Op1q rounds, each machine will receive the

ancestor subtrees for its points.

Let λ “ Θplog |P |q be the depth of T0. Intuitively, the set I is divided into λ

equal-sized sets of size |I|{λ, one for each level of T0. Sets Pv are then distributed

among disjoint subsets of machines from those machines set aside for level λ. Now,

consider a node v of T0. Let λv be the depth of node v in T0, tv0, v1, . . . u be the

nodes of T0 lying at depth λv, and vj “ v. Let Iv “ tiv, iv ` 1, . . . , u be the set

of machines storing the points Pv. Let p P Pv, and let i be the machine storing p.

Finally, let c be a sufficiently small constant. Machine i sends a copy of p to machine

i0 ` λv ¨ cm{λ ` cmj{p2λvλq ` tcpi ´ ivq{λu ´ 1. Let I 1v be the set of machines that

receive the points of Pv, the set that is used to construct the secondary structure for

v. Each point is copied Θplog |P |q times, so the total communication out of i while

copying points is Ops` log |P |q.

Our construction algorithm concludes by recursively building the secondary struc-

tures (at the p``1qst level) for each node v on the set of machines I 1v. We describe our

construction procedure in Algorithm 3. The procedure Build-range-tree takes `
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as one of its parameters to account for the storage required when building each level

of the data structure.

Algorithm 3 Build-range-tree(P, I, `)

1: If |I| “ 1, build TpP q sequentially.
2: T0pP q Ð Build-primary-treepP, I, `q.
3: Copy-pointspP, I,T0q.
4: for all v P T0 do
5: Build-range-treepP, I 1v, l ` 1q
6: end for

Lemma 16. Algorithm Build-range-treepP, I, 1q takes Op1q rounds of computa-

tion, Opn logd nq work, and Ops logd nq time.

Proof. Consider running Build-range-treepP, I, `q for an arbitrary ` P t1, . . . , du.

Step 1 can be done locally in Ops` logd´` nq time. Step 2 can be done in Op1q rounds

using Ops` log nq time and Opm ¨ s` log nq work. Copying points can also be done

in one round using Ops` log nq time and Opm ¨ s` log nq work. There are Op1q levels

in the data structure, and each is built in Op1q rounds, so the entire construction

procedure takes Op1q rounds of computation. The running time T p`q for building

`th and lower levels of a d-dimensional range tree with Ops`q points initially stored

on each machine can be expressed using the recurrence T p`q “ Ops` log nq`T p`` 1q

with a base case of T pdq “ Opsd log nq “ Ops logd nq. This recurrence solves to

T p`q “ Ops logd nq. Similarly, the total work is Opn logd nq.

2.5.2 Query procedure

Given a query ρ, we run it through the primary structure T0 to get the Oplog nq nodes

whose secondary structures have to be probed further (as described in the beginning

of Section 2.5). This takes Oplog nq time and work and Op1q rounds. Each secondary

structure is then probed recursively.
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Figure 2.6: A distributed range tree in 2 dimensions. A balanced binary search
tree over the x-coordinates is stored in a recursive manner. Each node points to a
distributed binary search tree over the y-coordinates.

In total, we take Oplog nq time and Oplogd´1 nq work over Op1q rounds finding

secondary structures to probe that are stored in the distributed manner described

above. The actual bottleneck is the Oplogd n ` k1q time and Oplogd n ` kq work re-

quired to query the bottom-most subtrees stored entirely within individual machines,

where k1 and k are the maximum points reported by a machine and the total number

of points reported respectively.

We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem 17. Given a set P of n points in Rd, a range tree TpP q on P of size

Opn logd´1 nq can be constructed that can answer an orthogonal range-reporting query

in Oplogd n ` k1q time and Oplogd n ` kq work in the MPC model in Op1q rounds

of computation, where k1 is the maximum number of points reported by a machine

and k is the total number of points reported. The tree can be built in Op1q rounds,

Opn logd nq work, and Ops logd sq time.

2.6 Conclusion

We presented efficient algorithms to build and query kd-trees, range trees, and BBD-

trees in the MPC model. Our algorithms were based on recursively partitioning a
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set of points in Rd by first sampling a small set of points and then computing the

partition based on the sample. We believe our framework may be useful in designing

efficient data structures in other domains or in the direct analysis of data.

We leave several questions open for future research. The one most closely related

to our current work is whether our algorithms for kd-trees and BBD-trees can be

made deterministic while remaining work-optimal. Our algorithms use polylogs n “

Op1q rounds; it will be interesting to see if this can be improved to Oplogs nq. A lower

bound result from [89] says that Ωplogs nq rounds are needed to construct the data

structures. Further afield, we ask what other data structures can be constructed

efficiently in massively parallel models like MPC; can we efficiently build geomet-

ric data structures with more direct GIS applications such as those supporting fast

point location queries? Can we efficiently parallelize geometric and topological data

analysis methods such as persistent homology (see [40, 39, 108] for parallel and dis-

tributed algorithms for persistent homology, however these do not have any provable

performance guarantees)? Finally, can our techniques be used outside the geometric

domain? In particular, it would be interesting to see if similar hierarchical data

structures can be used to efficiently answer graph connectivity and related queries

after some preprocessing.
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3

Analyzing Massive Terrains

3.1 Introduction

The problem of modeling and analyzing massive terrain data sets has been studied

extensively in many disciplines such as GIS, spatial databases, computational geom-

etry, and environmental sciences. Formally, a terrain Σ is an xy-monotone surface

in R3 and can be viewed as the graph of a height function h : R2 Ñ R. It is often

stored using a digital elevation model (DEM) such as a triangulated xy-monotone

surface known as a triangulated irregular network (TIN). Here, the surface Σ can

be regarded as a triangulation M of R2 and a piecewise linear (within each triangle

of M) height function h : MÑ R. Because of various nice properties, M is often the

Delaunay triangulation of the points in the plane at which the height of the terrain

is observed.

Suppose we have computed a suitable TIN using triangulation M and height

function h. Given a height value `, the `-level set of h is the set of all points on M

whose height values are `. As one continuously varies `, the level sets of h deform,

and their topology changes at certain heights. The contour tree of h encodes the
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changes to the levels sets. The contour tree is used in a variety of applications such

as prediction of water flow including the computation of watershed hierarchies, the

visualization of hydrothermal plumes, and the visualization of climate models [32,

42, 67, 117]. Therefore, it is natural to compute the contour tree of h as a second

step to analyzing the terrain it represents.

Recent advances in sensing technology provide both opportunities and obstacles

for the aforementioned analysis of terrain data. On the one hand, data like the

point sets created by LiDAR are being generated at increasingly higher resolutions,

expanding the types and quality of data analyses that are even possible. On the

other hand, classical algorithms that run on individual machines cannot keep up

with the amount of data generated.

In this chapter, we study the problems of constructing the TIN DEM of such large

elevation data (e.g., LiDAR data sets), a set of points in R3, and then constructing

the contour tree of this TIN DEM. We use the Massively Parallel Communication

(MPC) model of computation, discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

3.1.1 Related work

Computing the Delaunay triangulation (and its dual, the Voronoi diagram) is one of

the most studied problems in computational geometry; see [35]. Many of the algo-

rithms for computing the Delaunay triangulation in the RAM model run in Opn log nq

time. There are algorithms for computing the Delaunay triangulation in the I/O-

model [65] and the PRAM model (see [45] and the references therein). In addition,

Goodrich [88] describes an algorithm for a bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) com-

puter that constructs convex hulls in 3D, which can be adapted to construct De-

launay triangulations in Op1q rounds in the MPC model of computation, although

the algorithm itself is rather involved. SpatialHadoop [79] includes a MapReduce

algorithm to compute the Delaunay triangulation of a point set, though there are no
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provable bounds on its time-complexity. Finally, there exist efficient algorithms for

constructing the constrained Delaunay triangulation which is required to contain a

given subset of edges [35]; however, these algorithms are not for the MPC model.

Efficient algorithms for constructing contour trees were discovered more recently.

Van Kreveld et al. [142] gave the first Opn log nq time algorithm for our setting of

piecewise linear height functions over R2. This algorithm was later generalized by

Tarasov and Vyalyi [139] and Carr et al. [56]. Agarwal et al. [15] gave an I/O-

efficient algorithm for computing the contour tree. There has been a great deal of

work on computing contour trees and similar structures using parallel and distributed

computing, although these algorithms do not have any theoretical guarantees for the

MPC model. See [9, 122, 123] and the references therein. Of particular relevance to

our work are the distributed contour and merge trees of Morozov and Weber [122,

123]. Suppose one has a TIN M and height function h stored in a distributed

manner. Morozov and Weber describe how to compute trees for the data local to each

processor, and then merge simplified versions of these trees so that the simplification

is known to all of the processors.

3.1.2 Our results

In this chapter, we describe new algorithms in the MPC model for both parts of the

terrain analysis pipeline mentioned above. Given a point set P in R2 with |P | “ n,

our first result is a randomized algorithm that computes the Delaunay triangulation

of P using, with high probability, Op1q rounds of computation in Ops log2 nq time

and Opn log nq work. While Goodrich’s [88] convex hull algorithm for BSP computers

can be adapted for a similar result, our approach is more direct, and is considerably

simpler.

Our second result is a deterministic algorithm that computes the contour tree

for a height function h over triangulation M using Op1q rounds of computation,
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Ops log nq time, and Opn log nq work, provided that the following two assumptions

hold:

1. s “ Ωpn1{2`εq for some constant ε ą 0, and

2. every line in R2 intersects Op
?
nq edges of M.

We believe these are reasonable assumptions, because the number of bytes of memory

available to individual machines in datacenters should be much higher than the num-

ber of available machines (justifying the first assumption). Our second assumption

holds for sure when M is the Delaunay triangulation of points lying on a grid, and

it holds with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q, for n sufficiently large when the points

are chosen independently and uniformally at random from the unit square [46]. Fur-

thermore, large data sets generated by LiDAR and other technologies have points

almost uniformly sampled.

Both of our algorithms rely on a similar divide-and-conquer strategy. Namely,

we distribute the input points (triangles) into subsets with small intersection. These

subsets are then copied to disjoint sets of machines where we recursively compute the

Delaunay triangulation (contour tree) for each subset independently and in parallel.

For our Delaunay triangulation algorithm, we begin by sampling a small subset of

points S and building the Delaunay triangulation of the sample. The set of input

points are then distributed based on how they conflict with edges in the triangulation

of S. This idea was used before in, for example, the constrained Delaunay triangu-

lation algorithm of Agarwal et al. [14], but implementing the scheme in the MPC

model requires additional ideas. We need high probability bounds instead of simple

expectation bounds on the size of “conflict lists”, and this involves adapting the

exponential decay lemma [115] to our scenario using a two-level sampling procedure.

For our algorithm to build contour trees, we combine recursively constructed

contour trees for each subset of triangles, taking advantage of the subsets’ small in-
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tersection. Unlike the algorithm of Morozov and Weber [122, 123], we do not rely on

an initial distribution of the input triangles to induce small regions of the triangu-

lation with limited intersection. Instead, we compute our own recursive hierarchy of

triangle subsets that contain few boundary vertices. Further, we combine multiple

trees simultaneously to minimize communication instead of combining them in pairs.

3.2 Preliminaries

3.2.1 Delaunay triangulations

Given a set of n points P P R2, a triangulation of P is a maximal subdivision of

the plane into triangles having vertices from P . A triangle belonging to a given

triangulation is said to be Delaunay if its circumcircle does not contain any point of

P in its interior. A triangulation of P is called a Delaunay triangulation, denoted by

DT pP q, if all the triangles in DT pP q are Delaunay.

Given a planar point set P , the Voronoi cell of a point p P P , VorP ppq, is the set

of all those points q P R2 that are closer to p than any other point of P , i.e.,

VorP ppq “ tq P R2
| dpp, qq ď dpp1, qq @p1 P P u.

The Voronoi diagram of P , VorpP q, is the subdivision of the plane into the Voronoi

cells of the points of P . A classical result states that DT pP q and VorpP q are duals

of each other, i.e., there exists an edge between two points p, q P P in DT pP q iff

VorP ppq and VorP pqq share an edge in VorpP q. See Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Terrains and contour trees

Terrains. Let M “ pV,E, F q be a triangulation of R2, with vertex, edge, and face

(triangle) sets V , E, and F , respectively, and let n “ |V |. We assume that M is

finite and contains one boundary component (our algorithm can be modified easily to

remove the boundary by assuming V contains a vertex v8 at infinity). Let h : MÑ R
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Figure 3.1: The Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagram (in blue dashed
edges) of a set of points.
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Figure 3.2: (a) (b) An example terrain depicted with contours through saddle
vertices and showing the critical vertices of the terrain: α1, α3, α4, α5 are saddles. (c)
The contour tree of the terrain in (a). This figure is taken from [22].

be a height function. We assume that the restriction of h to each triangle of M is

a linear map, and that the heights of all vertices are distinct. Given M and h, the

graph of h, called a terrain and denoted by Σh, is an xy-monotone triangulated

surface whose triangulation is induced by M. See Figure 3.2. If h is clear from

context, we denote Σh as Σ. The vertices, edges, and faces of Σ are in one-to-one

correspondence with M. With a slight abuse of terminology, we refer to V , E, and

F as vertices, edges, and triangles of both Σ and M.

Critical points. For a vertex v of M, the link of v, denoted Lkpvq, is the cycle or

path formed by the edges of M that are not incident on v but belong to the triangles

incident to v. The lower (resp. upper) link of v, Lk´pvq (resp. Lk`pvq), is the
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subgraph of Lkpvq induced by vertices u with hpuq ă hpvq (resp. hpuq ą hpvq). A

minimum (resp. maximum) of M is a vertex v for which Lk´pvq (resp. Lk`pvq)

is empty. A maximum or a minimum vertex is called an extremal vertex. A non-

extremal vertex v is regular if Lk´pvq (and also Lk`pvq) is connected, and saddle

otherwise. A vertex that is not regular is called a critical vertex.

Level sets and contours. Given any value ` P R, the `-level set, the `-sublevel set,

and the `-superlevel set of M, denoted as M`, Mď`, and Mě`, respectively, consist

of points x P R2 with hpxq “ `, hpxq ď `, hpxq ě `, respectively. A connected

component of M` is called a contour. See Figure 3.2. Each point v P R2 is contained

in exactly one contour in Mhpvq, which we call the contour of v. The contour of a

noncritical point is a simple polygonal cycle with non-empty interior or a polygonal

boundary-to-boundary arc. The contour of a local minimum or maximum v only

consists of the single point v, and the contour of a saddle vertex v consists of two or

more simple cycles and/or arcs with v being their only intersection point.

Contour trees. Consider raising ` from ´8 to8. The contours continuously deform,

but no changes happen to the topology of the level set as long as ` varies between two

consecutive critical levels. A new contour appears as a single point at a minimum

vertex, and an existing contour contracts into a single point and disappears at a

maximum vertex. An existing contour splits into two new contours or two contours

merge into one contour at a saddle vertex. The contour tree Th of h is a tree on the

critical vertices of M that encodes these topological changes of the level set. An edge

pv, wq of Th represents the contour that appears at v and disappears at w.

Formally, Th is the quotient space in which each contour is represented by a point

and connectivity is defined in terms of the quotient topology. Let ρ : MÑ Th be the

associated quotient map, which maps all points of a contour to a single point on an
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edge of Th. Fix a point p in M. If p is not a critical vertex, ρppq lies in the relative

interior of an edge in Th; if p is an extremal vertex, ρppq is a leaf node of Th; and

if p is a saddle vertex then ρppq is a non-leaf node of Th. See Figure 3.2. We use h

to denote the height function on the points of Th as well. The definition of contour

trees as a quotient map actually applies to any simply connected topological space Σ

with associated height function h.

Join trees and split trees. Analogous to the contour tree of Σ which encodes the

topological changes to M` as we increase ` from ´8 to8, the join tree Jh (resp. split

tree Sh) encodes the topological changes in Mď` (resp. Mě`). Its leaves are minima

(resp. maxima) of Σ, and its internal nodes are some of the saddle vertices of Σ. The

contour tree, join tree, and split tree can all be augmented with additional vertices

of M by subdividing the edges representing the contours, sublevel set components,

or superlevel set components containing these vertices. Carr et al. [56] describe how

to build the contour tree Th in time linear in its size given the join and split trees

augmented with each other’s nodes.

3.2.3 ε-nets

We have already come across range spaces and VC dimension (see Section 2.2). The

only ranges we consider in this chapter are those induced by the union of two open

discs in R2. Such range spaces have constant VC dimension.

Given a range space Y “ pX,Rq and 0 ď ε ď 1, a subset X 1 Ď X is called an

ε-net of Y if for any range R P R with |R| ě ε|X|, set X 1 intersects R. Similarly,

given a range space Y “ pX,Rq and 0 ď ε ď 1, a subset X 1 Ď X is called an

ε-approximation of Y if for any range R P R, we have∣∣∣∣ |X 1 XR|

|X 1|
´
|R|

|X|

∣∣∣∣ ď ε.
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3.3 Computing Delaunay Triangulation

Let P Ă R2 be a set of n points. We now describe our algorithm to compute the

Delaunay triangulation DT pP q of P . For simplicity of presentation, we assume that

no four points in P are co-circular, in which case DT pP q is unique. The algorithm

can be adopted to handle the case when four or more points are co-circular using

standard techniques. We also add three points at infinity and every convex-hull

vertex of P is connected to one of these points by an edge (which is a ray). These

additional points and edges ensure that DT pP q is a triangulation of the entire plane

and that each edge is adjacent to two triangles. We refer to this augmented structure

as the augmented Delaunay triangulation of P , and we will not distiniguish between

the standard and augmented Delaunay triangulation.

At a very high level, our algorithm works as follows: we randomly sample a

small subset S Ď P and compute DT pSq locally on one machine. For each edge

e P DT pSq, we compute the points in P that are in conflict with e. We then compute

the Delaunay triangulation of each such set, and discard some of the invalid triangles

to get DT pP q.

3.3.1 Conflict lists and kernels

Consider a subset S Ď P . Let e “ pq be an edge of DT pSq, where 4pqu and 4pqv

are the triangles adjacent to e. (Recall that each edge is adjacent to two triangles

in the augmented DT pSq.) Abusing the notation a little, by a fixed edge e we will

often mean e alongwith the two triangles adjacent to e. We identify the edge pq of

DT pSq with the four tuple Dpeq “ tp, q, u, vu, i.e., the two endpoints of e and the

two other vertices of triangles adjacent to e. The conflict list of e, denoted by P|e,

is the set of all those points in P that lie in the circumcircle of 4pqu or 4pqv. The

following lemma is well known (see e.g.[68]):
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Figure 3.3: The kernel (in blue) for the edge pq. The points c1 and c2 are the
circumcenters of triangles ∆pqu and ∆pqv resp., and c1c2 is the edge between VorSppq
and VorSpqq. The solid points are in conflict with pq but the hollow points are not.

Lemma 18. An edge e “ pq along with triangles 4pqu, pqv appears in DT pSq if

and only if (i) Dpeq Ď S and (ii) P|e X S “ H.

The kernel of e, kerpeq, is the set of points x P VorSppq
Ť

VorSpqq such that the

ray ÝÑpx or ÝÑqx intersects the edge between VorSppq and VorSpqq. See Figure 3.3.

The following lemma from [14] is the basis of our algorithm.

Lemma 19. Let S Ď P . Then the following hold.

(a) The set tkerpeq | e P DT pSqu partitions the plane.

(b) A triangle ∆ is in DT pP q iff there exists an edge e P DT pSq such that ∆ P

DT pP|eq and the circumcenter of ∆ lies in kerpeq.

Lemma 19 suggests the following algorithm: compute the Delaunay triangulation

of a small sample S Ď P locally, compute the conflict list for each edge of DT pSq,

recursively build the Delaunay triangulation for each list in parallel, and discard the

triangles that do not satisfy condition (b) of Lemma 19. We formalize this algorithm

later.
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3.3.2 Random sampling

Consider the Delaunay triangulation of a uniformly random sample R Ď P of size

r. Consider the range space Y “ tpP, tP XD | D is an open discuu. Y has constant

VC dimension and hence R is an Oplogpnq{rq-net of Y with probability at least

1´ 1{nΩp1q [95]. Any (open) circumcircle D of a triangle of DT pRq does not contain

any points of R. Hence, by definition of an Oplogpnq{rq-net, we have |P X D| “

Opn logpnq{rq. Thus, the size of all conflict lists is Opn logpnq{rq with probability at

least 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q. To get rid of the extra Oplog nq factor in the size, we do a second

level of sampling as follows. For each edge e P DT pRq with |P|e| “ te ¨ n{r, we

sample a subset R|e of Opte ln teq points from P|e uniformly at random. We repeat

both levels of sampling until |P|e|e1 | “ Op|P |{rq for every e P DT pRq, e1 P DT pR|eq

and
ř

ePDT pRq |R|e| “ Oprq. Applying Lemma 19 again gives us that a triangle

∆ P DT pP|e|e1q is in DT pP q if and only if its circumcenter lies in kerpeq X kerpe1q.

We will now show that the procedure only requires Oplog nq repetitions of the

two-level sampling with high probability. For an integer t, let

FtpRq “ te P DT pRq | t ¨ n{r ď |P|e| ă pt` 1q ¨ n{ru.

Lemma 20. For all e P DT pRq and all e1 P DT pReq, we have |P|e|e1 | “ Opn{rq with

probability Ωp1q.

Proof. For an edge e P FtepRq, we sample Opte ln teq points R|e from P|e. Again, R|e

is a Op1{teq-net of P|e with probability 1 ´ 1{t
Ωp1q
e . Applying the union bound, we

see that each edge in DT pR|eq has Op|P|e|{teq “ Opn{rq points of P|e in conflict with

it, with probability at least 1´
ř

ePDT pRq 1{t
Ωp1q
e which is a positive constant.

We now show that we sample only a small number of additional points in each

attempt at two-level sampling. The following exponential decay lemma, originally

proved in [61, 115], is crucial for the analysis. For a parameter r ď n, let φtprq “
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Er|FtpRq|s, where R is a random sample of size r. We define φětprq “
ř

t1ět φtprq.

We set φprq “ φě0prq.

Lemma 21. For any t ě 1,

φětprq ď tOp1q expp´pt´ 2qq ¨ φpr{tq.

Proof. The proof is adapted from [115] to our context. Let X be the set of all edges

(alongwith the two adjacent triangles) that can appear in the Delaunay triangulation

of a subset of P , and let Xt “ te P X | |P|e| ě tn{ru.

For simplicity, we prove the lemma under a slightly different probability model,

where R is not a random subset of size r but selected by choosing each point of P in-

dependently with probability p “ r{n. The bound holds for the desired probabilistic

model by a straightforward modification.

For an edge e P Xt, πpeq “ Prre P DT pRqs. By Lemma 18, πpeq “ p4p1 ´ pqκe ,

where κe “ |P|e|. Therefore,

φětprq “
ÿ

ePXt

πpeq “
ÿ

ePXt

p4
p1´ pqκe .

We choose another random sample R1 by choosing each point with probabibility

p1 “ p{t “ r
tn

. Then

φpr{tq “
ÿ

ePX

p1
4
p1´ p1qκe

ě
ÿ

ePXt

t´4p4
p1´ pqκe

ˆ

1´ p{t

1´ p

˙κe

ě
ÿ

ePXt

p4
p1´ pqκeψpeq,

where

ψpeq “ t´4

ˆ

1´ p{t

1´ p

˙κe

.
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Assuming p ď 1{2 and using the fact 1 ´ x ď e´x, 1 ´ x ě e´2x, and κe ě tn{r for

e P Xt, we obtain

ψpeq ě t´4 exp

ˆ

κep
´2p

t
` pq

˙

ě t´4 exppt´ 2q.

Hence,

φětprq ď t4 expp´pt´ 2qqφpr{tq.

We show that the Lemma 21 immediately implies that the expected additional

number of points sampled is Oprq.

Lemma 22. We have E
”

ř

ePDT pRq |R|e|
ı

“ Oprq.

Proof. We have,

E

»

–

ÿ

ePDT pRq

|R|e|

fi

fl ď
ÿ

tě0

pt` 1q lnpt` 1q ¨ φtprq

ď
ÿ

tě0

pt` 1q lnpt` 1q ¨ φětprq

ď φprq
ÿ

tě0

tOp1q lnpt` 1q expp´t` 2q

ď Oprq.

Finally, we prove our claim.

Lemma 23. The above procedure repeats two-level sampling at most Oplog nq times

with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q.
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Proof. Let c a constant lower bound of the probability given in Lemma 20. By

Markov’s inequality, we have
ř

ePDT pRq |R|e| “ Oprq with probability at least c1 ą

1 ´ c by allowing the constant in the big-O to be sufficiently high. Therefore, the

conditions of both Lemmas 20 and 22 are satisfied simultaneously with some constant

probability. Within Oplog nq repetitions of the two-level sampling, both conditions

will hold with probability 1´ 1{nΩp1q.

3.3.3 Algorithm

Sequential algorithm. We first briefly describe a sequential algorithm to compute the

conflict lists of a sample. Given a subset R Ď P with |P | “ n and |R| “ r, we

construct DT pRq and a point-location data structure on the triangles of DT pRq.

Using this data structure, for each p P P , we determine the triangle ∆p P DT pRq

containing p. We say that a triangle ∆ is in conflict with p if p lies in the interior

of the circumcircle of ∆. The proof of the following well-known lemma can be found

in [68].

Lemma 24. The triangles of DT pRq that are in conflict with a point p form a

connected subgraph in the dual graph (in the planar graph duality sense) of DT pRq.

The triangles in conflict with p can be found by performing a breadth-first search

from ∆p. Once these triangles are found, the edges that conflict with p can be found

since they are the edges of the triangles. Point p is then added to the corresponding

conflict lists.

Lemma 25. Given a subset R Ď P with |P | “ n and |R| “ r, we can compute the

conflict lists for the triangles of DT pRq using the above algorithm in time Opn log r`

kq, where k is the total size of the conflict lists.

Proof. Computing DT pRq takes time Opr log rq. Since there are Oprq triangles in

DT pRq, the point location data structure can be constructed in Opr log rq time, and
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it answers a point-location query in Oplog rq time [68]. Thus, doing a point location

and a subsequent breadth-first search for a point p takes time Oplog r ` kpq time,

where kp is the number of edges that p is in conflict with. Summing over all points,

we get the total running time to be Opn log r ` kq.

Two-level sampling in the MPC model. We describe an MPC procedure called

Two-Level-Sample pP, Iq, where P is a set of points distributed evenly across ma-

chines I. We need to compute the value of te as defined in the previous section for

every edge e in DT pRq of a random sample R Ď P . Computing the exact values of

te for the set P|e will require sending the sample R to all the machines, since P is

distributed across all machines. However, the conditions of Lemmas 20 and 22 can

be guaranteed even if we estimate the value of te to within a constant factor of the

actual value.

In particular, to reduce the amount of communication, we first compute a p1{rq-

approximation S of P using the Sample primitive with high probability, send it to

a machine β P I and perform the sequential two-level sampling procedure described

above on the set S. This produces DT pRq for a random subset R Ď S of size r, and

a second level triangulation DT pS|eq for each edge e P DT pRq. We send the second

level triangulations to all the machines containing the set P , using the Broadcast

primitive.

Computing the conflict lists. Each machine then does the following in parallel – for

each point p P P residing on that machine, it computes the number of edges in the

second level triangulations that the point p is in conflict with. Let this number be

denoted by kp. Value kp can be computed for all p on the machine by modifying

the algorithm of Lemma 25 slightly to report only the number of lists containing

point p, within the same time bound. We will show later that
ř

βPI

ř

pPβ kp “ Op|P |q
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with high probability. Thus all the conflict lists will fit on the machines I. Let K

denote an array of the values kp, indexed by the point p. Each machine divides the

portion of array K indexed by that machine’s points into contiguous subarrays Kj,

each summing up to cs, for some suitable constant c. For each such subarray Kj,

the machine sends the points Pj corresponding to the indices of the subarray to a

machine ij. Note that ij1 ‰ ij2 for any j1 ‰ j2. The machine ij is chosen in a manner

similar to the implementation of the Partition primitive (Section 2.2.2).

Once the points have been distributed, we compute the set of all edges in the

second level triangulations that the points are in conflict with, using Lemma 25.

Since for a machine ij we have
ř

pPij
kp ď cs, all the edges computed for points in ij

fit on ij. The algorithm determines if there exists a set P|e|e1 such that |Pe|e1 | ą c1|P |{r

for some sufficiently large constant c1. If so, the entire algorithm restarts. We then

use the Distribute primitive so that the set P|e|e1 lies on a disjoint set of machines

I|e|e1 . We show later that |P|e|e1 | ď c1|P |{r with high probability.

Overall MPC algorithm. We compute DT pP q using a recursive procedure we call

DelaunayTriangulation, which takes as input a set of points P , machines I and a

set of edges E along with their adjoining triangles, and computes DT pP q but retains

only those triangles whose circumcenters lie in R2
Ş

p
Ş

ePE kerpeqq.

If |I| “ 1, all of the above is done sequentially. If |I| ą 1, we first shuffle

the points of P randomly across machines in I and then run Two-Level-Sample

pP, Iq to get sets P|e|e1 on machines I|e|e1 . For each such set P|e|e1 , we recursively

call DelaunayTriangulationpP|e|e1 , I|e|e1 , E Y e, e1q. The pseudocode is described in

Algorithm 4.

3.3.4 Analysis

We first show that the Oprq subproblems produced are of almost equal sizes.
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Algorithm 4 DelaunayTriangulation(P, I, E)

1: If |I| “ 1, compute DT pP q locally and retain those triangles whose circumcenters
lie in XePEkerpeq.

2: Randomly shuffle the points of P across machines in I.
3: tpP|e|e1 , I|e|e1qu Ð Two-Level-Sample pP, Iq.
4: for all P|e|e1 in parallel do
5: DelaunayTriangulation pP|e|e1 , I|e|e1 , E Y te, e

1uq.
6: end for

Lemma 26. For any pair of edges e and e1 produced in the first and second levels

of sampling and triangulation on the sets S and S|e, respectively, |P|e|e1 | “ Op|P |{rq

with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q.

Proof. The set Pe|e1 (resp. Se|e1) is obtained by taking all those points of P (resp. S)

which lie in the conflict lists of e and e1. The region defined by these conflict lists is

obtained by a finite union and intersection of disks (in particular, the union of two

disks each for the conflict lists of e and e1, followed by an intersection of these two

regions). The VC dimension of the range space defined by such regions is a constant

and so the set S is a p1{rq-approximation of the range space defined on the set P

with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q. Thus, since |S|e|e1 |{|S| “ Op1{rq after two-level

sampling, we have that |P|e|e1 |{|P | “ Op1{rq with probability at least 1´1{nΩp1q.

Since there are Oprq subproblems, the total size of the conflict lists is Oprq ¨

Op|P |{rq “ Op|P |q, and hence the subproblems fit on the machines I.

Lemma 27. Procedure Two-level-sample pP, Iq takes Op1q rounds of computation,

Ops log2 nq time, and Op|P | log |P |q work, with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q.

Proof. Each of the time bounds below either hold deterministically or with prob-

ability at least 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q. Computing the set S takes Op1q rounds of computa-

tion, Ops log sq time, and Op|P | log |P |q work. Two level sampling on the set S

takes expected time and work Op|S| log r log nq “ Ops log2 nq, by Lemma 25. Send-

ing the second level of triangulations to all the machines takes one round of com-
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putation, Ops log sq time, and Op|P | log |P |q work. Computing the array K takes

Op|P | log rq “ Op|P | log |P |q work, by Lemma 25 and the fact that the total size of

the conflict lists is Op|P |q. The time taken is Ops log r`maxβ
ř

pPβ kpq. The value of

maxβ
ř

pPβ kp can in the worst case be Opsrq. However, if we randomly shuffle the

points of P in the beginning across all machines, a simple Chernoff bound argu-

ment shows that maxβ
ř

pPβ kp “ Ops log |P |q with probability at least 1 ´ 1{nΩp1q.

Goodrich et al. [91] show that random shuffling can be done in Op1q rounds, Ops log sq

time, and Op|P | log |P |q work. Distributing the points using the array K takes Op1q

rounds, Ops log sq time, and Op|P | log |P |q work. After distribution, each machine’s

points have conflict list size Opsq and thus computing the conflict lists takes Ops log sq

time and Op|P | log |P |q work, by Lemma 25. Finally, distributing the sets P|e|e1 us-

ing the Distribute primitive takes Op1q rounds, Ops log sq time and Op|P | log |P |q

work.

Since P|e|e1 “ Op|P |{rq with probability at least 1´1{nΩp1q, the number of levels of

recursion is Oplogr |P |q “ Op1q. By induction, each recursive level takes Op1q rounds,

Ops log2 nq time, and Op|P | log |P |q work. The algorithm avoids ever restarting due

to overly large conflict lists with high probability. The bounds in the statement of

the lemma follow.

The correctness of our algorithm follows from Lemma 19 and the subsections

following it. We thus have the following.

Theorem 28. Given a set P of n points in R2, the Delaunay triangulation of P

can be built in the MPC model using Op1q computation rounds, Ops log2 nq time, and

Opn log nq work, with probability at least 1´ 1{nΩp1q.
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3.4 Contour Tree

We now describe our algorithm to compute a contour tree of a terrain. Let M “

pV,E, F q be a triangulation in R2, and let n “ |V |. Let h : M Ñ R be a piecewise

linear height function over M. We assume s “ Ωpn1{2`εq for some constant ε ą 0 and

that every line in R2 intersects Op
?
nq edges of M. Let Σ be the terrain described

by M and h.

3.4.1 Distributed contour trees

The contour tree T constructed by our algorithm will be stored in a distributed

fashion, similar to the data structures of Chapter 2. Let β P I be an arbitrary

machine. Given a degree-2 vertex of a tree, we say we splice the vertex by removing

the vertex and adding an edge between its two neighbors. On β, we store a tree T0

formed by taking a subtree of T and iteratively splicing degree-2 vertices. For each

vertex v of T that is a leaf in T0, let ev be the edge incident to v in T separating v

from other vertices in T that are also in T0. We define the rooted subtree of v as the

connected component of T zev that includes v. Let u,w be a pair of vertices in T ,

and let eu and ew be the edges incident to u and w respectively along the unique path

between u and w in T . We define the vine of uw to be the connected component

containing the path between u and w after removing every edge incident to u and

w except eu and ew. Now, for each leaf v of T0, we recursively store the subtree Tv

rooted at v on a subset of machines Iv (this subtree may contain only v). In addition,

for each edge uw of T0, we recursively store the vine of uw on a subset of machines

Iuw. See Figure 3.4. These subsets of machines are not necessarily disjoint. The

subtrees are stored in such a way that for any vertex r in T0, number of recursively

stored subtrees encountered on any r to leaf path in T is Op1q. In other words, r to

leaf traversals can be performed in Op1q rounds of computation and time linear in
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Figure 3.4: A possible top level subtree T0 for the contour tree given in Figure 3.2
is given on the left. Emanating to the right are the rooted subtree of α2 and the vine
of α3y2. The rooted subtree and vine may be stored on separate machines from T0.

the number of vertices along the path.

Our high-level idea for computing the tree T is as follows: We split M into

pieces with approximately equal numbers of vertices. We then recursively compute

distributed contour trees within each piece independently and in parallel. Merging

multiple contour trees directly is difficult, so we combine the contour trees by es-

sentially sewing their join and split trees together along piece boundaries and then

running a procedure of Carr et al. [56]. Within a recursive computation, we trim

excess vertices from the contour tree before sending them to their recursive parent

call in order to minimize the amount of communication necessary between rounds of

computation.

3.4.2 Recursive construction

We now describe our recursive algorithm in more detail. Throughout our explanation,

let n be the number of triangles in the top level triangulation M. The input to a

recursive call of our algorithm is a rectangle l, a triangulation Ml “ pVl, El, Flq

with one boundary component such that lXM fits entirely within Ml, a piecewise

linear height function hl : Ml Ñ R, and a contiguous set of machines Il “ ti0, i0 `

1, . . . u storing Ml. Our algorithm is summarized as Algorithm 5. We call vertex v
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of Ml a boundary vertex of l if v lies on any triangle properly intersecting l. Our

goal is to compute the distributed contour tree Tl on machines Il. We will also

create tree T 1 which will be sent as the ‘return value’ of a recursive call. Tree T 1

contains all boundary vertices of Ml, and all saddle vertices v for which there exists

a boundary vertex in at least three of the connected components of Ml separated

by the contour through v.

Algorithm 5 ContourTree(l,Ml, hl, Il)

1: if |Il| “ 1 then
2: Compute contour tree T locally.
3: else
4: Divide l into k “ mintnε, |Il|u rectangles tl1, . . . ,lku.
5: for all li in parallel do
6: Mli :“ triangles of Ml intersecting li.
7: hli :“ restriction of hl to Mli .
8: Ili :“ a set of |I|{k machines.
9: T 1li :“ ContourTree(li,Mli , hli , Ili).

10: end for
11: Combine all trees T 1li to make contour tree T .
12: end if
13: Trim T to make tree T 1, and return T 1.

Tree T 1 is created from the top level structure of the distributed contour tree Tl

by augmenting the top level structure with any boundary vertices that are not already

present, iteratively removing leaves that are not boundary vertices, and iteratively

splicing degree-2 vertices that are not boundary vertices, in that order. The top level

subtree given in Figure 3.4 shows the result of this procedure if α2, α3, and y2 are

boundary vertices. Let Σl denote the terrain described by Ml and hl. The creation

of T 1 mirrors the changes to Tl that take place as one iteratively sets the height of

all points on Ml mapping to a single leaf edge to be equal to the height of the edge’s

non-leaf vertex. Let Σ1l be the terrain created by this iterative procedure. Observe

that the triangles of Ml properly intersecting l have their height values unchanged

between Σl and Σ1l. The portions of Tl removed from T 1 can be represented as

rooted subtrees and vines. The top level structures for these rooted subtrees and
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Figure 3.5: One rectangle li and its associated triangles Mi.

vines are permanently stored on machines in Il. Note that T 1 is still augmented

with every boundary vertex, although these boundary vertices may be degree-2.

Lemma 29. The number of vertices in T 1 is Op
?
nq.

Proof. By our assumption that each line in R2 crosses Op
?
nq edges, the boundary

of Ml crosses Op
?
nq triangles and there are therefore Op

?
nq boundary vertices.

Every degree-1 or degree-2 vertex in T 1 is a boundary vertex. The lemma follows.

We now describe how to compute the distributed contour tree Tl. If |Il| “ 1,

then we compute Tl sequentially using the algorithm of Carr et al. [56]. Otherwise,

we do so recursively. Let n1 be the number of vertices of M strictly interior to

l. We begin by dividing l along vertical lines into k “ mintnε, |Il|u rectangles

tl1, . . . ,lku. These lines are chosen so that there exist at most rn1{ks vertices of

M in each rectangle li. Finding the lines can be done in Op1q rounds, Ops log sq

time, and Opn1 log n1q work by sorting the vertices inside l by their x-coordinate

using a procedure of Goodrich [89] and looking at the i ¨ rn1{ks-th vertex for each i

in this order. Now, let Π be a function from Fl to subsets of t1, . . . , ku where for

each triangle ∆ of Ml, Πp∆q is the subset of rectangles li that intersect ∆. We

run DistributepFl, Il,Πq to distribute copies of the triangles to disjoint sets of

machines.

Let Ili for i P t1, . . . , ku denote the disjoint subsets of machines that receive
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triangles from the Distribute primitive. Let Mli be the set of triangles sent to

machines Ili . See Figure 3.5. We recursively compute distributed contour trees of

each triangulation Mli using the natural restrictions of h to those triangulations.

In the following lemma, we prove that the distribution step above is doable in the

MPC model. In the sequel, we describe how to combine the trees returned by each

recursive call to create the top level subtree for Tl.

Lemma 30. Our algorithm meets the preconditions of the Distribute primitive.

Proof. By assumption, Il is a contiguous set of machines as required. We meet the

requirement that k “ Ops1{2q as s “ Ωpn1{2`εq. Similarly, we meet the requirement

that k ď |I|. Each rectangle li contains Opn1{kq points, so it receives Opn1{kq non-

boundary triangles. Further, by the assumption that each line in R2 intersects at

most Op
?
nq edges, there are at most Op

?
nq “ Opn1{kq boundary triangles for each

li. Together, these facts imply that for each i P t1, . . . , ku, there are at most Opn1{kq

triangles ∆ for which Πp∆q “ i as required. Finally, each triangle can only be copied

at most nε “ Opsq times as required.

3.4.3 Combining multiple contour trees

Let Tli be the contour tree for Mli , and let T 1li be the tree returned by the recursive

procedure computing Tli . We send all of these trees to a single machine β P Il

in Op1q rounds of computation. By Lemma 29, each such tree has size Op
?
nq,

so they all fit on machine β simultaneously. The rest of the computation occurs

sequentially on machine β.

Recall, T 1li is the contour tree for a surface Σ1li . We create the top level structure

for Tl using the following procedure: Let Σ2l be the terrain that results from replacing

the portion of Σl within each rectangle li with the portion of Σ1li inside li. We

say vertex v is important if it appears as a vertex of any tree T 1li .
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We use the following procedure to compute the join tree J 2l of Σ2l. We compute

the join tree J 1li for each contour tree T 1li . Next, we sort the entire collection of

important vertices in increasing order of height. We then use a set union-find data

structure [64] to track the sublevel sets as we consider vertices of increasing height

values. The sets of the union-find data structure will be collections of important

vertices, and a find operation on an important vertex v will return the highest im-

portant vertex v1 in the same sublevel set component as v. For each important vertex

v in increasing order by height, we look at its down neighbors from each of the join

trees J 1li that contain v and do a find operation. The down neighbors of v in J 2l

will be all the vertices returned by the find operations.

Lemma 31. The previous algorithm correctly computes the join tree J 2l of Σ2l.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the increasing heights of important

vertices. Let v be an important vertex, and consider any sublevel set component C

in Σ2l of height hpvq´δ for an arbitrarily small δ such that C lies within the sublevel

set component of v (assuming C exists). Vertex v contains a neighbor u that lies in C.

Let Mli be a set of triangles containing edge pv, uq. Let v1 be the highest important

vertex of Σ1li with height strictly below v that shares a sublevel component of Σ1li

with v and u. Vertex v1 is a down neighbor of v in J 1li that lies in component C.

By induction, the find operation on v1 will return the highest important vertex of C,

which the algorithm will correctly assign as a down neighbor of v in J 2l.

The split tree S2l of Σ2l can be computed using a similar procedure. Finally, we

use the procedure of Carr et al. [56] to create the contour tree T 2l of Σ2l. Tree T 2l is

the top level structure used to store Tl in a distributed manner.

Lemma 32. Procedure ContourTree takes Op1q rounds of computation, Ops log sq

time, and Opn log nq work.
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Proof. The number of levels of recursion of the procedure is Oplognε nq “ Op1q, and

each level of recursion uses only Op1q rounds of computation. For time and work, the

most expensive operation is building the join and split trees to compute a contour tree

T 2l . These operations require sorting Opsq vertices in Ops log sq time. Summing over

all the vertices stored on all machines, the total amount of work is Opn log nq.

We thus have the following.

Theorem 33. Let M “ pV,E, F q be a triangulation in R2 such that every line in R2

intersects Op
?
nq edges of M where n “ |V |. Let h : M Ñ R be a piecewise linear

height function on M. The distributed contour tree T of h can be built in the MPC

model in Op1q computation rounds, Ops log sq time, and Opn log nq work, assuming

s “ Ωpn1{2`εq for some constant ε ą 0.

3.5 Conclusion

We described two algorithms for the MPC model that aid in terrain analysis. The

first was a Las Vegas algorithm to compute a Delaunay triangulation of an arbi-

trary point set in R2. With high probability, it runs in Op1q rounds of computation,

and it uses only Ops log2 nq time and Opn log nq work. The second algorithm deter-

ministically constructs a contour tree of a triangulation M, assuming the machines

have sufficient memory and M is well-formed. This algorithm required only Op1q

rounds of computation, Ops log sq time, and Opn log nq work. We leave the removal

of these restrictions from our contour tree construction algorithm as an interesting

open problem. For an arbitrary triangulation M, a possible approach is to build a

small, well-balanced planar separator with small boundary, build the contour tree

for each piece in parallel, and sew them along the boundary. However, computing a

separator in the MPC model appears difficult, and will require new ideas.
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4

Comparing Topological Descriptors and Metric
Spaces

4.1 Introduction

The Gromov-Hausdorff distance (or GH distance for brevity) [92] is one of the most

natural distance measures between metric spaces, and has been used, for example, for

matching deformable shapes [119, 48], and for analyzing hierarchical clustering trees

[55]. Informally, the Gromov-Hausdorff distance measures the additive distortion

suffered when mapping one metric space to another using a correspondence between

their points. Even when working with spaces of equal size, correspondences such as

those computed for GH distance are often preferable to, say, bijections, because the

distance is less sensitive to slight stretching or the exact choice of points sampled

from a larger space (see Figure 4.1). Multiple approaches have been proposed to

estimate the Gromov-Hausdorff distance [119, 48, 118].

Despite much effort, the problem of computing, either exactly or approximately,

GH distance has remained elusive. The problem is not known to be NP-hard, and
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computing the GH distance, even approximately, for graphic metrics1 is at least as

hard as the graph isomorphism problem. Indeed, the metrics for two graphs have

GH distance 0 if and only if the two graphs are isomorphic. Motivated by this trivial

hardness result, it is natural to ask whether GH distance becomes easier in more

restrictive settings such as geodesic metrics over trees, where efficient algorithms are

known for checking isomorphism [24].

4.1.1 Related work

Most prior work has either focused on embedding one metric space into another, or

computing a bijection between two equal-sized finite metric spaces that minimizes

the multiplicative distortion (see Section 1.3).

The work closest to computing the GH distance is the additive distortion prob-

lem [94] – given two equal-sized point sets S, T Ă Rd, find the smallest ∆ such that

there exists a bijection f : S Ñ T such that |dpx, yq´dpfpxq, fpyqq| ď ∆. They show

that it is NP-hard to approximate by a factor better than 3 in R3, and also give a

2-approximation for R1 and a 5-approximation for the more general problem of em-

bedding an arbitrary metric space onto R1. However, their setting differs from ours

in two major ways – firstly, they consider finite metric spaces of equal size, whereas

in our work the metric spaces may be uncountably infinite; secondly, they consider

bijections between metric spaces, whereas in our work we deal with correspondences

between metric spaces which are more general than bijections. In particular, an op-

timal correspondence between arbitrary spaces of equal size may not be a bijection

(see Figure 4.1), so these hardness results do not apply to GH distance. Thus, their

approach cannot be easily extended to our setting.

The interleaving distance between merge trees [121] was proposed as a measure

1 A graphic metric measures the shortest path distance between vertices of a graph with unit
length edges.
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Figure 4.1: Solid and hollow points sampled from distinct metric spaces; each met-
ric space contains two distinct clusters with similar intra- and inter-cluster distances,
but the points are sampled differently for each. Using correspondences between the
two sets will lead to a small distortion. However, using bijections will map points
from the same cluster to different clusters in the other metric space, leading to a
much larger distortion.

to compare functions over topological domains that is stable to small perturbations

in a function. Distances for the more general Reeb graphs are given in [38, 69].

These concepts are related to the GH distance (Section 4.4), which we will leverage

to design an approximation algorithm for the GH distance for metric trees.

4.1.2 Our results

In this chapter, we give the first non-trivial results on approximating the GH distance

between metric trees. First, we prove (in Section 4.3) that the problem remains NP-

hard even for metric trees via a reduction from 3-Partition. In fact, we show

that there exists no efficient algorithm with approximation ratio less than 3 unless

P “ NP. As noted above, we are not aware of any result that shows the GH distance

problem being NP-hard even for general graphic metrics.

To complement our hardness result, we give an Op
?
nq-approximation algorithm

for the GH distance between metric trees with n nodes and unit length edges. Our

algorithm works with arbitrary edge lengths as well; however, the approximation

ratio becomes Opmintn,
?
rnuq where r is the ratio of the longest edge length in

both trees to the shortest edge length. Even achieving the Opnq-approximation ratio

presented here for arbitrary r is a non-trivial task, and we hope this first non-trivial

approximation result will stimulate further research on this and similar problems.
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Our algorithm uses a reduction, described in Section 4.4, to the similar prob-

lem of computing the interleaving distance [121] between two merge trees. Given

a function f : X Ñ R over a topological space X, the merge tree Tf describes the

connectivity between components of the sublevel sets of f (see Section 4.2 for a

more formal definition). Morozov et al. [121] proposed the interleaving distance as

a way to compare merge trees and their associated functions2. For us, interleaving

distance provides a convenient way to measure distance after rooting the input trees

so that correspondences are more nicely structured. We describe, in Section 4.5, an

Opmintn,
?
rnuq-approximation algorithm for interleaving distance between merge

trees, and our reduction provides a similar approximation for computing the GH

distance between two metric trees.

Note on independent and follow-up work. After writing preliminary versions of the

current work, we became aware of recent work by Schmiedl [135] in which he proves

a lower bound of 3 for the approximation ratio of any polynomial time approximation

for GH distance in metric trees. As in our proof, his proof ultimately comes down

to a reduction from 3-Partition. He also gives an approximation algorithm for

arbitrary metrics, but the running time is not guaranteed to be polynomial in the

size of the input.

There is also follow-up work [140] on a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for

approximating the GH distance between tree metrics to a constant factor.

4.2 Preliminaries

Metric spaces and the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. A metric space X “ pX, ρq consists

of a (potentially infinite) set X and a function ρ : X ˆ X Ñ Rě0 such that the

2 In fact, our hardness result can be easily extended to the GH distance between graphic metrics
for trees and the interleaving distance between merge trees.
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following hold: ρpx, yq “ 0 iff x “ y; ρpx, yq “ ρpy, xq; and ρpx, zq ď ρpx, yq` ρpy, zq.

Given sets A and B, a correspondence between A and B is a set C Ď A ˆ B

such that: (i) for all a P A, there exists b P B such that pa, bq P C; and (ii) for all

b P B, there exists a P A such that pa, bq P C. We use ΠpA,Bq to denote the set of

all correspondences between A and B.

Let X1 “ pX1, ρ1q and X2 “ pX2, ρ2q be two metric spaces. The distortion of a

correspondence C P ΠpX1, X2q is defined as:

DistpCq “ sup
px,yq,px1,y1qPC

|ρ1px, x
1
q ´ ρ2py, y

1
q|.

The Gromov-Hausdorff distance [118], dGH , between X1 and X2 is defined as:

dGHpX1,X2q “
1

2
inf

CPΠpX1,X2q
DistpCq.

Intuitively, dGH measures how close can we can get to an isometric (distance-

preserving) embedding between two metric spaces. We note that there are different

equivalent definitions of the Gromov-Hausdorff distance; see e.g, Theorem 7.3.25 of

[54] and Remark 1 of [118].

A tree T “ pV,Eq consists of a set of nodes V and edges E connecting pairs

of nodes such that some geometric realization of T is simply connected. Note our

definition allows for nodes of degree 2. The leaves of T are the nodes of degree 1,

and its branching nodes are the nodes of degree 3 or higher.

Given a tree T “ pV,Eq and a length function l : E Ñ Rě0, we associate a metric

space T “ pT, dq with T as follows. T is a geometric realization of T . For x, y P T,

define dpx, yq to be the length of the unique shortest path πpx, yq P T. It is clear

that d is a metric. The metric space thus obtained is a metric tree. We often do not

distinguish between T and T and write T “ pT, dq.

Merge trees and the interleaving distance. Let f : X Ñ R be a continuous function

from a connected topological space X to the set of real numbers. The sublevel set
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at a value a P R is defined as fďa “ tx P X | fpxq ď au. A merge tree Mf

captures the evolution of the topology of the sublevel sets as the function value is

increased continuously from ´8 to `8. Formally, it is obtained as follows. Let

epi f “ tpx, yq P X ˆ R | y ě fpxqu. Let f̄ : epi f Ñ R be such that f̄ppx, yqq “ y.

We may say f̄ppx, yqq is the height of point px, yq P X ˆ R. For two points px, yq

and px1, y1q in X ˆ R with y “ y1, let px, yq „ px1, y1q denote them lying in the same

component of f̄´1pyqp“ f̄´1py1qq. Then „ is an equivalence relation, and the merge

tree Mf is defined as the quotient space pXˆ Rq{ „.

The sublevel sets fa of f merge as function value a increases, so we get a rooted

tree where branching nodes represent the moments where two components merge

and leaves represent the birth of a new component at a local minimum. Figure 4.2

shows an example of a merge tree for a 1-dimensional function. Note that the merge

tree extends to a height of 8. Our assumption that X is connected implies we have

only one component in fďN for some sufficiently large N ą 0, and Mf is, in fact, a

single tree.

We define the root of merge tree Mf to be the node with the highest function

value. The ancestors of a point x P Mf are the points lying on the unique path from

x to the root of Mf as well as all points with greater height than the root. We define

the length of any edge in a merge tree (other than the edge to infinity) to be the

height difference between its two endpoints. Ancestors of points in Mg are defined

similarly.

Since each point x P Mf represents a component of a sublevel set at a certain

height, we can associate this height value with x, denoted by f̂pxq. Given a merge

tree Mf and ε ě 0, an ε-shift map σεf : Mf Ñ Mf is the map that maps a point

x P Mf to its ancestor at height f̂pxq ` ε, i.e., f̂pσεf pxqq “ f̂pxq ` ε. Given ε ě 0 and

merge trees Mf and Mg, two continuous maps α : Mf Ñ Mg and β : Mg Ñ Mf are
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Figure 4.2: Merge tree Mf (shown in red) for a function f : XÑ R, where X “ R.
epi f is shown in grey, and f̄´1paq is the grey region below the blue horizontal lines
in epi f .

said to be ε-compatible if they satisfy the following conditions :

ĝpαpxqq “ f̂pxq ` ε, @x P Mf ; f̂pβpyqq “ ĝpyq ` ε, @y P Mg;

β ˝ α “ σ2ε
f ; α ˝ β “ σ2ε

g .
(4.1)

Figure 4.3: Part of trees Mf and Mg showing α and β.

See Figure 4.3 for an example. The interleaving distance [121] is then defined as

dIpMf ,Mgq “ inftε ě 0 | there exist ε-compatible maps α and βu.

Remark. We can relax the requirements on α and β from their normal definitions

as follows.

(i) Instead of requiring exact value changes, we require

f̂pxq ď ĝpαpxqq ď f̂pxq ` ε, @x P Mf ; ĝpyq ď f̂pβpyqq ď ĝpyq ` ε, @y P Mg.

(ii) If x1 is an ancestor of x2 in Mf , then αpx1q is an ancestor of αpx2q in Mg. A

similar rule applies for β.
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(iii) βpαpxqq must must be mapped to an ancestor of x and αpβpyqq must be

mapped to an ancestor of y.

Any pair of maps satisfying the original requirements also satisfies the relaxed

requirements for the same value of ε. Conversely, for any pair of maps satisfying

the relaxed requirements, we can stretch up the images for each map by instead

mapping to the ancestors of the appropriate height of the original images, without

changing the value of ε. Thus, both definitions of interleaving distance are equivalent.

For convenience, when two ε-compatible maps are given to us we assume that they

satisfy (4.1), but we construct ε-compatible maps that satisfy the relaxed conditions

mentioned, knowing that they can be “stretched” as just described to satisfy (4.1).

If we know αpxq for a point x at height h, then we can compute αpyq for any

ancestor y of x at height h1 ě h by simply putting αpyq “ σh
1´h
f pαpxqq. A similar

claim holds for β. Thus specifying the maps for the leaves of the trees suffices,

because any point in the tree is the ancestor of at least one of the leaves. Hence,

these maps have a representation that requires linear space in the size of the trees.

Morozov et al. [121] prove several facts about interleaving distance that will prove

useful in this work. In particular, interleaving distance is a metric [121, Lemma

1]. Further, it is a stable distance measure with respect to small function pertur-

bations; specifically, given two functions f : X Ñ R and g : X Ñ R, we have

dIpMf ,Mgq ď }f ´ g}8 [121, Theorem 2].

4.3 Hardness of Approximation

We now show the hardness of approximating the GH distance by a reduction from

the following decision problem called balanced partition (or BAL-PART for brevity):

given a multiset of positive integers X “ ta1, . . . , anu, and an integer m such that

1 ď m ď n, is it possible to partition X into m multisets tX1, . . . , Xmu such that all
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the elements in each multiset sum to the same quantity µ “ p
řn
i“1 aiq {m? We prove

below that BAL-PART is strongly NP-complete, i.e., it remains NP-complete even

if ai ď nc for some constant c ě 1 for all 1 ď i ď n.

Lemma 34. BAL-PART is strongly NP-complete.

Proof. We reduce 3-PARTITION, a strongly NP-complete problem [86] to BAL-

PART. Given a multiset of positive integers Y “ ta1, . . . , anu with n “ 3m, 3-

PARTITION asks to partition Y into m multisets tY1, . . . , Ymu of size 3 each so that

the elements in each multiset sum to the same quantity. Given a 3-PARTITION

instance, we construct an instance of BAL-PART as follows.

Basically, we add a sufficiently large number to each ai so that if two multisets

of the new numbers have the same sum, they have the same number of elements.

In particular, let ā “
řn
i“1 ai. Then set a1i “ ai ` ā and X “ ta11, . . . , a

1
nu. This

reduction takes polynomial time, and the new numbers are polynomially larger than

the original ones. We show that there exists an appropriate partition of Y iff there

exists an appropriate partition of X.

Suppose there exists an appropriate partition tY1, . . . , Ymu of Y . Then setting

Xi “ ta
1
j | aj P Yiu for i “ 1, . . . ,m gives us the desired partition of X.

Conversely, suppose there exists an appropriate partition tX1, . . . , Xmu of X.

Suppose |Xi| “ n1 ą |Xj| “ n2 for some i ‰ j. We thus have

ÿ

a1kPXi

ak`n1ā “
ÿ

a1kPXj

ak`n2āñ pn1´n2qā “
ÿ

a1kPXj

ak´
ÿ

a1kPXi

ak ñ
ÿ

a1kPXj

ak´
ÿ

a1kPXi

ak ě ā,

(4.2)

a contradiction since
ř

a1kPXj
ak ă ā. Thus, each partition Xi is of equal size. Since

n “ 3m, the size of each Xi is 3.

We now reduce an instance of BAL-PART, in which each ai ď nc for some

constant c ě 1, to GH-distance computation. Consider an instance X “ ta1, . . . , anu
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Figure 4.4: The trees Tl,k, T1 and T2.

and 1 ď m ď n of BAL-PART. If m “ 1, then a balanced partition into one

multiset trivially exists. If m ą 1, we construct two trees T1 and T2 as follows. Let

λ ą 8 and ρ ă λ ´ 6 be two positive constants. Let Tl,k denote a star graph having

k edges, each of length l. T1 has a node r1 incident to an edge pr1, r
1
1q of length ρ and

to n edges tpr1, p1q, . . . , pr1, pnqu of length 1. Each node pi is incident to another edge

ppi, p
1
iq of length 1, and each p1i is the center of a copy of Tλ,ai . T2 consists of a node

r2 incident to an edge pr2, r
1
2q of length ρ and to m edges tpr2, q1q, . . . , pr2, qmqu of

length 2, where each qi is the center of a distinct copy of Tλ`1,ā, and ā “ p
řn
i“1 aiq {m.

See Figure 4.4 for an illustration. We refer to the edges of each Tλ,ai in T1 and the

edges of copies of Tλ`1,ā in T2 as bottom edges. Let T1 and T2 denote the metric trees

associated with T1 and T2 respectively. Since λ, ρ are constants and ai ď nc for all

1 ď i ď n, this construction can be done in polynomial time.

Lemma 35. If pX,mq is a yes instance of BAL-PART, then dGHpT1, T2q ď 1.

Otherwise, dGHpT1, T2q ě 3.

Proof. Suppose X can be partitioned into m subsets X1, . . . , Xm of equal weight

ā “ p
řn
i“1 aiq {m. We construct a correspondence C between T1 and T2 with distortion

at most 2, implying that dGHpT1, T2q ď 1. A linearly interpolated bijection between

the points of edges pr1, r
1
1q and pr2, r

1
2q, with r1 mapping to r2 and r11 mapping to r12,
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is added to C. If ai P Xj, the linearly interpolated bijection between edges pr1, piq

and pr2, qjq is added to C, with pi mapping to qj. Also, using linear interpolation, we

map the path from pi to each leaf of Tλ,ai to distinct edges going from qj to leaves of

its copy of Tλ`1,ā; this is possible since Tλ`1,ā has ā leaves, and
ř

aPXj
a “ ā. Note

that each edge ppi, p
1
iq may be mapped to a contiguous part of multiple edges in T2.

Overall, the distortion induced by C is at most 2; this stems from the fact that C is

piecewise linear, and the difference between the length of any node-to-node path in

one tree and its image under C in the other tree is at most 2.

Suppose dGHpT1, T2q ă 3, and let C be a correspondence between T1 and T2 with

distortion ă 6. Consider two leaves l1, l2 ‰ r12 in T2. Then dpl1, l2q ě 2λ ` 2.

Let l11, l
1
2 be their corresponding images in T1 under C. We argue that l11, l

1
2 lie on

distinct bottom edges of T1. Indeed, since DistpCq ă 6, the distance between l11

and l12 is dpl11, l
1
2q ą dpl1, l2q ´ 6 ě 2λ ´ 4. If l11, l

1
2 lie on the same edge of T1, then

dpl11, l
1
2q ď λ ă 2λ ´ 4, so they have to lie on distinct edges of T1. If either of l11, l

1
2

lies on an edge r1pi, for some i ď n, then by construction, dpl11, l
1
2q ď λ` 4 ă 2λ´ 4

(recall that λ ą 8). Finally, if either of l11, l
1
2 lies on pr1, r

1
1q then by the choice of ρ,

dpl11, l
1
2q ď ρ ` λ ` 2 ă 2λ ´ 4. Thus, both l11 and l12 lie on distinct bottom edges

of T1. In particular, the corresponding image l11 in T1 of any one leaf l1 in T2 must

lie on a bottom edge of T1, because there exists some other leaf l2 in T2 by the

assumption that m ą 1. Hence, C induces a bijection χ between the leaves of T1 and

T2, where χplq “ l1 for l P T2 and l1 P T1 is the leaf whose incident edge contains the

image(s) of l under C. Note that if li, lj P T2 are incident to qi, qj with qi ‰ qj, then

χpliq and χpljq are incident to pi1 , pj1 with pi1 ‰ pj1 ; otherwise dpli, ljq “ 2λ ` 6 and

dpχpliq, χpljqq ď 2λ, thereby incurring a distortion of at least 6. Hence, the bijection

χ can be used to partition X into m subsets X1, . . . , Xm of equal weight as follows :

if χplq “ l1 for l incident to qi and l1 incident to pj, then aj P Xi. Thus, pX,mq is a
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yes instance of BAL-PART.

We may also apply the reduction to metric trees with unit edge lengths by sub-

dividing longer edges with an appropriate number of vertices. We thus have the

following theorem.

Theorem 36. Unless P “ NP, there is no polynomial-time algorithm to approximate

the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between two metric trees to a factor better than 3,

even in the case of metric trees with unit edge lengths.

4.4 Gromov-Hausdorff and Interleaving Distances

In this section we show that the GH distance between two tree metric spaces T1 and

T2, and the interleaving distance between two appropriately defined trees induced by

the Ti’s are within constant factors of each other.

Given a metric tree T “ pT, dq, let V pT q denote the nodes of the tree. Given a

point s P T (not necessarily a node), let fs : T Ñ R be defined as fspxq “ ´ dps, xq.

Equipped with this function, we obtain a merge tree T s from T . Intuitively, T s has

the structure of rooting T at s, and then adding an extra edge incident to s with

function value extending from 0 to `8. If s is an internal node of T or an interior

point of an edge of T , s remains the root of T s. But if s is a leaf of T , then s gets

merged with the infinite edge and the node of T adjacent to s becomes the root of

T s.

Let T1 “ pT1, d1q and T2 “ pT2, d2q be two metric trees. Define

∆ “ min
uPV pT1q,vPV pT2q

dIpT
u
1 , T

v
2 q. (4.3)

We prove that ∆ is within a constant factor of dGHpT1, T2q. We first prove a lower

bound on ∆.

Lemma 37. 1
2
dGHpT1, T2q ď ∆.
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Proof. Suppose ∆ “ dIpT
s
1 , T

t
2q for some s P V pT1q and t P V pT2q. Set f :“ fs

and g :“ ft. Let α : T s1 Ñ T t2, β : T t2 Ñ T s1 be ∆-compatible maps. We define the

functions α˚ : T s1 Ñ T t2 and β˚ : T t2 Ñ T s1 as follows :

α˚pxq “

#

αpxq if gpαpxqq ď 0.

t otherwise.
β˚pyq “

#

βpyq if fpβpyqq ď 0.

s otherwise.

That is, if αpxq (resp. βpyq) is an ancestor of t (resp. s) then x (resp. y) is

mapped to the root t (resp. s). We note that

fpxq ď gpα˚pxqq ď fpxq `∆,

gpyq ď fpβ˚pyqq ď gpyq `∆.
(4.4)

Indeed, if α˚pxq “ αpxq then gpα˚pxqq “ fpxq ` ∆. Otherwise gpαpxqq ą 0 and

gpα˚pxqq “ 0. Since fpxq ď 0, we obtain gpα˚pxqq ă gpαpxqq “ fpxq `∆. The same

argument implies the second set of inequalities.

Consider the correspondence C P T1 ˆ T2 induced by α˚ and β˚ defined as:

C :“ tpx, α˚pxqq | x P T1u Y tpβ
˚
pyq, yq | y P T2u.

We prove that DistpCq ď 4∆.

Indeed, consider any two pairs px1, y1q, px2, y2q P C. Let u be the least common

ancestor of x1 and x2 in T1 (if T1 is rooted at s), and w the least common ancestor

of y1 and y2 in T2 (if T2 is rooted at t). Note that since T1 and T2 are trees,

there is a unique path x1  u  x2 between x1 and x2, such that x1  u and

u  x2 are each monotone in function f values. This also implies that d1px1, uq “

d1ps, x1q ´ d1ps, uq “ fpuq ´ fpx1q; similarly, d1px2, uq “ fpuq ´ fpx2q. Symmetric

statements hold for y1  w  y2. Hence

d1px1, x2q “ d1px1, uq ` d1pu, x2q “ 2fpuq ´ fpx1q ´ fpx2q,

d2py1, y2q “ d2py1, wq ` d2pw, y2q “ 2gpwq ´ gpy1q ´ gpy2q.
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We then have,

|d1px1, x2q ´ d2py1, y2q| “ |2fpuq ´ fpx1q ´ fpx2q ´ 2gpwq ` gpy1q ` gpy2q|

ď 2|fpuq ´ gpwq| ` |fpx1q ´ gpy1q| ` |fpx2q ´ gpy2q|

ď 2|fpuq ´ gpwqq| ` 2∆ (by (4.4)).

We now wish to bound |fpuq ´ gpwq|. Consider the case where y1 “ α˚px1q, y2 “

α˚px2q. As we traverse the path x1  u  x2, the image of this path under α˚ is

a path y1  α˚puq  y2, where y1  α˚puq and α˚puq  y2 are each monotone

in function g values. Hence, α˚puq is an ancestor of y1 and y2. Since w is the

least common ancestor of y1 and y2, we have that α˚puq must be an ancestor of w.

The same claim can be similarly proved for the remaining cases. Further, it can be

similarly shown that β˚pwq must be an ancestor of u. Thus, fpuq ´ ∆ ď gpwq ď

fpuq `∆ ñ |fpuq ´ gpwq| ď ∆. We thus have

|d1px1, x2q ´ d2py1, y2q| ď 4∆.

It then follows that DistpCq ď 4∆. Since dGHpT1, T2q ď
1
2
DistpCq, the lemma follows.

Next, we prove an upper bound on ∆.

Lemma 38. ∆ ď 14dGHpT1, T2q.

Proof. Set δ “ dGHpT1, T2q and let C˚ : T1 ˆ T2 be an optimal correspondence that

achieves dGHpT1, T2q. Note that in general dGHpT1, T2q may only be achieved in

the limit. In that case, our proof can be modified by considering a near-optimal

correspondence of distortion δ “ dGHpT1, T2q ` ε for some arbitrary ε ą 0.

Let s be one of the endpoints of a longest simple path in T1 (i.e, the length of

this path realizes the diameter of T1); s is necessarily a leaf of T1. Let ps, tq be a

pair in C˚. Consider the merge trees T s1 and T t2 defined by the functions fs and ft,
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respectively. A result by Dey, Shi, and Wang [72, Corollary 6] (see also [73]) implies

that

dIpT
s
1 , T

t
2q ď 6δ.

We prove below in Claim 39 that there is a vertex (in fact a leaf) z P V pT2q such

that d2pt, zq ď 8δ.

It is easy to verify that

}ft ´ fz}8 ď d2pt, zq ď 8δ.

On the other hand, by the stability theorem of the interleaving distance,

dIpT
t
2, T

z
2 q ď }ft ´ fz}8 ď 8δ.

By the triangle inequality,

dIpT
s
1 , T

z
2 q ďdIpT

s
1 , T

t
2q ` dIpT

t
2, T

z
2 q

ď6δ ` 8δ

ď14δ.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Claim 39. Let s be an endpoint of a longest simple path in T1, and let ps, tq be a

pair in C˚. Then there is a vertex z P V pT2q such that d2pt, zq ď 8δ.

Proof. Assume that there is no tree node within 8δ distance to t. In this case, t

must be in the interior of an edge e P EpT2q. Let u1 and u2 be the two points in e

from opposite sides of t such that d2pt, u1q “ d2pt, u2q “ 8δ ` ν, where ν ą 0 is an

arbitrarily small value. Both u1 and u2 exist, as there is no tree node of T2 within

8δ distance to t, and

d2pu1, u2q “ d2pt, u1q ` d2pt, u2q “ 16δ ` 2ν.
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Figure 4.5: w is the nearest common ancestor of ũ1 and ũ2 in T s1 .

Let ũ1, ũ2 P T1 be any corresponding points for u1 and u2 under C˚, that is,

pũ1, u1q, pũ2, u2q P C˚. Since DistpC˚q ď 2δ, we have

d1pũ1, ũ2q ě 14δ ` 2ν. (4.5)

On the other hand, since d2pt, u1q “ d2pt, u2q “ 8δ ` ν, we have that

d1ps, ũ1q, d1ps, ũ2q P r6δ ` ν, 10δ ` νs. (4.6)

We now obtain an upper bound on d1pũ1, ũ2q.

If ũ1 and ũ2 have ancestor/descendant relation in T s1 , then d1pũ1, ũ2q “ |d1ps, ũ1q´

d1ps, ũ2q| and by (4.6), we thus have that d1pũ1, ũ2q ď 4δ, which contradicts (4.5).

Otherwise, if ũ1 and ũ2 do not have ancestor/descendant relation, let w be the

nearest common ancestor of ũ1 and ũ2 in T s1 (see Figure 4.5). Let c0 “ d1ps, wq. For

simplicity, set a “ d1ps, ũ1q and b “ d1ps, ũ2q. It then follows that

d1pũ1, ũ2q “ a` b´ 2c0 . Note, a ě c0, b ě c0. (4.7)

Since s is an endpoint of the longest path in T1, it follows that c0 ě minta´c0, b´c0u.

Indeed, if this were not the case, then without loss of generality, suppose the other

point s1 of the diameter pair is not in the subtree of T s1 rooted at ũ1. We then have

d1pũ1, s
1
q “ pa´ c0q ` pb´ c0q ą c0 ` pb´ c0q “ d1ps, s

1
q, (4.8)
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a contradiction. By (4.6), a, b ě 6δ ` ν. Thus

c0 ě minta´ c0, b´ c0u ě 6δ ` ν ´ c0 ñ c0 ě
1

2
p6δ ` νq. (4.9)

Combining (4.7) and (4.9), we have

d1pũ1, ũ2q ď a` b´ 6δ ´ ν ď 20δ ` 2ν ´ 6δ ´ ν “ 14δ ` ν, (4.10)

contradicting (4.5). Thus, there exists z P V pT2q such that d2pt, zq ď 8δ.

Remark. The proof of Claim 39 actually shows that t lies within distance 8δ of at

least one leaf, as we never use the fact that u1 and u2 lie on the same edge of T2.

The only fact we use is that u1 and u2 lie on opposite sides of t at distance 8δ ` ν

each.

From Lemmas 37 and 38, we get the following.

Theorem 40. Let ∆ “ minuPV pT1q,vPV pT2q dIpT
u
1 , T

v
2 q. Then

1
2
dGHpT1, T2q ď ∆ ď 14dGHpT1, T2q.

In order to approximate dGHpT1, T2q, we merely need to approximate the inter-

leaving distance for each of the Opn2q pairs of merge trees obtained by rooting T1

and T2 at each of their vertices.

Corollary 41. If there is a polynomial time, c-approximation algorithm for the in-

terleaving distance between two merge trees, then there is a polynomial time, 28c-

approximation algorithm for the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between two metric trees

that runs the algorithm for interleaving distance Opn2q times.

4.5 Computing the Interleaving Distance

Let Mf and Mg be merge trees of two functions f and g, respectively. For simplicity,

we use f and g to denote the height functions on Mf and Mg as well. Let n be the
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total number of nodes in Mf and Mg, and let r ě 1 be the ratio between the lengths

of the longest and the shortest edges in Mf and Mg. We describe a Opmintn,
?
rnuq-

approximation algorithm for computing dIpMf ,Mgq.

Candidate values and binary search. We first show that a candidate set Λ of Opn2q

values can be computed in Opn2q time such that dIpMf ,Mgq P Λ. Given Λ, we per-

form a binary search on Λ. At each step, we use a c-approximate decision procedure,

for c “ c1 mintn,
?
rnu for some constant c1, that given a value ε ą 0 does the fol-

lowing : if dIpMf ,Mgq ď ε, it returns a pair of cε-compatible maps between Mf and

Mg; if dIpMf ,Mgq ą ε, it will either return a pair of cε-compatible maps between Mf

and Mg or report that no pair of ε-compatible maps exist.

We perform the binary search using the c-approximate decision procedure in the

following way: if the procedure returns a pair of cε-compatible maps for a value

ε P Λ, we continue the search using only lesser values of ε. Otherwise, we continue

the search using only higher values of ε. When there are no more candidate values to

search, we return the maps for the minimum value of ε that yielded a pair of maps.

The above procedure returns a pair of cε-compatible maps where dIpMf ,Mgq ď

cε ď cdIpMf ,Mgq. Indeed, the procedure does not run out of candidate values

ε ă dIpMf ,Mgq until it has tried some ε1 ď dIpMf ,Mgq for which the approximate

decision procedure returned a pair of cε1-compatible maps. We now describe the

candidate set Λ.

Let Vf (resp. Vg) be the set of nodes in Mf (resp. Mg). We define Λ “ Λ11 Y

Λ22 Y Λ12, where

Λ11 “ t
1
2
|fpuq ´ fpvq| | u, v P Vfu,

Λ22 “ t
1
2
|gpuq ´ gpvq| | u, v P Vgu,

Λ12 “ t|fpuq ´ gpvq| | u P Vf , v P Vgu.
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Lemma 42. dIpMf ,Mgq P Λ.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that dIpMf ,Mgq “ ε R Λ. Let α : Mf Ñ Mg and

β : Mg Ñ Mf be ε-compatible maps that realize dIpMf ,Mgq “ ε. We will obtain a

contradiction by choosing ε0 ą 0 and constructing pε´ ε0q-compatible maps α̂, β̂.

For any point x P Mf , we define αÓpxq “ αpxq if αpxq is a node of Mg, otherwise

αÓpxq is the lower endpoint of the edge of Mg containing αpxq. Similarly we define

the function βÓ : Mg Ñ Mf .

Figure 4.6: Trees Mf and Mg. Here δv “ mint1
2
ε1, ε2u.

For every node v P Vf , αpvq (resp. βpαpvqq) lies in the interior of an edge of Mg

(resp. Mf ), because ε R Λ Ě Λ12 (resp. Λ11). We define

δv “ mint1
2
pfpβpαpvqqq ´ fpβÓpαpvqqq, gpαpvqq ´ gpαÓpvqqqu.

See Figure 4.6. Similarly we define δw for all w P Vg. We set

ε0 “ mintε, min
vPVfYVg

δvu.

Since ε R Λ, we have ε0 ą 0. We now construct pε´ε0q-compatible maps α̂ : Mf Ñ Mg

and β̂ : Mg Ñ Mf (note ε0 ď ε, so ε ´ ε0 is non-negative). We describe the

construction of α̂; β̂ is constructed similarly. By construction, for any node u P Vf ,

gpαpuqq´gpαÓpuqq ě ε0, so we set α̂puq to be the point w on the edge of Mg containing
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αpuq such that gpwq “ fpuq`ε´ε0. Once we have defined α̂puq and α̂pvq for an edge

uv P Mf , with fpuq ă fpvq, we set α̂pxq, for a point x P uv with fpxq “ fpuq ` γ, to

be

α̂pxq “ σγg pα̂puqq.

That is, we set α̂pxq to be the ancestor of α̂puq at height fpuq`ε´ε0`γ “ fpxq`ε´ε0.

Now, it’s not too hard to see that if x1 is an ancestor of x2 in Mf , then α̂px1q is an

ancestor of α̂px2q (similarly for β̂). Further, β̂pα̂px1qq is a descendant of βpαpx1qq for

all x1 P Mf (a similar result holds for α̂ ˝ β̂ and α ˝ β).

We claim that α̂, β̂ are pε ´ ε0q-compatible. Indeed, by construction, gpα̂pxqq “

fpxq ` ε ´ ε0 for all x P Mf , and fpβ̂pyqq “ gpyq ` ε ´ ε0 for all y P Mg. We now

prove that

β̂ ˝ α̂ “ σ
2pε´ε0q
f .

Suppose to the contrary there is a point x P Mf such that y “ β̂pα̂pxqq ‰ σ
2pε´ε0q
f pxq.

Figure 4.7: Figure showing u, v, x, y and y1.

Since fpyq “ fpxq ` 2pε ´ ε0q, y must not be an ancestor of x. On the other hand,

α, β are ε-compatible, so y1 “ βpαpxqq is the ancestor of x at height fpxq ` 2ε. By

construction of α̂ and β̂, y is a descendant of y1, in which case there is a node u P Vf

that lies between y and y1. (If y and y1 lie on the same edge of Mf , then y is also
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an ancestor of x.) Let u “ βÓpαpxqq. Let v be the lower endpoint of the edge e

containing x. See Figure 4.7. Since ε R Λ, fpuq ‰ fpvq ` 2ε (i.e., u ‰ βpαpvqq).

There are two cases to consider :

(i) fpuq ą fpvq ` 2ε. Then let u “ βpαpzqq for the point z lying between x and

v at height fpzq “ fpuq ´ 2ε. Furthermore fpxq ě fpzq ą fpxq ´ 2ε0 (if

fpxq ´ fpzq ě 2ε0, then fpy1q ´ fpuq “ fpxq ´ fpzq ě 2ε0, contradicting the

fact that fpy1q ´ fpyq “ 2ε0). Therefore we can choose a point w ‰ v on e

such that fpzq ą fpwq ą fpxq ´ 2ε0. We have β̂pα̂pwqq is a descendant of

y “ β̂pα̂pxqq (since w is a descendant of x). Moreover, βpαpwqq is an ancestor

of β̂pα̂pwqq. However, since fpβpαpwqqq ă fpuq, βpαpwqq lies between y and

u. Thus, βpαpwqq is not an ancestor of x (hence w), i.e., βpαpwqq ‰ σ2ε
f pwq,

contradicting the fact that α, β are ε-compatible.

(ii) fpuq ă fpvq ` 2ε. In this case

fpβpαpvqqq ´ fpβÓpαpvqqq ď fpβpαpvqqq ´ fpuq ă fpy1q ´ fpyq “ 2ε0 ď 2δv,

which contradicts the definition of δv.

Hence we conclude that y is an ancestor of x, i.e., β̂ ˝ α̂ “ σ
2pε´ε0q
f . Similarly, one

can argue that α̂ ˝ β̂ “ σ
2pε´ε0q
g , implying that α̂, β̂ are pε ´ ε0q-compatible maps as

claimed.

Putting everything together, we conclude that ε P Λ.

We now describe the decision procedure to answer the question “is dIpMf ,Mgq ď

ε?” approximately. Given a parameter ε ą 0, an edge is called ε-long, or long for

brevity, if its length is strictly greater than 2ε. We first describe an exact decision

procedure for the case when all edges in both trees are long, and then describe an

approximate decision procedure for the case when the two trees have short edges.
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Trees with long edges. We remove all degree-two nodes in the beginning. A subtree

rooted at a point x in a merge tree M, denoted Mx, includes all the points in the

merge tree that are descendants of x and an edge from x that extends upwards to

height 8. For a node u P V , let Cpuq denote the children of u and let ppuq denote

its parent. Assume dIpMf ,Mgq ď ε, and let α : Mf Ñ Mg and β : Mg Ñ Mf be a

pair of ε-compatible maps. As in the proof of Lemma 42, we define the functions αÓ

and βÓ but restricted only to the vertices of Mf and Mg. That is, for a node v P Vf ,

we define αÓpvq to be the lower endpoint of the edge containing αpvq – if αpvq is a

node, then αÓpvq is αpvq itself. Similarly we define βÓpwq, for a node w P Vg.

The following two properties of αÓ and βÓ will be crucial for the decision proce-

dure.

Lemma 43. If all edges in Mf and Mg are ε-long, then the following hold: (i) For a

node v P Vf , |fpvq´gpαÓpvqq| ď ε, and (ii) for a node w P Vg, |gpwq´fpβÓpwqq| ď ε.

Proof. We will prove part (i); part (ii) is similar. By definition, gpαÓpvqq ď fpvq ` ε.

Suppose gpαÓpvqq ă fpvq ´ ε. Let v1 be a point in Mg lying on the edge containing

αpvq and αÓpvq with height fpvq ´ ε´ ε0, for some sufficiently small ε0. Then βpv1q

lies in one of the subtrees rooted at the children of v, say M1. Consider a descendant

u of v at height gpv1q ´ ε lying in a different subtree M2 rooted at v’s child. Such a

descendant exists, because all edges are ε-long. Since by definition and our choice of

v1 there does not exist any node in Mg between αpvq and v1, we have αpuq “ v1. But

then βpαpuqq “ βpv1q lies in M1, and hence is not an ancestor of u P M2; in other

words βpαpuqq ‰ σ2ε
f puq. This contradicts the fact that α and β are ε-compatible.

Thus, gpαÓpvqq ě fpvq ´ ε, and the claim follows.

Lemma 44. If all edges in Mf and Mg are ε-long, then αÓ and βÓ are bijections with

βÓ “ α´1
Ó (and αÓ “ β´1

Ó ).
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Proof. We will first show that βÓ “ α´1
Ó . Suppose to the contrary there exists a vertex

v P Vf such that βÓpαÓpvqq “ w ‰ v. Let αÓpvq “ u, for u P Vg. From Lemma 43

we have |fpvq ´ fpwq| ď 2ε. Since all edges are longer than 2ε and v ‰ w, v cannot

be an ancestor/descendant of w in Mf . By definition of αÓ, αpvq is an ancestor

of αÓpvq “ u. Thus βpαpvqq is an ancestor of βpuq. Further, |fpvq ´ gpuq| ď ε

(Lemma 43) and βpαpvqq “ σ2ε
f pvq (since α, β are ε-compatible). Hence, βpuq lies

between v and βpαpvqq on the edge e whose lower endpoint is v as e is ε-long. Thus,

βpuq is an ancestor of v. See Figure 4.8. Also by definition of βÓ, βpuq is an ancestor

of βÓpuq “ w. Thus, w is a descendant of v, a contradiction since v cannot be an

ancestor of w.

We thus have βÓ “ α´1
Ó . Similarly, we can show that αÓ “ β´1

Ó . This also implies

that αÓ and βÓ are bijections.

Figure 4.8: Figure showing βpuq “ βpαÓpvqq is an ancestor of v.

We define an indicator function Φ : Vf ˆ Vg Ñ t0, 1u such that

Φpu, vq “

#

1, if dIpM
u
f ,M

v
gq ď ε,

0, otherwise.

The following lemma gives a recursive definition of Φpu, vq.

For two integers, k and ` with k ď `, let rk, `s “ tk, k ` 1, . . . , `u.
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Lemma 45. Suppose all the edges in Mf and Mg are ε-long. Let pu, vq P Vf ˆ Vg,

and let ui and vj denote the i-th and j-th child, respectively, of u and v. We have

Φpu, vq “ 1 if and only if the following conditions hold : (i) |fpuq ´ gpvq| ď ε,

(ii) |Cpuq| “ |Cpvq|, and (iii) there exists a permutation π of r1 : |Cpuq|s such that

Φpui, vπpiqq “ 1 for all i P r1 : |Cpuq|s.

Proof. Suppose Φpu, vq “ 1, and let α, β be the corresponding ε-compatible maps.

Suppose property (i) does not hold, and let fpuq ą gpvq`ε without loss of generality.

Thus, βpvq maps to one of the multiple edges incident to u, and there exists at least

one edge e “ pu,wq with w P Cpuq such that none of e’s points (other than u) is

in the image of β. However, βpαpwqq “ σ2ε
f pwq must lie in the interior of e (since

e is ε-long), a contradiction. To prove that (ii) holds, note that by Lemma 44 and

monotonicity of αÓ and βÓ, there exist bijections αÓ, βÓ between the vertices of Mu
f

and Mv
g such that if u1 P Cpu2q for a vertex u2 P Mu

f , then αÓpu1q P CpαÓpu2qq (a

symmetric statement holds for βÓ and vertices in Mv
g). Thus, αÓ, βÓ induce bijections

between Cpuq and Cpvq, and hence |Cpuq| “ |Cpvq|. Finally, for (iii), let αÓpu
1q “ v1

for some u1 P Cpuq, v1 P Cpvq. Then by definition of αÓ and βÓ, αpM
u1

f q Ď Mv1

g and

βpMv1

g q Ď Mu1

f . This means that the restriction of the pair of ε-compatible maps

α and β to Mu1

f and Mv1

g respectively remain ε-compatible for Mu1

f and Mv1

g . Thus,

Φpu1, v1q “ 1, and the permutation π is defined by αÓ, βÓ.

We now prove the opposite direction. Suppose properties (i),(ii) and (iii) hold.

Let pαi, βiq be the pair of ε-compatible maps between Mui
f and M

vπpiq
g . Then, a pair

of ε-compatible maps pα, βq between Mu
f and Mv

g is obtained as follows : αpxq “

tαipxq | x P Mui
f u (β is defined similarly). Note that points on the infinite edge

from u (resp. v) upwards are shared among all Mui
f (resp. M

vj
g ), whereas all other

points in Mu
f (resp. Mv

g) are present in only one Mui
f (resp. M

vj
g ). However, since

|fpuq´ gpvq| ď ε, shared points are mapped to shared points and we have |αpxq| “ 1
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(resp. |βpyq| “ 1|) for all x P Mu
f (resp. y P Mv

g). Thus, α and β are functions and

satisfy all the required properties. Hence, Φpu, vq “ 1.

Decision procedure. We compute Φ for all pairs of nodes in Vf ˆ Vg in a bottom-up

manner and return Φprf , rgq where rf (resp. rg) is the root of Mf (resp. Mg). Let

pu, vq P Vf ˆ Vg.

Suppose we have computed Φpui, vjq for all ui P Cpuq and vj P Cpvq. We compute

Φpu, vq as follows. If (i) or (ii) of Lemma 45 does not hold for u and v, then we return

Φpu, vq “ 0. Otherwise we construct the bipartite graph Guv “ tCpuq Y Cpvq, E “

tpui, vjq | Φpui, vjq “ 1uu and determine in Opk5{2q time whether Guv has a perfect

matching, using the algorithm by Hopcroft and Karp [96]. Here, k “ |Cpuq| “ |Cpvq|.

If Guv has a perfect matching M “ tpu1, vπp1qq, . . . , puk, vπpkqqu, we set Φpu, vq “ 1,

else we set Φpu, vq “ 0. If Φpu, vq “ 1, we use the ε-compatible maps for Mui
f ,M

vπpiq
g ,

for 1 ď i ď k, to compute a pair of ε-compatible maps between Mu
f and Mv

g, as

discussed in the proof of Lemma 45.

For a node u P Vf YVg, let ku be the number of its children. The total time taken

for running Hopcroft and Karp [96] is :
ÿ

uPV pT1q

ÿ

vPV pT2q

O
´

kukv
a

kv

¯

“
ÿ

uPV pT1q

ku
ÿ

vPV pT2q

O
´

kv
a

kv

¯

ď O
`

n3{2
˘

ÿ

uPV pT1q

ku ď O
`

n5{2
˘

.

Hence we obtain the following.

Lemma 46. Given two merge trees Mf and Mg and a parameter ε ą 0 such that all

edges of Mf and Mg are ε-long, then whether dIpMf ,Mgq ď ε can be determined in

Opn5{2q time. If the answer is yes, a pair of ε-compatible maps between Mf and Mg

can be computed within the same time.

Trees with short edges. Given two merge trees, a naive map is to map the lowest

among all the leaves in both the trees to a point at height equal to the height of the
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Figure 4.9: A naive map.

higher of the two roots of Mf and Mg (see Figure 4.9). Thus, all the points in one

tree will be mapped to the infinitely long edge on the other tree. This map produces

a distortion equal to the height of the trees, which can be arbitrarily larger than the

optimum. Nevertheless, this simple idea leads to an approximation algorithm.

Here is an outline of the algorithm. After carefully trimming off short subtrees

from the input trees, the algorithm decomposes the resulting trimmed trees into two

kinds of regions – those with nodes and those without nodes. If the interleaving

distance between the input trees is small, then there exists an isomorphism between

trees induced by the regions without nodes. Using this isomorphism, the points

in the nodeless regions are mapped without incurring additional distortion. Using a

counting argument and the naive map described above, it is shown that the distortion

incurred while mapping the regions with nodes and the trimmed regions is bounded.

Figure 4.10: Trimming a tree : (left) original tree, red points have extent ă
2p
?

2ns` 1qε; (right) trimmed tree, nodes added at the bottom (hollowed nodes).
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More precisely, given Mf , Mg and ε ą 0, define the extent epxq of a point x (which

is not necessarily a tree node) in Mf or Mg as the maximum height difference between

x and any of its descendants. Suppose each edge is at most sε long. Let M1
f and M1

g

be subsets of Mf and Mg consisting only of points with extent at least 2p
?

2ns` 1qε,

adding nodes to the new leaves of M1
f and M1

g as necessary. Note that M1
f and M1

g

themselves are trees, however they might contain nodes of degree 2. See Figure 4.10

for an example.

Lemma 47. If dIpMf ,Mgq ď ε, then dIpM
1
f ,M

1
gq ď ε.

Proof. Let α : Mf Ñ Mg and β : Mg Ñ Mf be ε-compatible maps. Let α1 and β1 be

restrictions of the functions’ domains to M1
f and M1

g respectively. We argue that the

ranges of α1 and β1 lie in M1
g and M1

f respectively. Suppose otherwise. Then without

loss of generality, there is a point x P M1
f with y “ αpxq not in M1

g. Because x P M1
f ,

its extent in Mf is at least 2p
?

2ns ` 1qε. Therefore, there exists a descendant x1

of x in Mf with fpx1q “ fpxq ´ 2p
?

2ns ` 1qε. Because y is not in M1
g, the extent

of y must be less than 2p
?

2ns ` 1qε and there exists no descendant y1 of y with

gpy1q “ gpyq´2p
?

2ns`1qε “ fpxq´2p
?

2ns`1qε` ε “ fpx1q` ε. Since gpαpx1qq “

fpx1q ` ε, αpx1q is not a descendant of αpxq, which contradicts the assumption that

α, β are ε-compatible maps.

The above lemma can be easily generalized to say that removing points in both

trees with extent less than or equal to any fixed value does not increase the distance

between them.

We now define matching points in M1
f and M1

g. Let H be the set of function values

for leaves and branching nodes in M1
f or M1

g, and let H 1 Ď H be the subset of H

consisting of function values h for which ph, h` 2εs does not intersect H. A point x

in M1
f is a matching point if fpxq P H 1. Similarly, a point y in M1

g is a matching point
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if gpyq P H 1. By this definition, no two matching points share a function value within

2ε of each other unless they share the exact same function value. Furthermore, if x

is a matching point, then all points with the same function value as x on both M1
f

and M1
g are matching points. There are Opn2q matching points.

Suppose dIpM
1
f ,M

1
gq ď ε, and let α1 : M1

f Ñ M1
g and β1 : M1

g Ñ M1
f be a pair of

ε-compatible maps. Call a matching point x in M1
f and a matching point y in M1

g

with fpxq “ gpyq matched if α1pxq is an ancestor of y.

Lemma 48. Let x be any matching point in M1
f . The matched relation between

matching points in M1
f at height fpxq and matching points in M1

g at height fpxq is a

bijective function.

Proof. No two distinct matching points y1 and y2 on M1
g with fpxq “ gpy1q “ gpy2q

share the same ancestor with function value fpxq`ε, because they have no branching

node ancestors with low enough function value. Therefore, a matching point in M1
f

can be matched to only one matching point in M1
g.

Let x1 and x2 be two distinct matching points from M1
f with fpxq “ fpx1q “

fpx2q. If α1px1q and α1px2q are ancestors of a common matching point y, then α1px1q “

α1px2q and thus x1 and x2 must have a common ancestor x1 at height fpxq ` 2ε.

However, x1 and x2 have no branching node ancestor with low enough function value

for x1 to exist. Hence, the matching relation must be injective from matching points

in M1
f to M1

g.

Finally, consider any matching point y on M1
g with gpyq “ fpxq. Point x11 “ β1pyq

is the ancestor of a matching point x1 on M1
f with fpx1q ě gpyq. (Note that by the

same argument as the beginning of this proof, only one such matching point x1 can

exist.) Point y1 “ α1px11q is an ancestor of y with gpy1q ď gpyq ` 2ε. Point y is the

only descendant of y1 with function value fpxq. Point α1px1q must be an ancestor of

y, meaning x1 and y are matched. Thus, the matching relation is surjective.
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Figure 4.11: The left tree shows matching points on tree M1
f and the right tree

shows M̃f .

We now define a rooted tree M̃f to be a rooted tree consisting of one node per

matching point on M1
f . Let ppvq be the matching point for node v. M̃f has node

v as an ancestor of node u if ppvq is an ancestor of ppuq (see Figure 4.11). Define

M̃g similarly. The size of M̃f and M̃g is Opn2q. Intuitively, M̃f and M̃g represent

the trees induced by matching points. By the definition of interleaving distance and

Lemma 48, M̃f and M̃g are isomorphic if M1
f and M1

g satisfy that dIpM
1
f ,M

1
gq ď ε.

Decision procedure. We are now ready to describe the decision procedure. We first

construct the subtrees M1
f and M1

g of Mf and Mg, respectively, consisting of points

with extent at least 2p
?

2ns ` 1qε. Next, we compute matching points on M1
f and

M1
g and construct the trees M̃f and M̃g on these matching points, as defined above.

Using the algorithm of [24, chap. 3, p. 85], we determine in time linear in the size

of the trees whether M̃f and M̃g are isomorphic. If the answer is no, we return no.

By Lemma 48, dIpMf ,Mgq ą ε in this case. Otherwise we construct the following

functions α : Mf Ñ Mg and β : Mg Ñ Mf and return them. Recall, it suffices to

perform assignments where the function value increases by at most cε. For each pair

of matching points x and y matched by the isomorphism, the algorithm sets αpxq “ y

and βpyq “ x. Now, let pξ1, ξ2q be any maximal range of function values without any
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Figure 4.12: Figure showing points x, y, x1, y1, x2, y2.

branching nodes or leaves in M1
f or M1

g with ξ2 ´ ξ1 ą 2ε. Let x1 be any point in M1
f

with fpx1q P pξ1, ξ2q. Point x1 has a unique matching point descendant x at height ξ1,

by the definition of matching points. The algorithm sets αpx1q to the point y1 in M1
g

where y1 is the ancestor of αpxq with gpy1q “ fpx1q, and it sets βpy1q “ x1. For every

remaining point x2 in M1
f , the algorithm sets αpx2q to αpxq where x is the lowest

matching point ancestor of x2. βpy2q is defined similarly for remaining points y2 in

M1
g that were not paired with some x1. We call such points x2 and y2 lazily assigned.

See Figure 4.12. Finally, each point z in Mf ´M1
f has αpzq set to αpxq where x is

the lowest ancestor of z in M1
f . Similar assignments are done for points in Mg ´M1

g.

Lemma 49. (i) For each lazily assigned point x2 P M1
f ,

gpαpx2qq ď fpx2q ` 2p
?

2ns` 1qε.

(ii) For each lazily assigned point y2 P M1
g,

fpβpy2qq ď gpy2q ` 2p
?

2ns` 1qε.

Proof. We only prove (i); (ii) is symmetric. The higher of the two roots of M1
f and

M1
g is a matching point, and so are all the points at that height. Thus, all lazily

assigned points have a matching point ancestor. We show that the nearest such

ancestor cannot be too much higher up.

Let x be a matching point. We show that there exists a region pξ1, ξ2q as defined

above with

fpxq ´ 2p
?

2ns` 1qε ď ξ2 ď fpxq.
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Consider sweeping over the function values downward starting at fpxq and let ξ2 be

the largest function value possible for a region as defined above. If the sweep line ever

goes a distance greater than 2ε without encountering a branching node or leaf in M1
f

or M1
g, then an ξ2 is found. Therefore, there will be at least one branching node or leaf

x1 in M1
f or M1

g per descent of 2ε until ξ2 is found. Suppose ξ2 ă fpxq´2p
?

2ns`1qε.

Let l “
?

2ns` 1, and f 1 “ fpxq ´ 2lε.

Let tP1, P2, . . . u be a set of paths from each branching node of M1
f or M1

g en-

countered during the sweep to leaves of Mf and Mg such that for each pair of paths,

both paths are disjoint except possibly at the higher endpoint of one of the two

paths. Such a set of paths can be found by greedily selecting an arbitrary path for

each branching node as it is encountered. In addition, let tQ1, Q2, . . . u be a set of

pairwise-disjoint paths from leaves of M1
f and M1

g to leaves of Mf and Mg. Because

each point in M1
f and M1

g has extent at least 2lε, the lower endpoint of each of these

paths lies below height f 1. Since edge lengths are at most sε, there are at least

pfpx1q ´ f 1q{sε nodes in Mf or Mg on the path Pi or Qj from each branching node

or leaf x1 at height fpx1q P rf 1, fpxqq, not counting x1 itself. In total, these paths

contain at least

l
ÿ

i“1

pl ´ iq2ε

sε
“
lpl ´ 1q

s

nodes, not counting their higher endpoints. Each node counted above appears on at

most one path Pi and at most one path Qj, for at most two paths total, so

lpl ´ 1q

s
ď 2nñ lpl ´ 1q ď 2ns,

a contradiction since l “
?

2ns ` 1. Therefore, either ξ2 ě fpxq ´ 2p
?

2ns ` 1qε, or

the trees M1
f and M1

g do not extend below height fpxq´2p
?

2ns`1qε. In either case,

the lemma follows.
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Lemma 50. Let Mf and Mg be two merge trees and let ε ą 0 be a parameter.

There is an Opn2q time algorithm that returns a pair of 4p
?

2ns ` 1qε-compatible

maps between Mf and Mg, if dIpMf ,Mgq ď ε and the maximum length of a tree edge

is sε. If dIpMf ,Mgq ą ε, then the algorithm may return no or return a pair of

4p
?

2ns` 1qε-compatible maps.

Proof. Constructing the trees M̃f and M̃g, the corresponding isomorphism between

them (if it exists), and the maps α and β between Mf and Mg (if they exist) takes

time Opn2q.

Except for the lazily assigned points, all the points in M1
f and M1

g are mapped by

α and β resp. to points at the same function value. By Lemma 49, each point in M1
f

and M1
g has its function value changed by at most 2p

?
2ns` 1qε. Points in Mf ´M1

f

(resp. Mg ´M1
g) have their nearest ancestors in M1

f (resp. M1
g) at function value at

most 2p
?

2ns ` 1qε away. Since α and β map them to the images of their nearest

ancestors, their function values change by at most 2 ¨ 2p
?

2ns` 1qε.

Remark. (i) Since the minimum edge length is ď 2ε, the maximum edge length is

sε, and the ratio between the lengths of the longest and shortest edges is r; we have

r ě s{2.

(ii) If s “ Ωpnq, we modify the above algorithm slightly – we skip the trimming step,

but keep the rest same. It can be shown, as in Lemma 49, that the height of a point

and its image differ by at most 2nε. In particular, the proof no longer requires as

complicated a counting argument, because any path contains at most n nodes.

Putting it together. By Lemmas 46 and 50, the decision procedure takes Opn5{2q

time. If it returns no, then dIpMf ,Mgq ą ε. If it returns yes, then it also returns

Opmintn,
?
rnuεq-compatible maps between them. Hence, we conclude the following.
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Theorem 51. Given two merge trees Mf and Mg with a total of n vertices, there ex-

ists an Opn5{2 log nq-time algorithm with an approximation factor of O pmintn,
?
rnuq

for computing the interleaving distance between them, where r is the ratio between

the lengths of the longest and the shortest edge in both trees.

Combining Theorem 51 with Corollary 41, we have:

Corollary 52. Given two metric trees T1 and T2 with a total of n vertices, there exists

an Opn9{2 log nq-time algorithm with an approximation factor of O pmintn,
?
rnuq for

computing the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between them, where r is the ratio between

the lengths of the longest and the shortest edge in both trees.

4.6 Conclusion

We have presented the first hardness results for computing the Gromov-Hausdorff

distance between metric trees. We have also given a polynomial time approximation

algorithm for the problem. But the current gap between the lower and upper bounds

on the approximation factor is polynomially large. While we would like to reduce this

gap, doing so seems very difficult. On the algorithmic side of things in particular,

trying for anything less than an Op
?
nq-approximation appears to prevent our use of

algorithms for graph isomorphism, the strongest algorithmic tool used in the above

algorithm. We hope that our current investigation will stimulate more research on

the theoretical and algorithmic aspects of embedding or matching under additive

metric distortion.
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5

Subtrajectory Clustering

5.1 Introduction

Trajectories arise in the description of any dynamic physical system. They are being

recorded or inferred from millions of sensors at an unprecedented scale. To take full

benefit of the enormous opportunities provided by these datasets for extracting useful

information and improving decision making, several computational challenges need

to be addressed. This chapter focuses on one such computational problem, namely

extracting high-level shared structure that encodes much of the information present

in a large trajectory dataset. For specificity, we focus on GPS traces of moving

objects, though much of the work here can be extended to many other domains. We

assume that each trajectory is observed as a sequence of points. For simplicity, we

refer to the point sequences themselves as trajectories. For such trajectories, common

but unknown constraints and objectives generate patterns of subtrajectories, portions

of trajectories that are commonly shared. See Figure 5.1 for an example. Our goal

is to cluster such shared subtrajectories and represent each cluster as a pathlet, a

sequence of points that is not necessarily a subsequence of an input trajectory. For
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Figure 5.1: The middle black trajectory shares commonalities with different sets
of trajectories, as shown in the boxed regions. The subtrajectories inside these boxes
can be clustered together, and a representative pathlet for each cluster computed
so that the black trajectory can be (almost) obtained by a concatenation of these
pathlets, with gaps in between.

example, a road network contributes to shared subtrajectories for vehicle trajectories.

Intuitively, a pathlet is a portion of a road/path that tends to be traversed as a whole

by many trajectories. The subtrajectory clustering problem is to partition shared

subtrajectories into a small number of clusters such that the pathlet for each cluster

is a high-quality representation of subtrajectories in each cluster.

Subtrajectory clustering is an interesting trajectory segmentation problem from

both a modeling and algorithmic standpoint. Individual trajectories carry little in-

formation about shared structures, and it is only in the context of a collection of

trajectories that the importance of certain subtrajectories becomes evident. This

situation is different from some other cases where shared structures (motifs) are ex-

tracted from a set of curves, such as protein backbones or speech signals. In both

of these cases, motifs are more structured, and domain knowledge provides enough

information to identify common substructures in each curve, such as secondary struc-

tures (α-helices and β-sheets) in a protein backbone.

If trajectories correspond to traffic on a known road network, then these trajecto-

ries can be mapped to paths on a graph that models the road network. However, in

many cases there might not be an underlying road network or it might not be known,

e.g., trajectories corresponding to pedestrian movement in an urban environment or
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pixels in video data. Therefore, we focus on unmapped trajectory point sequences

in R2 sampled at discrete time stamps.

Not only do pathlets provide a compression of large trajectory data, effectively

performing non-linear dimension reduction, the semantic information provided by

pathlets have been useful for trajectory analysis applications such as similarity search

and anomaly detection [137]. Furthermore, a pathlet representation of trajectories

decreases uncertainty in individual trajectories; it reduces noise, fills missing data,

and identifies outliers (see Figure 5.8) [109, 110]. Pathlets have also been used

for many other applications such as reconstructing a road network from trajectory

data [49, 109].

5.1.1 Our contribution

Following are our three main contributions – a simple model for subtrajectory clus-

tering; efficient approximation algorithms with provable guarantees on the quality of

solution and running time under this model; and experimental results that demon-

strate the efficacy and efficiency of our model and algorithms, respectively.

Modeling. Our first main contribution, given in Section 5.2, is a simple model for

subtrajectory clustering. In our model, each cluster of subtrajectories is represented

as a pathlet, a sequence of points. A subtrajectory clustering is a set P of pathlets

along with an assignment of subtrajectories to pathlets in P . We use a distance

function between two point sequences (e.g., discrete Fréchet distance [33]) to measure

how well a pathlet represents (covers) a subtrajectory.

Such a model is faithful to the following three desiderata. As discussed in Sec-

tion 5.1.2, though related work has considered some of these desiderata, we believe

we are the first to address all of these simultaneously.

Robustness to variations. We allow trajectories to have gaps, i.e., we do not
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require that the entire trajectory is covered by pathlets. This serves two purposes –

in addition to handling noisy portions of trajectories better (akin to how gaps in DNA

sequence alignment model mutations [57]), these gaps also model those portions of

a trajectory that may be unique to it and not shared with other trajectories (see

Figure 5.1 and Section 5.7).

Theoretical guarantees. We define a single objective function that is a weighted

sum of the number of pathlets chosen, the cluster quality for each pathlet, and the

gap penalty for each trajectory. By varying weights, one can obtain a trade-off

between the three criteria. An optimal subtrajectory clustering that minimizes the

objective should result in a small number of good quality clusters (pathlets) and few

gaps. Further, one should be able to cover shared portions of an input trajectory by

a short sequence of pathlets (see Figure 5.9). As we show, such an objective admits

to efficient approximation algorithms.

Data-driven clustering. Given the above objective, the number of pathlets chosen,

the subtrajectory assignments, and the gaps in the trajectories are all decided by the

algorithm in a data-driven fashion, largely independent of any user input. Further,

we assume that the set P of candidate pathlets from which the set P of pathlets

is constructed is the set of all possible point sequences, and we do not make any a

priori restrictions on what the pathlets can look like. In this sense, our model is

entirely data-driven.

In the subtrajectory-clustering problem, we assume that the candidate pathlets

is the set of all possible point sequences. We also consider the variant in which P

is chosen from a given finite set P of b pathlets. We refer to this variant as the

pathlet-cover problem. Besides being interesting in its own right, our subtrajectory-

clustering algorithm will need an algorithm for this problem. For both variants, we

are given a set T of n trajectories containing m points in total.
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Algorithms. We show (Section 5.3) that both pathlet cover and subtrajectory clus-

tering are NP-hard by a simple reduction from the standard Facility-Location

problem in Euclidean space.

We then turn to our main algorithmic results – approximation algorithms for

pathlet cover and subtrajectory clustering. Our algorithm for pathlet-cover (Sec-

tion 5.4) finds an Oplogmq-approximate pathlet dictionary in Õpbm3q time1. To

obtain this result, we show that the construction of P can be formulated as an in-

stance of the weighted Set-Cover problem so that a greedy algorithm can be used

to construct a pathlet dictionary of the appropriate cost. However, the size of the

set system can be as large as Ωp2nq. The main technical contribution is to show how

the greedy algorithm can be executed efficiently without constructing the set system

explicitly; a similar idea was employed in inventory management [112].

Next we describe approximation algorithms for subtrajectory clustering (Sec-

tion 5.5). Here we use discrete Fréchet distance, a widely used method for measuring

similarity between two point sequences, to measure the quality of a pathlet covering

a subtrajectory; see Section 5.5 for the formal definition. By a simple reduction

to the pathlet-cover problem, we obtain a polynomial-time Oplogmq-approximation.

We simply use the set of all Opm2q contiguous subtrajectories of input trajectories as

the candidate set P. However, such a “brute-force” enumeration of candidate path-

lets makes the running time prohibitive. In essence, this algorithm considers too

many possible assignments between subtrajectories and candidate pathlets, and nei-

ther takes full advantage of the freedom in our choice of pathlets nor does it exploit

the underlying geometry fully.

We first show via a geometric grouping argument that by paying an extra logm

1 We use the notation Õ to hide polylogarithmic factors in n, m, b, and σ, the spread of the
trajectories’ points. The spread of a point set is defined as the ratio of largest to smallest pairwise
distance. The exponent on the polylog may depend upon the dimension d of the underlying space
when our algorithms are generalized beyond R2.
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factor in the approximation quality, we can work with a set P of Opmq candidate

pathlets. We then describe how to expedite the algorithm further and prove that if

the input trajectories are κ-packed 2 for a constant κ ą 0, then the algorithm runs

in Õpm2q time. Intuitively, a trajectory is κ-packed if it is not a space-filling curve

or a fractal. In practice, GPS trajectories are κ-packed with small values of κ; see

Section 5.7 and [147]. The main technical result, which is quite surprising, is to show

that for κ-packed curves for constant κ, the number of subtrajectories of any trajec-

tory that can be mapped to a single pathlet is Õp1q; this pruning of subtrajectories

also leads to a more robust solution. By use of appropriate data structures, the

corresponding steps of the greedy algorithm can therefore be significantly speeded

up.

Preprocessing and experiments. We briefly discuss two additional preprocessing steps

that improve our algorithms’ performance in practice (Section 5.6). The first step

is designed to handle lossy or sparse data sets for which many trajectories are only

partially observed. We describe a method to fill in the missing observations not

through a simple linear interpolation, but instead using observations from other

input trajectories. The second step is designed to even further reduce the size of the

set P of candidate pathlets. Our method sparsifies the set P by first projecting them

to an Euclidean space and then applying a clustering technique to remove redundant

candidate pathlets.

We conclude with an empirical evaluation of our algorithms and the properties

of our model in Section 5.7. We perform our experiments on both synthetic and

real data sets, and show that the algorithm handles the desiderata of being robust

to variations, being efficient and accurate, and being data-driven. In particular, it

2 A trajectory is κ-packed if the length of its intersection with any disk of radius r is at most κr.
See Section 5.5 for details.
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finds pathlets that cover the dense areas of the data sets, and individual trajectories

can be recovered from a subset of the pathlets with few gaps that capture variations

in individual trajectories. We also show that meaningful pathlets can be found even

on instances where there is no underlying road network, and further, the resulting

pathlets gracefully handle noise in the individual trajectories. In addition to exam-

ining the quality of our algorithm’s output visually, we also demonstrate that the

parameters can be tuned for different balances between dictionary size, coverage of

trajectories, and similarity between pathlets and their assigned subtrajectories.

5.1.2 Related work

Though there has been a recent line of work on subtrajectory clustering (see Sec-

tion 1.3), all of this only considers a subset of the desiderata we consider. In particu-

lar, none of these algorithms provide any guarantee on their performance in the worst

case. In contrast, our goal was to develop an algorithm with provable guarantees

on its performance. Further, either the works aim for complete coverage without

the notion of gaps, or are not data-driven, imposing particular structure on either

the trajectories or pathlets. In some more detail, the algorithm in Chen et al. [62]

assumes the trajectories to be paths in a graph with no noise and they do not con-

sider gaps. Though the approach in Panagiotakis et al. [128] appears superficially

similar to ours, their method segments trajectories based on the representativeness

of individual trajectory edges, which is based on density near the edge (irrespective

of which trajectories contribute to the density). The algorithm in Lee et al. [106]

requires pathlets to be line segments, and the algorithm in Sankararaman et al. [134]

is effective only if data is dense, not too noisy, and not too big. The algorithm in

Buchin et al. [50] requires the user to specify two of the following three parameters

– size, length or diameter of the cluster; their algorithm finds the single cluster that

optimizes for the third. Their approach is slightly modified in [49] to detect multiple
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subtrajectory clusters from trajectories; however they assume the trajectories are

points sampled from an unknown, underlying road network; and they do not have

a notion of gaps. In summary, our work encompasses the desiderata that previous

work either partially covers or omits entirely.

Although there is a fair bit of work on extracting common movement patterns

as discussed earlier (Section 1.3), this line of work either pre-specifies the portion

of trajectories where to find a pattern or pre-specifies the pattern. In contrast, our

goal is to identify shared structures determined completely by the data, while being

robust to noise, missing data, and non-uniform sampling.

The setting for multiple sequence alignment in computational biology [127] is

much simpler, as it deals with one-dimensional sequences over a finite alphabet. The

work on functional clustering [133] assumes a (known) global parametrization over

the data, and the range of functions is one dimensional which makes the problem

simpler. Topic modeling/dictionary learning [44, 76] if applied to trajectory data

will not return subtrajectories as “topics” or words in the dictionary, as they do not

concern themselves with locality.

5.2 The Clustering Model

A trajectory or pathlet is a polygonal curve defined by a finite sequence of points

xp1, p2, . . .y in R2 (again, our results can be generalized to trajectories in Rd for any

constant d). Let T “ tT1, . . . , Tnu be a set of n trajectories and P “ tP1, . . . , Pbu be

a set of b candidate pathlets. For simplicity, we assume the points in each trajectory

are distinct and let X “
Ťn
i“1 Ti be the set of all trajectory points. Set m “ |X|. Let

T rp, qs denote the subtrajectory of T lying between points p and q of T . For positive

integers i, j, let T pi, jq denote T rpi, pjs.

A subtrajectory clustering is a pathlet dictionary, that is, a (multi) subset P Ď P,

along with an assignment of a subset T pP q of subtrajectories to each P P P such
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that there is at most one subtrajectory S P T pP q of each trajectory T P T . In turn,

for each trajectory T P T , we let TP P T pP q denote the subtrajectory of T assigned

to P , assuming one exists. We say that each S P T pP q is assigned to or covered by

P . We want to compute a multi set of pathlets P (and their assignments)3 that is

succinct and captures the shared portions between trajectories.

In our model, a good clustering minimizes an objective function consisting of

three terms. The first term is proportional to |P |, the number of pathlets. The

second term consists of the fraction of points of each trajectory that are not assigned

to any pathlet in P , summed over all trajectories in T . In other words, the second

term measures the size of the gaps left uncovered by P . We focus on the fraction of

uncovered points in each trajectory instead of the absolute number, because we do

not wish to optimize only for a small number of especially long or densely sampled

trajectories. The third term captures how well the assigned subtrajectories resemble

the pathlets in the dictionary.

To formally define the third term in our objective, we use a distance function,

denoted by dpT1, T2q, to measure the distance between two point sequences T1 and

T2. To eliminate the possibility of certain assignments, we may have dpS, P q “ 8 in

some cases. We say an assignment is permissible if dpS, P q ‰ 8.

For a trajectory T P T , let τpT q be the fraction of the trajectory’s points that is

not covered any pathlet. The cost of covering T by P is defined as:

µpT ,P , dq “ c1|P | ` c2

ÿ

TPT
τpT q ` c3

ÿ

PPP

ÿ

SPT pP q

dpS, P q,

where c1, c2 and c3 are user-defined parameters.

Given a tuple pT ,P, dq, the pathlet-cover problem is to compute P˚ Ď P and

3 We allow P to contain the same point sequence multiple times so that each copy may be assigned
to different portions of a single trajectory.
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permissible assignments of subtrajectories to pathlets, to minimize µpT ,P , dq. We

let πpT ,P, dq “ µpT ,P˚, dq.

The subtrajectory-clustering problem is to solve the pathlet-cover instance pT ,P, dq

with P being the (uncountably infinite) set of all point sequences and d again being

an arbitrary distance function between point sequences.

The subtrajectory-clustering problem is hard for arbitrary distance functions,

even from an approximation point of view, because of the infinitely large set of can-

didate pathlets. It is helpful to consider distance functions that are metrics, i.e.,

distance functions satisfying the triangle inequality, as it allows us to restrict our-

selves to a finite set of candidate pathlets for computing an approximate solution of

the above objective function4. In particular, we use the discrete Fréchet distance fr,

a widely used metric for point sequences. Given two point sequences A and B, a cor-

respondence is a subset C Ď AˆB such that for all a P A (resp. b1 P B), there exists

b P B (resp. a1 P A) such that pa, bq P C (resp. pa1, b1q P C). Let T1 “ xp1, p2, . . . , pky

and T2 “ xq1, q2, . . . , q`y be a pair of point sequences. A correspondence C between

T1 and T2 is monotone if for ppi, qjq, ppi1 , qj1q P C with i ď i1 we have j ď j1. The

discrete Fréchet distance between T1 and T2 is defined as

frpT1, T2q “ min
CPΞ

max
pp,qqPC

||p´ q||,

where Ξ is the set of all monotone correspondences between tp1, p2, . . . , pku and

tq1, q2, . . . , q`u.

5.3 Hardness

In this section, we show that the pathlet-cover and subtrajectory-clustering problems

are both NP-hard, even when we restrict the distance function d to be the discrete

4 Using a metric as a distance function makes it possible to cover every point in X by simply making
each of the n trajectories its own pathlet. Our goal of course is to find a much smaller pathlet
dictionary that pulls pathlets from the commonly traversed portions of the trajectory collection.
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Fréchet distance fr. The decision version of the pathlet-cover problem can be formu-

lated as follows: given an instance pT ,P, dq of pathlet-cover and a value k, determine

whether πpT ,P, dq ď k. We define the decision version of subtrajectory-clustering

similarly.

We reduce the Facility-Location problem, known to be NP-complete [103],

to the pathlet-cover problem. Given two sets of points F and C referred to as

the facilities and customers, respectively, a facility cost c ą 0, and a real number

k1 ą 0, the Facility-Location problem asks if there exists a subset F 1 Ď F

of facilities and an assignment of customers to facilities f : C Ñ F 1 such that

c|F 1| `
ř

pPC ||fppq ´ p|| ď k1.

Consider the following reduction to the pathlet-cover problem from Facility-

Location. Initially, we set T and P to be empty. For each customer p P C, we

add a trajectory Tp “ xpy to T . For each facility f P F , we add a candidate pathlet

Pf “ xfy to P. Finally, we let c1 “ c, c2 ą k1, and c3 “ 1, and we solve the decision

version of pathlet-cover over pT ,P, frq with k “ k1. Observe frpTp, Pf q “ ||p ´ f ||.

We derive the following theorem5.

Theorem 53. The pathlet-cover problem is NP-complete.

Similarly, we can reduce the variant of Facility-Location where F is implicitly

defined as all points in R2 to the subtrajectory-clustering problem using essentially

the same reduction6.

Theorem 54. The subtrajectory-clustering problem is NP-hard.

5 The proof uses the discrete Fréchet distance for the distance function d used to measure similarity
between pathlets and subtrajectories. If we allow arbitrary distance functions instead, then we
can show the stronger result that there exists no oplogmq-approximation for pathlet-cover unless
P “ NP.

6 While we are able to prove hardness for subtrajectory-clustering, we do not have a proof that
the problem is in NP because we do not know if the number of bits required to describe optimal
dictionary pathlets is polynomial in the input size.
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5.4 Pathlet-cover

In this section, we describe an approximation algorithm for the pathlet-cover prob-

lem: the algorithm relies on a reduction to the standard Set-Cover problem. We

define a set system as a pair pX,Sq, where X “ te1, . . . , e`u is the ground set of

elements and S is a family of subsets of X. Given a set system pX,Sq and a weight

function w : S Ñ R`, the optimization version of the Set-Cover problem asks for

a subset C Ď S of minimum total weight such that
Ť

C “ X. Below, we describe

an approximation-preserving reduction from the pathlet-cover problem to the Set-

Cover problem. Running the classic greedy algorithm for Set-Cover as described

below results in an Oplogmq-approximation for both the Set-Cover and original

pathlet-cover instances. Unfortunately, the reduction constructs an exponentially

large set system. Our main algorithmic challenge is to implicitly run the greedy

algorithm without having to explicitly create the whole set system.

5.4.1 From pathlet-cover to set-cover

Fix an instance pT ,P, dq of the pathlet-cover problem. Let X be the set of points in

T as defined earlier; |X| “ m. We define a family of subsets S to create a weighted

set system pX,Sq. There are two types of subsets in our family; the first represents

trajectory points being covered by pathlets, and the second represents uncovered

trajectory points. Formally, the sets are defined as follows.

1. For every P P P and for any set of input subtrajectories R drawn from distinct

trajectories of T such that dpS, P q ‰ 8 for all S P R, family S contains a set

SpP,Rq “ tp P S | S P Ru with wpSpP,Rqq “ c1 ` c3

ř

SPR dpS, P q.

2. For a point p P X, let T ppq P T denote the trajectory containing p. Then for

every p P X, family S contains a singleton set tpu with wptpuq “ c2{|T
ppq|.
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As mentioned above, the first step of this reduction constructs a set system of

exponential size. The following lemma expresses the correctness of our reduction.

Lemma 55. There exists a bijection between set covers of pX,Sq and solutions to

the pathlet-cover problem for pT ,P, dq so that cost and weight remain equal across

the bijection.

Proof. Consider a solution to the pathlet-cover problem, consisting of the pathlet

dictionary P and assignments T pP q, for all P P P . We will create a solution C to

the Set-Cover instance pX,Sq. For each uncovered trajectory point p, we add the

singleton set tpu to C. For each P P P , we add the set SpP, T pP qq to C. One may

easily verify that the total weight of C is equal to the cost of P .

Conversely, consider a solution C to the Set-Cover instance. For each set in C

of the form SpP,Rq, we add the pathlet P to P and assign all the subtrajectories of

R to P . We leave any points p such that tpu P C uncovered by our pathlet dictionary.

Again, the cost of our pathlet dictionary is the same as the total weight of C.

5.4.2 Greedy algorithm

We would like to use the standard greedy algorithm to solve the Set-Cover instance

described above. The greedy algorithm picks the set that maximizes the ratio of

newly covered elements to the weight of the set. We refer to these ratios as the sets’

coverage-cost ratios. The algorithm continues picking sets in this manner until every

element is covered. It is well-known that the greedy algorithm has an approximation

ratio of Oplogmq when run on the set system pX,Sq.

We now describe the process in more detail for our setting. In the Set-Cover

instance above, each set is either a pathlet with corresponding subtrajectory assign-

ments or a singleton set containing a trajectory point. Choosing a set SpP,Rq of the

first type results in covering the trajectory points within subtrajectories R assigned
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to the pathlet P . Choosing a set tpu of the second type is implemented as marking

a trajectory point p P X as permanently uncovered. We refer to all trajectory points

covered by some pathlet or marked permanently uncovered as processed.

Consider the state of the greedy algorithm immediately following an iteration.

Let C Ď S be the family of sets chosen so far by the greedy algorithm, and let

X̂ :“ XpCq Ď X be the subset of points not processed by C. For a subtrajectory S,

let Ŝ “ S X X̂ be the set of unprocessed points in S.

We now consider the next iteration of the greedy algorithm. For a family of

subtrajectories R and a pathlet P , define its coverage-cost ratio (with respect to C),

ρpP,Rq, as

ρpP,Rq “
ř

SPR |Ŝ|

c1 `
ř

SPR c3dpS, P q
,

and set

TP “ arg max
R:SpP,RqPS

ρpP,Rq; P ˚ “ arg max
PPP

ρpP, TP q.

Similarly, for each unprocessed point p P X̂, we define its coverage-cost ratio as

ρppq “ |T ppq|{c2 and set p˚ “ arg maxpPX̂ ρppq. Note that ρpP,Rq depends on X̂ and

thus on C, while ρppq is independent of C.

In the next iteration, the algorithm chooses the set SpP ˚, TP˚q or tp˚u, whichever

has higher coverage-cost ratio. After adding the set to C, we update the set X̂ of

unprocessed points, the values ρpP,Rq, and the sets TP . To implement each step

of the greedy algorithm, we store all pathlets and unprocessed points in a (max)

priority queue with their coverage-cost ratios as the keys. At each step, we delete

newly processed points from the priority queue and update the priority queue as

pathlets’ keys get updated. Note that pathlets remain in the priority queue even

when they are added to the dictionary so that multiple copies of the same pathlet

may be added to the dictionary with distinct assignments.
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The main challenge in implementing a step of the greedy algorithm efficiently

is the computation of TP for each pathlet P since there are an exponential number

of sets SpP,Rq in S. Notwithstanding |S| “ Ωp2nq, we describe below an efficient

procedure for computing TP .

5.4.3 Computing TP

Let SP pT q denote the set of subtrajectories S of trajectory T where dpP, Sq ‰ 8.

For a set SpP,Rq, we define the set of variables xS,T P t0, 1u for each S P SP pT q and

T P T which indicate whether S P R. We also have
ř

SPSP pT q
xS,T ď 1 for all T P T ,

i.e., at most one subtrajectory of each trajectory can be in R.

Thus, for a fixed pathlet P , computing the set TP is equivalent to solving the

following optimization problem.

max

ř

TPT
ř

SPSpT q |Ŝ|xS,T

c1 ` c3

ř

TPT
ř

SPSpT q dpS, P qxS,T
.

s.t.
ÿ

SPSpT q

xS,T ď 1 @T P T .

xS,T P t0, 1u @S P SpT q, T P T .

The maximum objective value is ě γ iff there exist feasible values of the variables x

such that
ÿ

TPT

ÿ

SPSpT q

´

|Ŝ| ´ c3γdpS, P q
¯

xS,T ě c1γ. (5.1)

Define γ˚ as the maximum value of γ such that there exists a valid assignment of

values to the variables x that satisfy (5.1). We have ρpP, TP q “ γ˚.

For a fixed value of γ, in order to maximize the left hand side of 5.1, for each

trajectory T we should pick the subtrajectory S P SP pT q maximizing the quantity
´

|Ŝ| ´ c3γdpS, P q
¯

provided it is greater than 0. We do not pick any subtrajectory

of T if all of them make the quantity less than 0.
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Figure 5.2: Functions fS,P for subtrajectories S of T1 (dashed blue) and T2 (dashed
red), functions FP,T1 (blue) and FP,T2 (red), function ζP (green), and its intersection
with the line of slope c1 at γ˚.

For a subtrajectory S, let fS,P be a real-valued function of γ defined as fS,P pγq “

|Ŝ| ´ c3γdpS, P q. For each pathlet P and trajectory T , we define the function FP,T :

Rě0 Ñ Rě0 as

FP,T pγq “ maxt0, max
SPSP pT q

fS,P pγqu.

Function FP,T is a monotonically non-increasing, piecewise-linear, convex function

with at most |SP pT q| ` 1 linear pieces. Next, we define ζP pγq “
ř

TPT FP,T pγq.

Function ζP is also a monotonically non-increasing, piecewise-linear, convex function

with at most
ř

TPT |SP pT q| `m pieces.

Since the graph of ζP , which we also denote by ζP , is a monotonically non-

increasing, convex chain, the optimal point γ˚ is the intersection point of ζP with

the line of slope c1 and passing through the origin. See Figure 5.2. Furthermore,

TP “ targ max
SPSP pT q

fS,P pγ
˚
q | T P T ,FP,T pγ˚q ą 0u.

We now describe a data structure that will aid us in a binary search for γ˚.
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5.4.4 Data structure

The projection of FP,T on the γ-axis partitions it into |SP pT q|` 1 intervals. Let IP,T

denote the set of these intervals, and let IP “
Ť

T IP,T . We store IP in a segment

tree ΨP ; see [68] for details on the segment tree. Roughly speaking, ΨP is a balanced

binary tree. Each node v of ΨP is associated with an interval δv—the leaves are

associated with “atomic” intervals between two consecutive endpoints of intervals in

IP , and for an interval node v with children w and z, δv “ δw Y δz. An interval

I P IP is stored at a node v if δv Ď I and δppvq Ę I, where ppvq is the parent of v. An

interval is stored at Oplog |IP |q nodes. Let IP,v Ď IP denote the subset of intervals

stored at v. We define the function ζP,vpγq “
ř

T :IP,TXIP,v‰HFP,T pγq. The restriction

of ζP,v in the interval δv is a linear function. We store this linear function at v. Let

αpwq denote the set of nodes encountered on the path in ΨP to w. Finally, for a

given leaf w, let ζ 1P,wpγq “
ř

vPαpwq ζP,vpγq. We have ζ 1P,wpγq “ ζP pγq for all γ P δw.

Computing ζ 1P,w takes Oplog |IP |q time. An interval can be inserted into or deleted

from ΨP in Oplog |IP |q time.

Returning to the greedy algorithm, whenever a new point is processed for some

trajectory T , we update FP,T , the set IP,T , and the segment tree ΨP . In the worst

case, these updates may take Op|SP pT q| log |IP |q time. We then perform a binary

search for γ˚ as mentioned earlier over the Op|IP |q leaves. When searching over a

leaf w of ΨP , we compute the intersection of ζ 1P,w with the line of slope c1 passing

through the origin. If the intersection occurs to the left (resp. right) of δw, then

we continue the search over leaves to the left (resp. right) of w. Otherwise, the

intersection occurs in δw. The binary search takes Oplog2
|IP |q time.

5.4.5 Analysis

We now analyze the running time of our algorithm. We will do so in terms of a

value χ “ maxPPP,TPT |SP pT q|.
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While this value can be as high as Opm2q, we show in the next section how

to reduce the value greatly when solving the subtrajectory-clustering problem for

collections of κ-packed trajectories.

Selecting a pathlet or point from the priority queue takes Oplogpb ` mqq time.

Updating the pathlets in the queue at the end of each greedy step takes Opb logpb`

mqq time, and each point member of the queue is updated at most once in Oplogpb`

mqq time. Therefore, the algorithm spends Opbm logpb ` mqq time total updating

and searching the queue.

We also have |IP | “ Opnχq for any P . If a pathlet P is selected at the beginning

of a greedy step, the subtrajectories it covers can be computed in Oplogpnχq ` kq

time, where k is the number of newly covered subtrajectories. Therefore, finding

these subtrajectories takes Opm logpnχq`mq time total. It takes Opb log2
pnχqq time

to run the binary searches to recompute ρpP, TP q for each candidate pathlet P at the

end of a greedy step.

Finally, at the end of a greedy step, it takes Opχ logχq time to recompute the

function FP,T for each pathlet P and trajectory T that has a newly processed point.

There are at most m instances where a trajectory sees one or more of its points

covered at the end of a greedy step, so the total time spent updating FP,T func-

tions is Opbmχ logχq. By the same argument, the total number of updates needed

for each segment tree ΨP over all iterations is Opmχq, for a total update time of

Opbmχ logpnχqq for all pathlets. This later bound is the bottleneck of our algorithm.

We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem 56. Let T be a set of n trajectories having m points in total, P a set

of b candidate pathlets, and d any distance function between point sequences. Let χ

be the maximum number of subtrajectories of any one trajectory T P T for which

there are permissible assignments for any one P P P. Then there is an Oplogmq-
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approximation algorithm for the pathlet-cover problem that runs in Õpbmχq time,

provided there is an oracle that computes the distance function d in constant time.

5.5 Subtrajectory Clustering

We now describe our approximation algorithm for the subtrajectory-clustering prob-

lem. As mentioned in the introduction, we assume trajectories to be κ-packed and

the underlying distance function to be the discrete Fréchet distance. A curve is said

to be κ-packed if the length of its intersection with any disk of radius r is at most κr.

A point sequence is κ-packed if the polygonal curve obtained by joining its points in

sequence is κ-packed.

The algorithm relies on two main ideas. First, using the fact that discrete Fréchet

distance is a metric, we quickly construct a small set S of candidate pathlets so that

the cost of the optimal pathlet cover of T with respect to S is close to that of an

optimal subtrajectory clustering of T (Section 5.5.1)7. Using properties more specific

to discrete Fréchet distance, we then reduce the set of candidate pathlets further to

a subset C. Next, we take advantage of our use of Fréchet distance and the input

trajectories being κ-packed to quickly compute an approximation of the Fréchet

distance for pathlet-cover’s distance function (Section 5.5.2). This approximation

enables us to consider only a small number of assignments between each remaining

pathlet and trajectory, thereby greatly speeding up the algorithm without sacrificing

the quality of the clustering.

5.5.1 Candidate pathlets

Let T be the set of n input trajectories with a total of m points, and let P be the

set of all point sequences in R2. We first show how to construct a candidate set S of

7 This step works for any distance function that is a metric, but for simplicity we focus on the
discrete Fréchet distance.
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Opm2q pathlets such that πpT , S, frq ď 2πpT ,P, frq, and then show how to construct

a candidate set C of Opmq pathlets such that πpT ,C, frq “ OplogmqπpT ,P, frq.

Let P Ă P be an optimal pathlet dictionary of T , i.e., P “ arg minPĂP µpT ,P, frq.

Recall that for any P P P , T pP q is the family of subtrajectories assigned to P . Let

dpP, T pP qq denote the cost of assigning subtrajectories in T pP q to P , i.e.,

dpP, T pP qq “ c3

ÿ

SPT pP q

frpS, P q.

The lemma below states that P can be replaced by a subtrajectory of T pP q while

only doubling the cost.

Lemma 57. There exists a subtrajectory S 1 P T pP q such that dpS 1, T pP qq ď 2dpP, T pP qq.

Proof. Let S 1 “ arg minSPT pP q frpS, P q. We then have for any S P T pP q,

frpS, S 1q ď frpS, P q ` frpS 1, P q ď 2 frpS, P q.

Thus replacing P by S 1 increases the cost by at most a factor of 2.

In any solution to the pathlet-cover instance pT ,P, frq, we can replace all dictio-

nary pathlets by input subtrajectories using Lemma 57, increasing the total cost by

a factor of at most 2.

Corollary 58. Let P be the set of all point sequences in R2, and let S be the set of

all subtrajectories of T . We have |S| “ Opm2q and πpT ,S, frq ď 2πpT ,P, frq.

Corollary 58 immediately implies a polynomial time approximation algorithm

for subtrajectory-clustering. However, we can further reduce the number of candi-

date pathlets by another factor of m with only an Oplogmq-factor increase in the

approximation ratio.
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Canonical pathlets. To further restrict the set of candidate pathlets beyond the set

of all subtrajectories, we introduce the notion of canonical pathlets. Consider a

trajectory T P T . For simplicity, we assume that |T | is a power of 2. Consider a

balanced binary tree over the interval r1, |T |s. Each node in the tree corresponds to an

interval ri, js, with its left and right children associated with intervals ri, tpi`j`1q{2us

and rtpi` j ` 1{2u` 1, js respectively. The leaves correspond to singleton intervals.

The height of the tree is log2 |T |, and the total number of nodes is 2|T |. Each interval

induces a subtrajectory T pi, jq of T . These subtrajectories of T corresponding to the

intervals of the tree nodes are called the canonical pathlets of T , which we denote by

CpT q. Applying the same procedure to all the trajectories, we get a set C of Opmq

canonical pathlets.

We can replace a subtrajectory pathlet P by a set of Oplogmq canonical pathlets

CpP q while increasing the assignment cost by at most a factor of Oplogmq. Recall

dpP, T pP qq “
ř

SPT pP q frpS, P q. The lemma below formalizes the prior observation.

Lemma 59. For a pathlet P and any set of subtrajectories T pP q, there exists a set

of Oplogmq canonical pathlets CpP q “ tP1, . . . , P|CpP q|u and a family of subtrajectory

sets tT pP1q, . . . , T pP|CpP q|qu, the union of whose points equals the points in T pP q,

such that
ÿ

PiPCpP q

dpPi, T pPiqq “ Oplogmq ¨ dpP, T pP qq.

Proof. Let P be a subtrajectory of trajectory T . It is not hard to see that P can be

written as the concatenation of pathlets P1, P2, . . . , P|CpP q| in order, where each Pi P

CpT q and |CpP q| “ Oplog |T |q. Consider a subtrajectory S P T pP q. Since there is a

monotone correspondence between P and S with discrete Fréchet distance frpP, Sq,

there exist monotone correspondences between each Pi and some subtrajectory Si

of S such that frpPi, Siq ď frpP, Sq and the Si’s concatenated in order cover S. We
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construct the family of sets T pPiq by including the subtrajectory Si of S in T pPiq,

for all S P T pP q and i P t1, . . . , |CpP q|u. We then have

ÿ

PiPCpP q

dpPi, T pPiqq “
ÿ

SPT pP q

|CpP q|
ÿ

i“1

frpPi, Siq

ď |CpP q|
ÿ

SPT pP q

frpP, Sq

“ Oplogmq ¨ dpP, T pP qq.

As before, we can perform the above substitution for every subtrajectory pathlet

in a (nearly) optimal dictionary with little cost in the approximation ratio.

Corollary 60. Let P be the set of all point sequences in R2 and let C be the set of

all canonical pathlets of T . We have πpT ,C, frq “ Oplogmq ¨ πpT ,P, frq.

5.5.2 Approximate distances

We use the set of canonical pathlets C as the set of candidate pathlets in our reduction

to pathlet-cover. Rather than use the discrete Fréchet distance as our distance func-

tion directly, however, we instead compute a distance function d that approximates

the Fréchet distances between a subset of pairs of canonical pathlets and subtra-

jectories, without decreasing the cluster quality by much. Other pairs are given a

distance of 8 to mark them as not being permissible assignments. Using d dramati-

cally reduces the number of permissible assignments considered by the pathlet-cover

approximation algorithm, and we are able to compute approximate Fréchet distances

much faster than we can compute them exactly. Our algorithm for computing these

distances is based upon a simple trajectory simplification scheme as described below.

For any r ą 0, an r-simplification of a trajectory T is a trajectory S consisting

of a subsequence of points from T such that frpT, Sq ď r. The following is a well-
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known linear-time greedy algorithm to compute an r-simplification of T . We include

the first point of T . We then iterate along the points of T in order, and include in

our simplification each point that is at a distance of at least r from the previously

included point. Finally, we include the last point of T . We denote the resulting

trajectory by
ÝÑ
Tr. We can similarly start from the last point of T and proceed in

reverse. We denote this trajectory by
ÐÝ
Tr. Finally, let Tr denote the merger of

ÝÑ
Tr and

ÐÝ
Tr obtained by including each point that appears in either trajectory in the order

they originally appeared in T . The following lemma follows from the construction:

Lemma 61. (i) Let p1 and q1 appear in Tr in order. We have frpT rp1, q1s, Trrp
1, q1sq ď

r.

(ii) Let p and q appear in T in order. There exist p1, q1 P Tr such that T rp, qs is

a subsequence of T rp1, q1s and frpT rp, qs, Trrp
1, q1sq ď r.

(iii) The lengths of the edges in
ÝÑ
Tr (resp.

ÐÝ
Tr), except possibly the last (resp. first)

edge, is at least r.

As described below, computing r-simplifications of trajectories allows us to quickly

compute Fréchet distances within an additive error of Oprq. In addition, for any pair

P P C, T P T , the number of subtrajectories of Tr, the r-simplification of T , within

distance Oprq of P is a constant, assuming κ is a constant.

Let σ denote the spread of the trajectories’ point sets, i.e., the ratio between the

maximum and the minimum pairwise point distances. (Recall our assumption that

points are distinct; while the assumption aids in our presentation, the algorithm can

be easily adapted to the case when a point appears in multiple trajectories.)

We now construct a distance function d that gives a 4-approximation for the

discrete Fréchet distance fr for some pathlet-subtrajectory pairs. For others, their

distance will be set so corresponding assignments are not permissible. Let r (resp.

r̄) be the minimum (resp. maximum) pairwise distance between trajectory points:
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Figure 5.3: Sets Q1
TPr and Q2

TPr as the thick red points inside the left and right
balls, respectively.

r̄ “ σr.

For each T P T , r P xr̄, r̄{2, . . . , ry, we do the following. We compute Tr in |T |

time as described above. We want to efficiently decide which subtrajectories of Tr

are within distance Oprq of each pathlet P . To do so, we preprocess the set of

points in Tr into an approximate spherical range query data structure of size Op|Tr|q

in Op|Tr|q time; see Aronov et al. [33]. The data structure can answer queries of the

following form: Let Bpp, rq “ tx P R2 | ||x´p|| ď ru denote a ball of radius r around

p. Given a point p, the data structure returns a subset of points of Bpp, 2rq X Tr,

including all points of Bpp, rq X Tr. It returns no points outside Bpp, 2rq X Tr. Each

query takes constant time8, plus additional time proportional to the number of points

returned. For each P P C, let p and q be the start and end points of P , respectively.

Let Q1
TPr “ Bpp, 3rq X Tr and Q2

TPr “ Bpq, 3rq X Tr (see Figure 5.3). We compute

Q1
TPr and Q2

TPr using the approximate spherical range query data structure, and

then for every pair pp1, q1q such that p1 P Q1
TPr and q1 P Q2

TPr, we invoke a decision

procedure that checks if frpTrrp
1, q1s, P q is at most 3r; see [74, Lemma 3.1]. Suppose

frpTrrp
1, q1s, P q ď 3r. We set dpT rp1, q1s, P q “ 4r. We do the above for all triples

pT, r, P q, and we let all other values of dp¨, ¨q not assigned above be equal to 8.

For our algorithm, we return an Oplogmq-approximate pathlet dictionary for the

pathlet-cover instance pT ,C, dq using Theorem 56.

8 This constant is exponential in the ambient dimension.
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5.5.3 Analysis

We now turn to analyzing the running time and approximation factor of our subtrajectory-

clustering algorithm.

Running time. Our main goals are to bound the number of permissible assignments

per pathlet-trajectory pair and the time it takes to compute their Fréchet distances.

The following lemma helps with both goals.

Lemma 62. For each P P C, T P T , and r P tr̄, r̄{2, . . . , ru, we have |Q1
TPr|, |Q

2
TPr| ď

Opκq.

Proof. Let p be the starting point of P . By Lemma 61(iii), each pair of consecutive

points along
ÝÑ
Tr (resp.

ÐÝ
Tr) are distance at least r apart (except possibly at the

endpoints). In particular, there is at least r length of curve from
ÝÑ
Tr (resp.

ÐÝ
Tr) lying

in Bpp, 4rq between every pair of consecutive points in Q1
TPr X

ÝÑ
Tr (resp Q1

TPr X
ÐÝ
Trq.

By the definition of κ-packed curves, there are only Opκq such curve portions within

that ball. A similar argument holds for Q2
TPr.

As in the previous section, for each canonical pathlet P P C and trajectory T P T ,

let SP pT q denote the set of subtrajectories S of trajectory T where dpP, Sq ‰ 8.

Recall the value χ “ maxPPC,TPT |SP pT q|. The following lemma bounds χ.

Lemma 63. For each P P C, T P T , we have |SP pT q| ď Opκ2 log σq.

Proof. By Lemma 62, for a fixed value r P tr̄, r̄{2, . . . , ru, the total number of sub-

trajectories for which dpT, P q is set to be finite is Op|Q1
TPr|.|Q

2
TPr|q “ Opκ2q. There

are Oplog σq values of r considered by the algorithm.

The algorithm spends Opm log σq time total simplifying trajectories. Fix a canon-

ical pathelet P , trajectory T , and resolution r. Let p and q be the first and last
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points of P . One can show Bpp, 6rq X Tr and Bpq, 6rq X Tr both contain Opκq

points. Therefore, it takes Opκq time to compute Q1
TPr and Q2

TPr using the ap-

proximate spherical range-query data structure. For any subtrajectory S of Tr,

testing if frpS, P q ď 3r can be done in Opκ|P |q time [74]. There are b “ Opmq

canonical pathlets, and their total length (i.e., number of points) is Opm logmq.

Summing over all permissible assignments between pathlets and subtrajectories, it

takes Opκmnχ logmq “ Opκ3mn log σ logmq time to compute approximate Fréchet

distances. Finally, it takes Õpbmχq “ Õpκ2m2 log σq time to run our algorithm for

pathlet-cover on the instance pT ,C, dq. Assuming κ is a small constant, we get the

following lemma.9

Lemma 64. The subtrajectory-clustering algorithm runs in Õpm2q time.

Approximation factor. We now bound the approximation factor for our subtrajectory-

clustering algorithm. In the following lemma, we claim we can replace an arbitrary

assignment to a canonical pathlet with a permissible assignment offering the same

coverage at approximately the same cost.

Lemma 65. Let P P C, T P T . For any subtrajectory T rp, qs, there exist p1, q1 P T

such that T rp, qs is a subsequence of T rp1, q1s and dpT rp1, q1s, P q ď 4 frpT rp, qs, P q.

Proof. Let r P tr̄, r̄{2, . . . , ru be such that r ď frpT rp, qs, P q ă 2r. By Lemma 61(ii),

there exist p1, q1 P Tr such that T rp, qs is a subsequence of T rp1, q1s and

frpT rp, qs, Trrp
1, q1sq ď r. By the triangle inequality,

frpTrrp
1, q1s, P q ď frpTrrp

1, q1s, T rp, qsq ` frpT rp, qs, P q ă 3r.

By definition of the discrete Fréchet distance, p1 P Q1
TPr, and q1 P Q2

TPr. Therefore,

when the algorithm creates Tr, it successfully verifies that frpTrrp
1, q1s, P q ď 3r and

9 The constant inside Õ depends exponentially on the ambient dimension, due to a similar depen-
dence for the query time of the approximate spherical range query data structure of [33] .
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sets dpT rp1, q1s, P q “ 4r. We have dpT rp1, q1s, P q ď 4 frpT rp, qs, P q as promised. Note

that the algorithm may later set dpT rp1, q1s, P q to be a smaller value, but doing so

will not invalidate the inequality.

We also have the following lemma establishing that the function d gives an upper

bound on the discrete Fréchet distance.

Lemma 66. Let P P C, and let S be a subtrajectory. We have frpS, P q ď dpS, P q.

Proof. Suppose dpS, P q ‰ 8. Let T be the trajectory containing S. Let r be the

smallest value such that S “ Trrp
1, q1s and frpTrrp

1, q1s, P q ď 3r. By Lemma 61(i),

frpT rp1, q1s, Trrp
1, q1sq ď r. Therefore, by triangle inequality,

frpS, P q ď frpT rp1, q1s, Trrp
1, q1sq ` frpTrrp

1, q1s, P q ď 4r “ dpS, P q.

Now, let P˚ be the optimal solution to the subtrajectory-clustering problem. By

Corollary 60, there exists a pathlet dictionary P̄ Ď C of cost at mostOplogmqµpT ,P˚, frq.

By Lemma 65, we can further modify P̄ without changing the set of covered points

so that every subtrajectory assignment is permissible according to d. Let P̂ be this

new dictionary. We have µpT , P̂ , dq ď OplogmqµpT ,P˚, frq. Let P Ď C be the path-

let dictionary returned by the approximate pathlet-cover algorithm run on pT ,C, dq.

By Lemma 66,

µpT ,P , frq ď µpT ,P , dq ď OplogmqµpT , P̂ , dq

ď Oplog2mqµpT ,P˚, frq.

We reach our main theorem for this section.

Theorem 67. Let T be a set of n trajectories in R2 with m points in total such that

each trajectory is κ-packed for some constant κ. There is an Oplog2mq-approximation

algorithm for computing a subtrajectory-clustering of T using the discrete Fréchet

distance fr as the pathlet cost distance function that runs in Õpm2q time.
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5.6 Preprocessing

In this section, we describe two preprocessing steps that are applied before running

the greedy algorithm for pathlet-cover. First, we describe a method to interpolate

missing points from sparse or lossy trajectory data. Next, we describe an approach to

reduce the number of candidate pathlets considered by our pathlet-cover algorithm

beyond even the canonical pathlets.

Handling sparse data. A major challenge we face in clustering, particularly when

dealing with GPS data, is that individual trajectories may contain long spans where

the data contains no observations. As a consequence, we lose information on what

route the trajectory takes between data points. A natural approach to filling in

missing observations is to compute a simple interpolation such as a line segment

between pairs of consecutive data points and then add additional points to the data

set along that interpolation. Unfortunately, objects do not move along straight lines

even in a road network, e.g., the trajectory between two consecutive observed points

may contain a turn.

Instead of computing simple interpolations based only on the pairs of consecutive

trajectory data points, we use the location of observed points throughout the entire

collection of trajectories to produce reasonable routes for the unknown parts of in-

dividual trajectories. Intuitively, an unknown route between two consecutive data

points likely passes close by to many observed data points from other trajectories.

Let δ, ∆, and ε be parameters. We create a graph G “ pV,Eq as follows. We begin

by creating a grid over the trajectory points using cells of side-length δ. For each

grid-cell v containing at least one observed trajectory point, we add v to the vertex

set V . Then, we add an edge pu, vq to E for each pair of cells u and v whose centers

are within distance ∆ to one-another. We give each edge pu, vq a weight equal to the
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Figure 5.4: Left: linear (dashed red) versus our graph based (dotted blue) in-
terpolation schemes for sparse trajectories. Right: cluster of pathlets and chosen
representative pathlet in black.

inverse of the number of points lying in u and v so that edges between densely pop-

ulated cells have low weight. Finally, for each pair of consecutive trajectory points p

and q lying distance at least ε apart, we compute a shortest path in G between p and

q’s cells, adding the cell centers encountered along the path to the trajectory between

p and q. See Figure 5.4 for a comparison of our method to the linear interpolation

approach.

Sparsifying candidate pathlets. The subtrajectory clustering problem allows us to se-

lect pathlets from the full space of point sequences. By focusing just on the sub-

trajectories or even canonical pathlets, we are sampling from the space of candidate

pathlets. Recall that the primary motivation behind our work is that large groups

of subtrajectories will tend to cluster within the same proximity. Since we construct

candidate pathlets from each input trajectory independently, we tend to over sample

in the neighborhood of a pathlet (a point in the pathlet space) that is shared by

many trajectories. As our pathlet-clustering algorithm requires time proportional to

the number of candidate pathlets, we perform a sparsifying step to remove redundant

canonical pathlets from overly sampled areas.

The high level idea behind our procedure is to project each canonical pathlet to

Euclidean space. Similar canonical pathlets should project to closeby points. We

then apply standard clustering techniques to find similar points from which only
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one pathlet’s point will remain a candidate. Let d and ω be parameters. For each

canonical pathlet P P C, we select d points lying equidistant along the piecewise

linear curve between P ’s points. Let these points be xpx1, y1q, px2, y2q, . . . , pxd, ydqy.

We create a 2d-dimensional point pP “ px1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xd, ydq. We iterate over the

pathlets again, marking some as removed as we do so. Initially, none of the pathlets

are marked. Now, consider a pathlet P P C chosen during the iteration. If P is

already marked as removed, we ignore it and continue to the next pathlet in the

iteration. Otherwise, we consider the ball of radius ω centered at pP and mark all

other pathlets’ points within the ball as removed. When we have finished iterating

over the canonical pathlets, we remove the marked ones from the set of candidate

pathlets used in the pathlet-cover algorithm. See Figure 5.4 for an example of a

cluster of 32 similar pathlets and the one chosen in the sparsifying step.

5.7 Experiments

We describe experimental results to highlight the various desirable properties of our

model mentioned earlier, and to demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm. In

particular, we show that our model can handle noisy and diverse data sets, without

compromising on cluster quality. Further, our algorithm is fast, the pathlets found by

our algorithm are purely data-driven (hence can be complex), and they capture the

underlying shared structure. We also show the sensitivity of our results to varying

parameters. All our experiments were run on an Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz computer.

Data sets. We have used both real and synthetic data sets for our experiments. The

real data sets used are as follows.

(i) The Beijing data set contains taxi trajectories in Beijing, China [7]. It has

month-long trajectory data of 28,000 cabs in Beijing (about 60 million points). Each

trajectory originally consists of multiple trips of a taxi; we break it up so that each
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Figure 5.5: The heatmap (left) and major pathlets (right) of the Beijing data set.

trip is its own trajectory. We run experiments on a subset of this data having 9

million points, spanning four days.

(ii) The GeoLife data set was collected by Microsoft Research Asia [6]. It tracks

182 users over four years, recording a broad range of outdoor movements, such as

walking, biking, and hiking. Widely distributed in over 30 cities in China and some

cities in USA and Europe, we only took trajectories in Beijing since it contained

most of the data. We focus on pedestrian trajectories only, which result in 2,657

trajectories containing 1,473,115 points.

(iii) The Cycling data set is a set of cycling trajectories in Durham, North

Carolina. It consists of 37 trajectories, with 106,791 points in total. The trajectories

are quite complicated, containing self-intersections and repeating portions.

Besides the above real data sets, we also used a synthetic data set, generated by

the University of Minnesota Web-based Traffic Generator [8], which generates traffic

data from the underlying road network in any arbitrary region of the world. The

model used to generate the traffic data was given by Brinkhoff [47], which accounts

for real-world conditions such as varying speeds, road congestion, etc. Denoted RTP,

the data set covers the Research Triangle region [5] of North Carolina. It has around

20,000 trajectories and around 1 million points.
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Figure 5.6: The heatmap (left) and major pathlets (right) of the RTP data set.

Visualization. We visually inspect the trajectories and the pathlets generated, demon-

strating various desirable properties of our model and algorithm. 10

Dense and popular portions. Our algorithm chooses pathlets from areas that have

a high density of trajectory points. Figure 5.5 shows the Beijing data set and the

top 100 pathlets out of around 8,000 picked. The first pathlet chosen for Beijing is

located at the Beijing Capital International Airport (PEK), which has a high point

density on the heat map. Other top pathlets include the S12 (the highway to the

airport) and other highways leading into the city as well as shorter pathlets closer

to the city center.

Figure 5.6 shows a portion of the RTP data set and the top 35 pathlets out of

around 8,500 picked by our algorithm. The two long highlighted pathlets follow two

popular highways which have a high point density on the heat map, but were chosen

26th and 32nd. Most trips within the region tend to use relatively short portions of

each highway as opposed to traversing their entire length, thus other shorter pathlets

were chosen earlier.

Robustness to variations. Our algorithm works well even if there is no underlying

road network and data is noisy. For instance, the GeoLife data set is much more

varied and noisy. Figure 5.8 shows the top 50 pathlets for GeoLife; we can see

that these are in general shorter than the pathlets for Beijing, probably because we

focus on pedestrian data, and the trajectories are not as long. Figure 5.8 also shows

10 The algorithm was run with these parameters to generate the visualizations – pc1, c2, c3q values
for Beijing: p1, 1.5, 0.005q; GeoLife, Cycling and RTP: p1, 1, 0.005q.
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Figure 5.7: A bunch of trajectories from RTP (left). The blue trajectory takes a
detour from the remaining trajectories, before merging again. Without gaps, the blue
trajectory is picked as a pathlet on its own, with the remaining trajectories being
assigned to the red pathlet (center); whereas having gaps produces three pathlets
(right) with the detour being considered a gap.

a cluster of subtrajectories, which look very similar. The nice subtrajectory in the

middle is picked as a pathlet, and serves as a less noisy representative for the entire

cluster.

Our algorithm successfully finds common portions of trajectories that are other-

wise diverse. Figure 5.10 shows trajectories from the RTP (left) and Beijing (right)

data sets passing through a common region that is captured by the highlighted path-

let.

The notion of gaps in our model gracefully handles individual variations in tra-

jectories. We ran the algorithm on the RTP data set with a very large value of c2

(highly penalizing gaps, and effectively removing them). See Figure 5.7.

Cluster quality. Our objective function measures cluster quality by taking the

sum of distances of the subtrajectories in a cluster to the pathlet instead of other

measures, such as the maximum distance to the pathlet. This results in tighter

clusters (see right picture of Figure 5.9).

Trajectory reconstruction. We can approximately reconstruct individual trajec-

tories by simply concatenating the pathlets they are assigned to (see left picture of

Figure 5.9).

Data-driven pathlets. The pathlets found are completely data-driven and can

be quite complex. Figure 5.11 shows a trajectory of the Cycling data set, and
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Figure 5.8: Major pathlets of the GeoLife data set (left); a cluster of subtrajec-
tories (right) with the darker pathlet.

Figure 5.9: Left : trajectories (in black) from Beijing and RTP resp., and the
pathlets (highlighted in color) to which they are assigned. Right : a single cluster
found in RTP while using the max distance to measure cluster quality, picking out
only the middle darker pathlet. Using the sum of distances splits the above cluster
into two – the middle pathlet’s cluster, and the second pathlet’s cluster.

the first two pathlets assigned to it. The trajectory contains loops, reflecting the

cyclist going around a track and changing directions. Pathlets do indicate direction

of travel; in particular, the first two pathlets assigned to the cycling trajectory go in

each direction of the loop as shown in the figure.

Quantitative analysis. The running time of our algorithm depends upon the number

of points and candidate pathlets, and complexity of the trajectories. While RTP

and GeoLife had similar number of points, their runtimes were 1 hour and 2 hours

respectively, see Table 5.1. The GeoLife trajectories tended to be more complex

and had more intersections. The much larger Beijing data set ran in 12 hours. It

is possible to reduce runtimes by using a tighter bound on the maximum Fréchet

distance, not penalizing the Fréchet distance (setting c3 “ 0), stopping the greedy

algorithm when the increase in coverage becomes too small, and sparsifying the
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Figure 5.10: Full trajectories sharing a common portion, captured by pathlets with
assigned subtrajectories.

Figure 5.11: A self-intersecting trajectory from Cycling (left), and the first two
pathlets assigned to it.

candidate pathlets (Section 5.6).

Table 5.1 shows the effects of sparsifying the candidate pathlets. Intuitively, the

sparsifying step is meant to remove redundant pathlets from the set of candidates.

Accordingly, the number of candidates after sparsifying stayed roughly constant even

as we took larger samples of the Beijing data set. In general, the speed up increases

as the proportion of pathlets remaining after sparsification reduces.

The pathlets picked at the beginning cover more points than those picked later.

The left plot in Figure 5.12 shows the cumulative coverage (as a fraction of the total

points) of pathlets picked in iterations of the greedy algorithm for the Beijing data

set, with and without sparsifiying the candidate pathlets; one can see that the plots

are almost identical. Further, the marginal increase in coverage goes down drastically

for later pathlets.

We also investigated the number of pathlets assigned per trajectory. The left plot

in Figure 5.13 shows the frequency of trajectories vs. the number of pathlets assigned
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Data Set # points Runtime
(hours)

Runtime
after
sparsifying

# pathlets
# pathlets
after spar-
sifying

RTP 1,084,257 1.02 0.54 150,142 10,217

GeoLife 1,473,115 2.05 0.83 213,478 11,456

Beijing 9,121,035 12.26 8.12 520,138 18,277

Beijing 20,012,380 50.39 21.08 1,268,598 22,651

Table 5.1: Runtimes showing speed-up with pathlet sparsification. pc1, c2, c3q values:
GeoLife and RTP: p1, 1, 0.005q, smaller Beijing: p1, 1.5, 0.005q, larger Beijing:
p1, 1.5, 0q;

Figure 5.12: The cumulative coverage of chosen pathlets with and without sparsi-
fication (left). Cumulative coverage plots for different values of c3 (with c1 “ 1, c2 “

1.75) (right). Both plots are for Beijing.

per trajectory for the Beijing data set. There is a very long tail, meaning that there

exist trajectories with a lot of pathlets assigned to them. However, the tail mostly

consists of pathlets added later by the algorithm; these are shorter and many of these

are assigned to a single trajectory on average. The right plot in Figure 5.13 shows

the same plot for the top 50 and 100 pathlets. The top pathlets usually concatenate

in smaller numbers.

Parameter sensitivity. We conclude by considering the effect each parameter has on

the pathlets chosen as well as the coverage of the trajectories’ points.

Keeping c1 and c3 fixed, we vary c2. A lower value of c2 means it is less expensive
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Figure 5.13: Plots showing the number of pathlets assigned per trajectory.

to leave points unassigned to any pathlet; thus increasing c2 increases the percentage

of assigned points, e.g., from around 64% (c2 “ 1.5) to 84% (c2 “ 2.5) for Beijing.

However, the data itself also affects how much of its points get assigned. To get the

same percentage of assigned points of around 74%, we need c2 “ 2 for Beijing and

c2 “ 1 for RTP and GeoLife. Urban centers lead to more route diversity (and

somewhat lesser shared structure), hence we need larger c2 values for Beijing to

get the same percentage of assigned points, whereas traffic tends to cluster along

the relatively few long highways in RTP. For GeoLife, although the c2 values

are similar to that of RTP, in general the number of pathlets picked is less than

RTP (perhaps because in RTP there are more shared portions, and there are a

lot less trajectories and hence more points per trajectory). The average number of

subtrajectories assigned per pathlet reduces as c2 increases. Thus the pathlets cover

less shared structure.

We now vary c3 while keeping c1 and c2 fixed. The right plot in Figure 5.12

shows the impact on the cumulative coverage in Beijing as pathlets are added for

different values of c3. The number of pathlets chosen increases with c3, from 8, 169

for c3 “ 0, to 10, 021 for c3 “ 0.0025, to 11, 223 for c3 “ 0.005. Similar trends are

observed for other data sets. As our experiments suggest, increasing c3 discourages

the assignment of many long subtrajectories to individual pathlets as the distance

between these subtrajectories and pathlets has a larger and larger influence on our
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objective function.

5.8 Conclusion

We presented a model for constructing a pathlet dictionary and considered two op-

timization problems based on our model, pathlet-cover and subtrajectory clustering.

After presenting hardness results, we described polynomial time polylogarithmic ap-

proximation algorithms for both problems. Finally, we evaluated our model and

algorithms through experiments, and visualization and quantitative analysis of the

results.

It would be interesting to see how our techniques could be generalized or applied

to other settings. In particular, we would like to know if our model can be applied in

contexts such as motion capture or if our techniques could be used to fit generative

models to trajectory data. It would also be good to know if our algorithms could

be implemented in parallel or I/O efficiently without sacrificing much in solution

quality.
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6

Conclusion

We conclude by briefly summarizing the contributions of this dissertation, and also

highlighting some important general research directions.

Parallel algorithms. We designed algorithms to compute, store and query distributed

data structures for answering orthogonal range searching and nearest-neighbor queries

in the MPC model of computation. We also proposed an MPC algorithm to compute

the Delaunay triangulation of a point set in 2D, and the contour tree of a real-valued,

piecewise linear function defined on the triangulation. Our algorithms are the first

ones to have theoretical guarantees on their performance, and are asymptotically

optimal or near-optimal.

It would be interesting to see if such provably-efficient algorithms can also be

designed for other geometric and topological problems, e.g., point location queries,

persistent homology etc. Several basic problems are still open in the MPC model,

e.g., graph connectivity in sub-logarithmic rounds. See also [102] for further open

problems in parallel query processing in the MPC model.
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Gromov-Hausdorff distance. We prove the first hardness results for computing the

Gromov-Hausdorff distance between two metric spaces, showing that it is NP-hard

to approximate to a factor better than 3, even for tree metrics. We also give a

Opmintn,
?
rnuq-factor approximation algorithm for tree metrics, where r is the ratio

of the length of the longest to the shortest edge. We also give algorithms to compute

the interleaving distance between merge trees with similar performance guarantees.

An important open problem is to close the gap between the upper and lower

bounds on the approximation factor. However, this seems challenging since the key

technique of using a graph isomorphism does not seem to lead to a better approx-

imation. We hope our work further stimulates research in the area of computing

correspondences between metric spaces having low additive distortion.

Subtrajectory clustering. We propose a new model for clustering subtrajectories. Such

clusters capture the shared movement patterns in input trajectories in the form of

a representative pathlet for each cluster. We prove hardness results for the subtra-

jectory clustering problem. We also give approximation algorithms for the same,

which can be made faster for realistic input trajectories. We also demonstrate the

practicality of our algorithm by performing extensive experiments.

While our algorithms are provably efficient, we use a heuristic approach to fur-

ther speed up our experiments – we reduce the number of candidate pathlets by

running a single-linkage type procedure to cluster the set of candidate pathlets. This

gives rise to an important question concerning the clustering of curves (under say the

discrete Fréchet distance) for optimizing the k-median, k-means, and k-center objec-

tives. Apart from results that apply to general metric spaces, very little is known

about algorithms specific to clustering curves with provable performance guarantees.

The closest work is the one by Driemel et al. [75] on clustering time-series data (i.e.,

sequences of real numbers); however their work does not seem to extend easily to
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curves. One important hurdle is the fact that the Fréchet distance has infinite dou-

bling dimension, so the sampling framework of [11] does not work. Another approach

is to look beyond worst-case instances, taking a cue from the “CDNM” thesis – Clus-

tering is Difficult only when it does Not Matter [66]. Various notions of clusterability

of data sets have been developed [10], and many clustering problems that are hard

to solve in the worst case can be solved optimally for such instances [29, 37, 143].
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